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Selected As A Beat All Round Kentheky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
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United Press International

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We called Frankfort the other
d.ay to see if we could get the
State Highway Department to put
a white line down the middle of
Doran Road. We were referred to
somebody who was going to call
us right back. It has been a week
and thus far our call has not been
returned.
The national debt now totals
$413.8 billion. The annual interest
is 121 billion.
Of the 50 United Nations members who voted to expel the
Republic of China, all but 8 have
received U.S. foreign aid totaling
some $47,617,000,000.
The 51
recipients of U.S foreign aid are
(in millions of dollars 1 as
follows:
Atganistan, $404.5; Albania,
$20.4; Algeria, $180.4; Britain,
59.6111.6, Burma, $101.0; Burundi,
$7.5; Cameroon, --$33.
- 11-- -Canada,
$72.6; Ceylon. $167.1; Chile,
$1,703.6; Congo (Brans), $2.3;
Cub61452.1; Czechoslovakia, $193.0;
and/ Denmark, $920.9; Ecuador,
$340:9;'
Guinea, $109.1; Egypt,
•
$912.2; Ethiopia, $404.2; Roland.
$158.3; and France, $9,474.2.
.
Also - Guyana,.. 162-4; aungary,
$37.8; Iceland, $89.3; India,
$8,679.0; Iraq, $2,386.0; Ireland,
5 I 9 3.0; Kenya, $78.3; Kuwait,
$50.0; Libya, $230.0; Malaysia,
$95.0; Mali, $26.7; Mauritania, $3.3;
Nepal, $15.0; Nigeria, $354.0; Norway, $1,255.2, Pakistan, $3,917.0;
Peru, $772.0, Poland, $579.5.
Also, Romania, $2.4; Sierra
Leone, $45.6; Singapore, $40.1;
Somalia, $79.8; U.S.S.R., $186.4; Sudan, $104.7; Sweden, $188.1; Syria,
$60.6; Tanzania, $69.7; Trinidad)
Tobago, $62.8; Uganda, $39.1; Yugoslavia, $2,896.2; and Zambia, $40.9.

Some folks are disappointed with
President Nixon because this aid
was promised to continue, no
matter how the UN nations voted
on the China issue. They say he
should have pointed out that the
aid would stop if these nations
failed to vote the way the U. S.
wanted them to.
Rep. Stewart B. McKinney of
Connecticut has introduced a bill
to remove the earnings test from
Social Security. He pointed out
that "Social Security is not a
form of welfare but an insurance
program with benefits earned by
contributions, and that earnings
limitations are unfair. Earnings
now include wages and selfemployment income but not
interest end dividends" he noted.
Rep. McKinney is only partly
right. Social Security is billed as
an insurance program, but many
people have no absolute surety of
ever collecting from it.
On
regular insurance you are sure of
collecting because you are
spending your money on it. If a
person lives until he is 72, and the
government knows exactly how
many will reach this age, then he
will collect his Social Security.
As Rep. McKinney says,
whatever a person is able to earn
3fter he reaches Social Security
age, should have no bearing on
whether he draws his Social
Security or not. If a person
ipends his money on Social
Security with the employer
matching it dollar for dollar)
then he should be guaranteed that
he will draw it when he reaches a
certain age.
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Murray DECA
Chapter Has
Initiation

4
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Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXXII No. 261

Supreme Court Is Last Hope
For Cannikin Postponement
Nuclear
Test Set
Saturday

The Murray High School
Distributive
of
Chapter
Education Clubs of America
(DECA held a formal initiation
for 32 new members, at 7:30 p.m., A two car collision occurred
on Thursday, Nobember 4, in the Thursday at 12:30 p.m. on Fourth
Hospitality Room of the Murray Street, according to the report
Federal Savings and Loan filed by the officers of the Murray
Building.
Police Department. No injuries
The officers, Johnny Garland, were listed on the report..
Darrell Faires...To Perform Here
president, Terry Doss, rice- Involved were a 1967 Chevrolet
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Conpresident, Rebecca Wager, two door hardtop driven by
servationists seeking to block
secretary, Joyce Hopkins, Audrey B. Moody, 805 Guthrie
the largest U.S. underground
treasurer, Retry Boyd,reporter. Drive, Murray, and a 1963 Oldnuclear test in history scheNita Atkins, parlimentarian, and smobile two door hardtop driven
duled Saturday at Amchitka
Paul Thurman, installation of- by Dotty Rue Tabers of Murray
Island in the Aleutians, placed
ficer, took part in the initiation Route Two.
their last hope today in the
Darrell
Faires,
youth "Cope or Copout" to the young ceremony. Also participation in Police said the Moody car,
Supreme Court.
magazine editor and religious people attending the Cooperative the ceremony were, Greg parked at the curb oh 4th Snag,
Opponents of the five-megafolk song collector, composer, School of World Outreach on Lawson, Joyce Bramley, and backed up and collided with the
ton blast, designed to test the
and performer, from St. Louis, Sunday at six p.m. in the Eugene Fieldee, all Seniors.
Tabers car going north on 4th
safeguard antiballistic missile
Mo., will be the featured at- fellowship hall of the First Refreshments of punch and Street. Damage to the Chevrolet
system, went to the high court
Murray
Civitan
Colson,
left,
YEAR-Starkie
OF
THE
CIVITAN
traction for the Youth Sunday Christian Church.
cookies were served after the was on the left rear and to the
Thursday, asking it to prevent
“Civitan
was
named
after
Nix
congratulates
J.H.
Nix
President,
Contemporary Service at the The visiting speaker, Faires, is ceremony to new and old Oldsmobile on the right front
experiment
the "Cannikin"
of
the
local
night
meeting
charter
of the Year" at the annual
First Christian Church ( Disciples assistant editor of Youth members.
side.
until a lower court order
Thursday
Civitans
of Christ) on Sunday, November Publications in the local Church The following students are the
refusing to ban the test can be
7, at 10:45 a.m.
Curriculum Division of the new members of the Chapter:
appealed.
Faires will also be the main Christian board of Publication, Freddy Berry, Betty Boyd, Vicki
The coalition of conservation
guest for the District 16 Yout)) St. Louis, Mo. He is also the Brandon, Paula Cook, Marilyn
groups opposing the test argued
Event of the Christian Churches editor of "Alive", #monthily Doran, Jeff Dowdy, Mike Farley,
the
that the' effect "on
meeting in the Fellowship Hall of magazine for junior high youth of Marsha H Hendon, Carl Hosford,
environment may be among the
The Dames Club of Murray
the local First Christian Church the Christian Churches, and has Susan Hudgins, Roger Hughes,
most significant in all man's
State University will have its first
on Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Rev. Lee had editorial responsibilities for
,terre...4unen, TOMP-13' Irvan, eeting of .the. month on
Wahlstrorn of Benton, 'District the Yrr griding of the Christian Sandy Johnson, Paula Jones,
Opponents have argued the
Tuesday, November 9, at seven
Youth Advisor, will introduce Life Curriculum.
E. J. Haverstock, President of. explosion, which will be up to
Steve Ladd, Melia Lancaster, Joe p.m.
Faires.
Faires is an ordained minister Lassiter, Clarissa Lee, Doug Members are to meet at
the Murray Chamber of Com- 250 times as powerful as the
John Mark Hale and Mike of the Christian
Church Lindsey, Phillip Mabry, Larry Thurman's Furniture Company,
J. H. Nix was named "Civitan merce, announced today that an bomb that destroyed Hiroshima
Holton will preside at the Lord's Disciples of Christ) and Phillips, ,Roderick Reed, Larry
membership drive had in World War II, may cause
208 East Main Street, where a of the Year" at the thirteenth intensive
Supper and the high school young received his B.D. degree in 1965 Robinson, Charles Scott, Richard
program will be given on "In- annual charter night meeting of been started using the Board of earthquakes or tidal waves.
people of the church will serve as from Texas Christian University, Story, Van Stubblefield, Tim
the Murray Civitan Club Thur- Directors and other businessmen
Protests Continue
terior Decorating".
deacons and deaconesses at the Fort Worth, Texas. He has held Thurman, Robert Trenholm,
sday night. Nix is presently as the executive salesmen.
The appeal was filed with
contemporary service on Sunday
serving as Lieutenant Governor H. E. Chrisman, chairman of Chief
E.
Warren
Justice
(Continued on Page Fourteen) Janet Walker, Rodney Williams,
morning. Barbi Van Meter will be
and Johnny Wilson.
of Area 7 in the Kentucky the membership committee, said Burger. He can rule on the
the worship leader.
that the drive would go through request himself or have the
Distributive Education Clubs of
District.
Faires will also make a
America ( DECA ) is a youth
Thirteen year attendance the month of November, and that other justices help him decide
"Peanuts Theology" colored
activity for those enrolled in
awards were presented to he had hopes that the Chamber when they meet for a regular
slide and song presentation titled
Distributive Education. The
Woodrow Rickman and Aubrey would enroll 100 new members conference today
purpose is to encourage fret .
Private
Army
First
.
p
Lle
jecytia Henry during that time.
Willoughby
sc kvedtheti
S.
ta
Class
Hal Riddle Appears In
and
ddred,ontie
Haverstock said that each (Cannonades Page Fourteen
Larry Joe Oliver, grandson or enterprtee
ServIcest.
stye salesman
Mrs. Maggie Oliver, 405 Elm awareness through individual
would
Several TV Programs
Dr.
Merrill
S.
Wise,
J
r
.
,
of
The guest speaker for the contact the businesses that were
Street, Murray, recently com- instruction, studies in marketing
Jackson, Tenn., will be the
Hal Riddle,son of Mr. and Mrs. pleted a thirteen weeks X-Ray including marketing projects, featured speaker at the Adult meeting was Charlie Baker, Lt. not members and invite them to
Forest Riddle of Mayfield, for- Radio Graphic Procedures exposure to successful business Session of the Cooperative School Governor of Civitan In- join. After the prospect exmerly of Murray, appeared School at the U. S. Army Medical leaders, and to individual ex- of World Outreach to be held at ternational. The theme of his talk presses a wish to join, the
executive secretary will visit the
Winners of $25 each, as anWednesday, Training Center, Fort Sam perience in business activities. the First United Methodist was "Together We Did."
and
Tuesday
"Wt need to magnify the new member with information on nounced by the Murray Jaycees
November 2 and 3. , on the Houston, Texas.
Church on Sunday, November 7,
quality of good citizenship in the the Chamber and a decal.
He is now receiving on the job
in their drawings election day,
television program, "Days Of
MRS. CLAYTON ILL
at six p.m.
All professional and business are as follows:
minds of more people in our
Our Lives," as a waiter in the training at the U. S. Army
"How To Stay Alive At SixtyMrs. Rosie Clayton of Murray
people are eligible for memHospital at Fort Polk, La.
communities," Baker urged.
Mavis Murdock, Doc Boggess,
series.
Five" will be the theme of the
home
at
the
recuperating
now
is
Mrs.
of
Mr.
and
-Dougyilloughby was iftttiated bership, subject to the con- Fred Wells, Jean Sheriden,
Pfc.
Oliver,
son
He will appear briefly on the
program.
Dr.
Wise
is
vice
"FBI" program on November 7 James H. Oliver, 602 Poplar of her daughter, Mrs. James L. chairman of the Tennessee into the Murray Civitan Club by firmation of the Board of Marylin Barrett, Cindy Ross,
Directors.
Prentice Dunn, Billy Blakley,
as a photographer, and on the Street, Denham Springs, La., ( Volene 1 Wilson, Route Two, Commission on Aging, member (Continued on Page Fourteen)
Flossa Mercer, Sue Outland, Bob
"Bonanza" in the episode en- formerly of Murray, entered the Maxon Road, Paducah, Ky., of the Gerontological Scoiety, eed
Army in April 1971 and completed 42001, after having undergone National Council on Aging, and
Hibbard,Calvin Milby, Mrs. C. T.
titled "Saddle Stiff".
the
Rushing, Leland H. Peeler,
Riddle has recently finished basic training at Fort Polk, La. surgery. She first entered
directed
the
Synamic
Maturity
Oliver is a 1969 graduate of hospital in August and has been
Lavelia Brandon, Patricia
two days filming of a commercial
She program at the Jackson State
Lassiter,
Richard R. Smith,
for Texaco to appear this w Denham Springs High School and in Paducah since October 8.
for Community College/ He was
Ricky Hill. and M T Terry
winter on the CBS News with attended L. S. U. in Baton Rouge, is expected to be there
instrumental
in
starting
and
another month.
IA.
Walter Cronkite.
ea
directing the Harvest Yrs
Senior Citizens Center.

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Thursday

Folk Song Singer & Youth Editor
To Appear At Christian Ofiurch

MSU Dames Club To
MeetAt Thurman's

Nix Named
_Civitan of
The Year

Local Chamber
Membership
Drive Underway.

Dr. Wise Will
Be Speaker At
,School Sunday

Larry Joe Oliver
Completes Course

Jaycees Announce
Drawing Winners

House Bans Government

Ordered School Busing

Nixon to help schools pay the racial imbalance. It passed 231costs of desegregation.
125.
The bill passed on a 332-38 Other amendments, adopted
roll call vote after a marathon by similar margins, would
13-hour session that started prohibit use of federal funds to
Thursday afternoon.
achieve racial balance by
The big measure, which busing, and would allow
included a landmark $5.4 billion schools,, if they chose, not to
program of direct federal aid to carry rout a busing order of a
private and public colleges, put lower court until all appeals
the House on a collision course procedures to higher courts
with the Senate. Earlier the *ere exhausted
Senate passed its own
(Continued on Page Fourteen ,
billion, three-year higher edtication bill that has no andtiusing
language. Differences' in the
Dr. Merrill S. Wise, Jr.
two bills will have to be
st THREE CITED
reconciled by conferences from
Dr. Wise is a doctor of opThree persons were cited
political science both Houses.
tometry graduating from the
yesterday and last night by the Joe Rose,
A Bazaar and Country Musical Southern College of Optometry
Murray STATE The antibusing language
instructor
at
Murray Police Department.
discussed the sub- came in a series of amend- Show will be held at the Dexter He received his B S. from
They were for disregarding a University,
"What the Candidates ments,- the key one being Community Center on Saturday, Lambuth College, and is a fellow
ject,
and
public
stop light, shoplifting,
Didn't Say" at the regular offered by Rep. Edith Green, November 13, sponsored by the In both the American Academy
drunkenness.
and Tennessee Academy of
meeting of the Kiwanis Club D-Ore., which said the govern- Dexter Homemakers Club.
Thursday evening at the !tient could not withhold educa- The bazaar will start at nine Optometry.
He was named
,
0011111.16M1000.1.1011,10.../I
tion funds in order to force a a.m. and all persons having "Optometrist of the Year 1970" in
Woman's Clubhouse.
the
for
Rose brought up several points school district to bus students. donations of any itrnes
Tennessee and received the "City
and a general discussion of This would remove the govern- sale are asked to call 7534407. Maker" award at Jackson, Tenn
major
weapon
in Sandwiches, pies, cakes, etc., He is an active member of the
conditions in Kentacky and ment's
Forest Heights United Methodist
Kentucky: Fair and warmer neighboring states followed the ordering busing to overcome will be sold at the sale.
The Musical Show will be held Church, director of the Jackson
today, becoming partly cloudy speech.
at seven p.m. at the center and Community
Sisk
Morgan
President
Concerts
and warmer tonight with chance
several bands have been Association,and a member of the
of showers west portions late presided at the meeting. Visitors
scheduled to appear.
included Don Clayton, secretary
Jackson Lions Club
tonight.
Saturday variable
All proceeds from the bazaar
Rev. Stephen Davenport of St.
cloudiness
with
scattered of Circle K Club at Murray State,
Calloway John's
showers and turning colder west and Mark Boyd, son of William The New C,oncord`Varents Club and show will go to.the
Episcopal Church, will
will meet at the school on Mon- Rescue Squad,
in forenoon and east in afternoon. Boyd.
introduce Dr. Wise.
day, November 8, ar 7:30 p.m.
Churches cooperating in this
Highs today 60s to low 70s. Low
Leroy Eldridge, director of
TRASH FIRE
School are St. Leo's Catholic,
tonight upper 30s and low 401i
GIRL SCOUTS
The Murray Fire Department school relations at Murray State
Imnrianeul Lutheran, St. John's
extreme east to upper 40s and low
Battist, St. John's Episcopal,
50s extreme west
Highs answered a call Thursday at 8:55 University, will be the guest
Scout
Girl
The Neighborhood
First United Methodist, First
Saturday mostly in the 60s but a.m. to a trash fire on the I.. &N. speaker.
will meet Monday, November 8,
All parents and interested
lowering into low 50s west by Railroad. The booster was used
at ten a.m, at the Girl Scout Presbyterian,and First Christian
persons are invited to attend
to extinguish the flames.
(Disciples of Christ).
afternoon.
•
Cabin.
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
House early today banned
government-ordered school
busing to achieve racial integration and prohibited use of
federal funs to pay the costs
of court-ordered busing.
The action came with passage of a $24 billion authorization bill that would extend for
five years programs of aid to
higher education. Included was
$1.5 billion sought by President

Joe Rose Speaker
At Kiwanis Meet

Bazaar And Show
Planned At Dexter

The Weather

New Concord Club
To Hear Eldridge

Breathitt and Huddleston
On Collision Course For
John Cooper Senate Seat Student Speaker

By ROBERT WESTON
UPI State Bureau Manager
LOUISVILLE (UPI)-Former
Gov. Edward T. "Ned" Breathitt
and State Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston may be on a collision
course in quest of the Democratic
nomination for U.S. Senator next
year.
And underlying the strong
possibility of a BreathittHuddleston clash is the threat
this could revive the factional
strife that has weakened the
Kentucky Democratic • party
often in the past. If so, it would
undo all of the apparent unity

Pvt. Eugene Banks
Completes Training
FT. KNOX,Ky.-Army Private
Eugene Banks, 19, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Nelson Banks, 208 North
Cherry, Murray, recently
completed eight weeks of advanced individual training at the
U. S. Army Armor Center, Ft.
Knox, Ky.
During the training, students
learn the duties of a tank
crewman, including the firing of
the tank's armament and small
weapons. They also receive instruction in field radio operation,
map reading and tank maintenance and repair.
The soldier's wife, Karen, lives
on Depot St., Cadiz.
BETHANY CLASS
•
The Bethany Sunday School
Class-of the First Baptist Church
will rneet.Monday, November 8,
at seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Noel Melugin, Olive Street.

achieved in the Democrats'
smashing election victory
Tuesday.
Breathitt told UPI in a
telephone interview this week
that he expects to make an announcement about his political
plans "sometime between now
and my birthday, November
28th." All indications are that the
announcement will be a
declaration of his candidacy for
the senate seat now held by
Republican John Sherman
Cooper, who has announced he is
retiring from Public office.
Breathitt, of course, has been
closely identified with the Bert
of
the
segment
Combs
Democratic party ever since he
served as state Personnel
Commissioner during Combs'
administration as Governor.
Huddleston is in a prime
position to make a bid for the U.S.
Senate seat after directing Lt.
Gov. Wendell H. Ford's successful campaign for Governor
from his position as state campaign chairman.
And the Elizabethtown radio
station executive has made no

Bureau Formed
By High Schools_

Murray High School and
Calloway County High have
joined forces through their
speech organizations to bring a
new service to the community.
"This service, The Student
Speaker's Bureau, is composed of
high school students who are
speaking out on important and
vital issues about our community, state and nation," a
spokesman for thr group said.
The Speakers Bureau is
sponsored by the Murray Optimist Club and is under the
leadership of Ron Beshear of
Murray High School and Larry
England of Calloway County
High.
Beshear and England outlined
the purposes of the bureau as
follows:
-To serve the community by
discussing issues that challenge
America and the local community.
-To bridge the gap between
(Contained on Page Fourteen) youth and parents through a
getting together and hearing the
discussion of issues of imJames Thomas Assigned
portance.
-To help students become
To Ft Sill, Oklahoma
future voices in the community
FT. SILL, Okla.-Army through public sl:peaking.
Specialist Four James A. -To teach students how to
Thomas, 72, son of Mr. and Mrs. constructivewy find solutions to
Alfred Thomas, 1508 Henry problems through an exchange of
St., Murray, recently was ideas.
assigned to the 18th Field Ar- A pamphlet outlining the
program has been mailed to all
tillery at Ft. Sills, Okla.
Spec Thomas is a cannoneer in civic
clubs
and
other
Battery A, 1st Battalion of the organizations in the community,
18th field Artillery.
Beshear said.
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Dear Editor:
THE
Dear Editor
I am reacting to your recent rnonwealth or American party I want to express to you and
FAMILYar qr. comment in -Seen and Heard" candidate. We only care that your staff our appreciation for
your vote is cast so that the result your fine coverage of the
your wish to have
LAWYER — concerrung
will show a true reflection of what Glaucoma clinics sponsored by
Murray Hospital's Administrator
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Used Car Skulduggery'
From a friendly used car

York, N.Y., Stephenson

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER, It THOM YUJI
Bonds in the amount of $416,155 were sold so that the water and
sewer system could undergo a large expansion program and an
ordinance was passed regulating the new Murray Saniatation
at
System which will be responsible for the waste disposal system
Council.
City
Murray
the
the meeting of
anThe College Presbyterian Church will celebrate the 13th
niversary of its founding on November 15. Original founders still
Rogers,
on the membership roll are Harry Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Scherffius,and Dr. Forrest Pogue.
The Calloway County High School Lakers put the finishing
touch to the dedication of their new Jeffrey gymnasium on
November 3 when they beat Fancy Farm 67 to 36 m the basketball
season opener.
Rev. and Mrs. T. G. Shelton have returned from a visit with
relatives and friends in Louisville, Covington, and Harrodsburg.

20 Years AgorugToday
1.11D01511•TIMES

AFTER'THE ELECTION IS IT NATURAL FOR I'HE
GOVERNOR TO RAISE TAXES?,
Dad's a bargan hunter. An incurable, idealistic, enthusiastic,
bargan hunter. Reduced prices send him into ecstasy. Two-forthe-price-of-one, reduces him to a state of early childhood.
Bargan basements supply exercise for his heart muscles. Inventory sales are to him what a candle is to a moth. End-of-themonth sales are all that keep him going until the end-of-the-year
sales
Yes, as sad as it is, my dear, kird, otherwise wise, old Dad is a
bargan hunter.
What's wrong with being a bargan hunter, anyway? Isn't a
person likely to get more for his money this way? The answer is
yes, but. The obvious problem is that a bargan may not be a
bargan in the long run. On closer examination, or with a small
amount of use it may not be what we thought it was. It's ability to
satisfy may soon be exceeded by its ability to flustrate.
Dad was looking for a truck. A bargan truck, to be sure. Before
long he found one that he could buy cheaper than the rest. It has
some flaws, but it was usable. Dad decided he could over look the
flaws and be satisfied with it as it was. He said he had the ability
to fix it up some, without spending any more money on it. He
promised Mom and me that he would not take any extra money
from the family budget after the truck became his. Mom and I
voted our approval.
Before long, Dad began to tire of the truck as it was. It worked,
but it would work better if a little extra money were raised for
repair. It would look better, and it would increase his prestiege as
he rode along.
Dad appealed to Mom and me for some more money, pointing
out that since he had the truck, a little extra money wouldn't hurt
anyone, and we would all benefit by it.
Mom reminded Dad of the campaign promises he made to get
the truck, namely, no new family taxes. Dad replied that he had
found the situation somewhat different from what he expected.
Bob Little
A TOUCH OF FALL

dealer, Jason bought a car that
had been driven only 20,000
miles—according to the speedometer But a few days later, be
found out from the original
twiner that the true figure was
almost 50,000 miles.

filed suit
dealer for
fraud. But in court, the defendant
Outraged, Jason
against the used car

shov,ed no remorse.
-It is true that I turned
speedometer back," he told

the
the
judge, "but only after putting the
car in first class condition. As
for fraud, 1 told this man no lies.
He just didn't ask me any question, about mileage. All I did was
to keep quiet."
NeN,ertheless, the court ordered
the dealer to pay damages. Even
if he did not make any false
statements, said the court, his
deceptive actions spoke louder
than words.
Any serious misrepresentation
by a used car dealer, whether by
Word-or by deed; will usually give
the customer the right either to
collect damages or to rescind
the deal. But the rule works both
ways. Take this case:
A car owner noticed after a
collision that his motor block
-.had -a crack in it. Carefully be
concealed the crack with a sealing material, then sold the car
to an unsuspecting used car
dealer,
This time it was the dealer
who brought suit for fraud. And
, even though the car owner argued that he had "told no lies,"
the court ruled that he had indeed perpetrated a fraud on the
dealer. A private party has no
Tom Perkins
more right to cheat a dealer, said
the court, than the ottfir way

Radford Ross, age 46, died yesterday after an illness of two
years.
The locan application recently submitted to the Rural Electrification Administration, Washington, byt the West Kentucky
Rural Telephone Co-op has been received along with reports of:
engineers and is now being processed.
Fall touches my mind,
.. Vice-President Alben W. Barkley will arrive in Murray at four
As a beautiful leaf
_
for
.p.m. today to speak in support of the Democratic candidate;
a branch,
Touches
office in the veneral election.
knd clings a moment..
Dr. Liza Spann, Dr. A. M. Wolfson, and Dr. W. E. Blackburn
The last vestige of beauty,
attended the fall meeting of the Kentucky Academy of Science in
Transfixed, in a timeless sense
Lexington October 26-27_
Waiting for that faithful breese,
That ordinarily breethes life,
But in this faithful moment,
Sends the beautiful apparition,
Into the waitffig hand of Winter.
If God be for us, who can be against us?--Romans 8:31.
"I am not concerned whether God is on our side, but whether
NOVEMBER
we are on God's side "—Abraham Lincoln.
I'll miss the beauty on our painted hills
That greeted mild November when she came
All dressed in gaudy colors, leafy frills
In chimps of sasesatras, a yentas name.
by Carl Itiblet Jr.
I'll miss the golden warm October sun
That shone from her low skies of deeper blue
was done:
The most successful of all the politicians seeking From early morn until the day
the sparkling dew.
nights,
moonlit
the
miss
nomination for the Presidency will be the one who I'll miss the lazy bees on Aster blooms
can blow and swallow at the same time, a manifest That rise and fall with chilly Autumn winds
impossibility made possible by the old trick of The frayed winged butterflies on Sumac plumes
diverting attention while claiming to make smoke Above the crooked, warty, silver limbs
I'll miss our rolling hills of red and gold
'come out your ears.
When they put on their robes of brown and gray,
but
"The deepest politician tolls
As bleak November winds blow strong and cold
for a momentary rattle."
And drives our lovely Autumn leaves away.
—Horace Walpole
J. Marshall Porter

people of this community the Lion's Club, Health Departallow admissions to again be the
want," said Paul Fleming, ment, and The Society for the
printed In the local newspapers.
of the JayCees, as Prevention of Blindness. The
The only motive I can find from president
reported in the Ledger and response was very good on both
your request is one of pure
Times.
nights.
meddling and inquisitiveness.
I want also to take this opWhat business is it of yours, It would appear to me that the
mine, or anyone to know who has JayCees have forgotten that the portunity to express our thanks to
to vote also carries the Doctors, nurses, students nurses,
been admitted to the hospital? right
on the part of the voter and other volunteers who helped
If it is your concern, as a relative, obligation
to be aware of the issues and the make the clinics a success.
close neighbor, or friend, it is
Sincerely yours,
most probable that you will be candidates. Perhaps the vote in
Calloway County "will show a
R.L. Cooper, Chairman
duly informed
If a patient
reflection of what the people
Glaucoma Screening Clinic
remains in the hospital for an true
want."—
extended period of time, word of of this community
There are an estimated 9
this will undoubtedly reach you in namely $25.00.
million alcoholics in the United
Sincerely,
due time Otherwise you will be
States, with an estimated
Ann Swan
aware soon enough from
200,000 new cases each year.
Route 5
publication of the hospital's
dismissals that the patient is now
at home. Surely this is the time
for those interested to demonstrate their concern with visits,
flowers, food, etc
Because of the present practice
not to print admissions, patients
Open 7:00 nit* plus 1:00 Sat. & Sun
know their condition is not being
Conflagrantly publicized
sequently they realize and appreciate why their bedside phone'
is not constantly ringing and their
RATED
.. BUT
room is not crowded with "Well
Wishers". I believe the purpose
MAY BE TOO
and or benefit of either of the
INTENSE FOR
above is very- questionable to the
YOUNGER
progress and well being of most
hospitalized patients_
CHILDREN.
No Mr Editor, people do not
130 minutes of
"have a right to know who is
excitement!
going in. " That is the personal,
96 of the most critical
private business of the patient,
hours in history'
his immediate family and
Suspense to last
perhaps a few very close friends.
I trust Mr Montgomery also
a lifetime!
realized and understands this.
oh
Surely he must to have discontinued the practice in the first
place and I sincerely hope his
:ERSAL PICTURE rEcHNiC0t0fr PAN,WISION'
past wise Judgement prevails
.
.
Yours Truly
Mrs. Jack Baker

* TONITE thru TUE. *

VASEr'yOUc,

4iNDRONDA SWAIN

Dear Editor,
We on the Old Concord Road
were so happy to learn that we
were getting our road fixed. Then
a black top was put on our road.
But, this was to our sorrow.
Because the black top is only 12
feet wide and that is not wide
enough for two cars to pass on the
around.
If you have been deceived, black top. The shoulders of the
your chances of getting redress road are not built up or graveled.
in court are greater if you act It is about a four inch drop off the
promptly.
back top for you when you have
One man discovered, soon to pass a car you may meet. This
after buying a used car, that the is a very dangerous road to
motor was faulty. Although the travel. This is a school bus and
motor was covered by a war- mall route. Our children ride the
ranty, the man procrastinated for bus every day. There have been .
almost a year before trying to
several near wrecks on this road.
rescind the sale.
When he finally did try, a This road is very narrow,
court ruled that he had waited crooked and hilly. We hope this
too long. The judge said even a road will be widened before some
valid claim can be lost
one has a wreck on it and gets
person "sleeps on his rig .
killed, or a bus load of children
gets injured or killed.
4n American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
When this road was started,
Bernard.
there were big signs put up
stating this, "your tax money at
THEN THERE WERE FOUR
The Almanac
work"!! There isn't even a sign
put up now, stating that this is a
By United Press International
PETERSBURG, Va. (UPI)— narrow road.
Today is Friday, Nov. 5, the
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. If something isn't done soon,
309th day of 1971.
who on Wednesday we are afraid they will soon be
Peterson,
MI
The moon is between its
no children, said putting up other signs, like "little
had
!morning
phase and last quarter.
meatier, more heavib, muscled all they ever wanted was "two, white crosses" showing
where
The morning star is Saturn. Both ordained and lay ministry LEXINGTON, KY.—Less fat beef carcasses. The crossbred
maybe three at the moat."
someone was killed.
The evening stars are Mercu- leaders representing churches on the beef cuts at your local calves grow faster because of
grocery—an announcement like
Sincerely,
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
throughout western Kentucky
"herterosis"—the greater vigor By 1 p.m., they were the
Mr. & Mrs. Elbert Martin
Those born on this day are and Tennessee, attended the that would probably send you displayed by crossbred animals. proud parents of quadruplets.
hurrying to the meat counter.
Route 6, Murray, Ky.
Under the sign of Scorpio.
The four babies, two boys and
colloquim on Outdoor Recreation It's not just wishful thinking,
In addition, both the dairy two girls, were born at
American historian William for Churches held at Lake
Durant was born Nov. 5, 1885. Barkley State Resort Park last says Dr. Curtis Absher, beef breeds and the "exotic" breeds Petersburg General Hospital, Dear Editor;
specialist with the University of have a history of fairly high mild
It is indeed a frightening event
On this day in history:
were reported Wednesday
week. Also among the 69 par- Kentucky
College
of production. These cows typically and
In 1733 German-born publish- ticipants present at the innight to be doing "just fine," as when the poll booth becomes a
lottery. The Murray-Calloway
er John Peter Zenger began terdenominational seminars Agriculture's Cooperative produce more than twice as much was Mrs. Peterson.
Beef milk per year as the traditional
County JayCees offered as an
printing the newspaper The were representatives from the Extension Service.
producers are trying to meet this
Any cattleman Peterson tried to look at the inducement to vote a $25.00 check
New York Weekly Journal.
Department of Parks and consumer demand for more lean beef breeds.
knows that a high-producing cow situation philosophically.
to the winner of the drawing at
In 1911 Galbraith Rogers Recreation in Bowling Green,
completed the first transcon- Kentucky, a group of students meat for their food dollar. A generally weans a heavier, "I guess we'll just have to each precinct in the Nov. 2
for
destined
faster-growing calf than a low. live with what we got. We're election. "We care rmt whether
tinental flight. It took him 49 majoring in outdoor recreation at method that seems
happy things turned out the your vote is cast for the
days to fly from New York to Memphis State University, a success is cross-breeding the producingcow.
traditional U.S. beef breeds with
way they did."
Pasadena, Calif
Democrat Republican, ComTrigg
the
representative from
All these facts point to more
In 1940 President Franklin D. County Kentucky school system dairy breeds or "exotic" breeds efficient production for the
from other countries.
Roosevelt was elected for an and local recreation leaders.
it*** is 4.rit•rsei••*441 a a a•aii(8444t••ii)
the new
with
Results of such cross-breeding cattleman
unprecedented third term
seminars
the
of
objective
The
crossbreeds. Absher says.
on
reported
and
shown
were
In 1955 Austria opened the was to emphasize the value of
Vienna
State outdoor recreation as it relates to Friday, Oct. 29, at the Beef Gene So, when you see words like
:teconstructed
'Opera House and formally the church. Ministers ex- Roundup, held at Broadbent Simmental X Hereford or
a
:Celebrated her liberation from perienced in church recreation Farms near Cadiz by the UK Holstein X Angus, that's not just
730 & 9:30 Plus
•
:17 years of foreign occupation. presented the morning program Extension service, Broadbent scientific double-talk. The "X"
2:80 Sat. & Sun.
•
Farms, and the Curtiss Breeding means "crossbred", with the
panel Service.
concluding with a
of
sire
the
the
name
first
cross.
:A thought for today: British discussion on How Outdoor
writer William McFee said, Recreation Challenges Church Consumers—who don't like to And the resulting animal means
pay for fat at the grocery only to
beef on your family's
"Responsibility's like a string Leadership
in
The afternoon have to trim it off when they get leaner
table.
that we can see only the middle program included seminars on
•,
home—caused the search for new
:of. Both ends are out of sight." church ..day
camps, en- beef breeds. Speakers at the
:IP***"
••
vironmental education, arts and Roundup said crossbred animals
Schedule addition •
recreation
other
and
crafts,
'
HOLLYWOOD (1111)
should please consumers as well ASK FOR DELAY
"Christmas Couple," a con- outlets.
as producers.
P;$
The colloquirn was sponsored The traditional U.S. beef WASHINGTON (UPI) —Sixty
The Total Expression.
$
,: temporary comedy, has been
Land
T'VA's
and
by
coordinated
,t, of Love
idded to 20th Century-Fox's
breeds—Angus, Hereford and Congressmen from New EnBetween the Lakes, Murray State Shorthorn—have long done a gland -and Middle Atlantic
;1971 film schedule.
8, 9:15 Plus
University, the Land Between the good lob of producing tender, states have asked the Interior
at
* ••
7 IS Ut. & Sun.
Lakes Area Ministry, and the tasty meat, Absher points out. Department to halt plans for
'• Cast filkd
Kentucky chapter of the The dairy breeds and "exotic" exploratory oil drilling off the
Yul Brenner Week at Cinema I I
HOLLYWOOD (11PI)
7'.
Association. foreign breeds, such as the Swiss Atlantic Coast.
During This Engagement Yul Brenner Look-A- Like Iliad) 4
41,
(*.ins Lollobrigida 'and John American Camping
Admitted Free
Moulder Brown will fill out
Simmental, have more muscle The lawmakers said oil spills
C: the cast of "King, Queen,
and leaner carcasses. Mating could cause a "stunning econEveryone VVeseits
41
Knave," starring David Niven Time off
dairy or "exotic" breeds to cows omic and environmental blow"
1. HOLLYWOileD (UPI)
and filming in Munich.
breeds
of the traditional beef
•
to their areas. Plans for the
Peter Graves takes time off results in calves that combine the
•
in
still
are
drilling
the
Citation, who was retired. from his own "Mission: Im- best features of the two, ac- preliminary stages and the
poasible" series to play a com- cording to results reported at the
in July, 1951, at the age of six,
„
Woo
METROCOLOR • PANAVISION
government has said no offedy role in the new "Funny Roundup.
was, the • first horse to earn
shore leases would be sold prior •
s
Sandy
t&ess,
starring
Leonard
series
Cress,Face"
Breuer-Richard
Ifni
41 'swim_
And there are other advantages to 1976.
more than 01 million foe his •
Duncan.
CIf nets.
for producers in addition to the
f*•••••111••48 41- 88-sisaseisa(84).48••••••11
.
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Baby Shower Held
Monday Evening
For Mrs. Hopkins
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Miss Dianne Stalk Becomes Bride Of
Lt. Samuel A. Jessen In Lovely Ceremony
At The Murray Woman's Club House

IMiss Brenda Hill
Catenciait
Completes Plans
Friday, November 5
the
sorority
room
at
eight
a.m.
The Murray-Calloway County
Her Wedding
Please note the change from a For

Safe
cooking
habits

CONISIWIttlt

Night Owls Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Terry Denton

Senior Citizens Club will have a
The Night Owls Homemakers
Mrs. Terry ( Theresa) Hopkins
potluck luncheon at 12 noon coffee to a breakfast
Club held its monthly meeting
was the honoree at a delightfully
sharp- at the social hall of the
Miss Brenda Hill, daughter of
at
planned baby shower held at the
Murray State Homecoming Mrs. W.H.(Ben)Hill and the late on Thursday, October 28,
First United Methodist Church.
in
the
o'clock
seven-thirty
home of Mrs. G. D. Hopkins on
Parade will start at 9:30 a.m. at Mr. Hill, bride-elect of Ralph
,Mrs Joan Bowker will present
Monday, November 1, at sixthe campus and continue to the Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed- evening at the home of Mrs.
the
program.
thirty o'clock in the evening.
downtown Murray business ward Jones, has announced her Terry (Cathy) Denton.
Your cooking habits are
Officers elected were as
The gracious hostesses for the
district.
completed plans for her wedding follows: Mrs. Denton, president;
World Community Day will be
an important consideration
occasion were Mrs. Gene
in food safety.
observed by the Church Women
The Murray State Airline' clri Thanksgiving Day, November Mrs. Terry (Susan) Barnes, viceSherry) Brandon and Mrs. Ray
'United at the First Christian Smorgasbord will be in the 25
president; Mrs. Steve (Cindy)
(Gail) Griffin, who presented the
poultry Church, North 5th Street, at 7:30 Student Union Building
•Pork
and
at eleven
McCulley, secretary; Mrs.
honoree, wearing a lovely printed
should always be cooked p.m
The vows will be solemnized in Steven
a.m.
(Terry)
Delker,
dress, with a corsage of
thoroughly, but don't overthe sanctuary of the South treasurer.
caranations in the baby motif.
Murray
State
Homecoming
cook and reduce palatabiliThe Homecoming Open Golf
Pleasant Grove United Methodist South Murray Club and president
Games were conducted by the
ty Use meat thermometer Tournament will be held at the football game with Austin Peay
Church
at six o'clock in the
County
Calloway
hostesses before the honoree
of the
as guide Fresh pork-170 Calloway Country Club at 12 will be at Cutchin Stadium at two
evening, Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Homemakers Club presented the
degrees. fresh poultry-180
opened her many lovely gifts
p.m.
noon. Make reservations with
Jr., minister of the First United
degrees to 185 degrees.
which had been placed on a table
Buddy Hewitt by ten a.m. today. Open House for Murray State Methodist Church, will officiate. lesson on "Christmas Gifts From
centered with a lovely floral
The Sewing Basket". Her lesson
Alumni will be at Oakhurst, home
•The pink color of some
useful and enjoyable
arrangement.
Murray State Shield-News of Dr. and Mrs. Harry M. Sparks, Mrs. J.W. Jones, organist, will was very
I resh pork cuts (even
since Christmas is so near. She
Refreshments of cake and
provide the nuptial music.
though the meat is well reunion dinner will be held at the at four p.m.
many samples and gave
punch were served from the table
Miss Hill, to be given in showed
done comes from a chemi- SUB Ballroom at six p.m.
many
ideas.
overlaid with a baby shower
cal reaction of the. oven
marriage by her uncle, Tom
Sunday, November 7
Refreshments were served by
paper cloth and centered with a
gases with the meat. Both
Murray State Homecoming
The children of Mr. and Mrs. Scruggs, has chosen her sister,
stork statuette.
gas and electric ovens will Banquet of Agriculture Alumni Festus L. Story of Moray Route Miss Linda Hill, as her maid of Mrs. Denton.
were
present
Members
Those present were Mesdames
cause this reaction. A meat will be held at The Hut at seven
One will host an open house in honor, and her cousin Miss Jan
Mesdames Tarry Barnes, Terry
Charles Hopkins, Bobby Ford,
thermometer is the best p.m.
Miller, as her bridesmaid.
celebration
of
their
parents'
50th
way to check the pork for
Denton, John French, Steven
John Dillin, Clinton Edwards,
wedding anniversary at the
Joe Pat Hutson will be best Delker, John Benton, and Steve
the right internal tempera.
Clifton Edwards, Eddie Johnson,
Murray State Pop Music Community Room of the Federal man for Mr. Jones. Steve
tore.
Moody McCulley. Visitors were Mrs.
Tommy Johnson, Steve Rowland,
Concert will be held at the Savings and Loan Company, will be the
groomsman. Ushers Eversmeyer and Mrs. Jimmy
Puckett,
Sanderson,
Sam
C.
Bob
•lf you start cooking auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
Main and 7th Streets,from two to will be Rickey Hill and Timnly
Biffle.
Maxie Puckett, Billy Thorn,
/our meat and poultry diThe Nellie Outland Sunday five p.m. All relatives and friends Scruggs, cousins of the bride- The next meeting will be held
Lt. and Mrs. Samuel A.-lessen
Homer Elkins, W. B. Fergerson,
rect from the freezer, allow
are
invited
to
attend.
elect.
School Class of the Cherry Corner
on Tuesday, November 16, at 7:30
George Clark, Eddie Ramsey, The wedding vows of Miss camelot
headdress designed extra time for complete
Baptist Church will meet at the The Wranglers Riding Club will
No formal invitations are being p.m. at the home of Mrs. Steven
Bobby Pritehett, Willis Pritchett, Dianne Stalls and Lt. Samuel A. especially for her
cooking—and
rely
on
your
gown, covered
home of Mrs. Perry Hendon at have a horse show at the riding sent, but all relatives and friends ( Terry ) Delker. Any young
Wess Jones, R. B. Mathis, Joe P. Jessen were exchanged in a entirely in
meat thermometer.
Venice lace, and
6:30 p.m. This will be a linen club at two p.m.
interested
is
are invited to attend the wedding. homemaker
Thweatt, Donald Cleaver, Joe beautiful candlelight ceremony
interspersed with minature seed
•USDA advises that shower for the church kitchen.
welcome to attend.
Kelso, A.V. Reeves, William on Saturday, October 16, at six pearls.
The Kirksey United Methodist - meat and poultry should be
Flood, Paul Smith, Roy Griffin, thirty o'clock in the evening at
Church
will have its
cooked completely at one
Flois Hale, John R. Woodall, Nell the Murray Woman's Club
Saturday, November 6
***************************
She carried an exquisite bridal time, never partially
homecoming with regular
Gore, Lucille Haley, J.D. House.
bouquet fashioned of purple cooked to be finished later
morning
worship
services,
*
Williams, Joe Henderson, B. C. The bride is the daughter of
A Ham Hock and White Bean basket lunch, and singing in the *
Mr. pompus plumes, lavender tinted
Edwards, Charles Haley, John and Mrs. Buel E. Stalls, Sr.,
•If you're using stuff- Supper will be held by the WSCS afternoon.
407' carnations, hot pink happy
Britton, Larry Dumas, James S. North 5th Street,
ing or dressing, cook it in a
of the Martin's Chapel United
Murray, and the flowers, and purple poppy pods.
Monday, November 8
Boggess, Ralph Reavis, Ronald granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. The bride also wore something separate dish instead of m
Methodist Church with serving to The annual Back to
School *
Reavis, Hal Smith, Walter Smith, Ota T. Stalls. The groom is the
the
bird.
,Don't
stuff
raw
start at 5:30 p.m, at the church Night for all parents of students
old, something new, something
*
poultry and then refrigerRoy Denny, Gene Brandon, G. D. son of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
borrbwed, and something blue. ate or
freeze it.
Hopkins, Misses Mary Ellen Jessen of Greenville, South
at at Calloway County High School
be
held
singing
will
gospel
A
Mrs. Fred Paul Stalls, sister-inwill be held at seven p.m. *
Denny, Maude Woodall, Therisa Carolina, and the grandson of
the Shady Grove Baptist Church
law of the bride, was the matron
'When rehgatieg broth
Parents
will assemble in the gym *
Puckett, Brinda Hopkins, and the Mrs. Emily Nelson.
at seven p.m.
of honor. She was attired in a or gravy it should be
for the program by the band and *
honoree.
Rev. Troy J. Ford of Longview, formal pant gown of purple brought to a- Ttall—raing
The homecoming dance will be chorus before visiting th rooms. 4
4
Texas, former pastor the The chiffon and printed floral pattern boil for several minutes.
and
out
members,
local
held for
First Pentecostal Church of God silk. The empire bodice was
The Girl Scout Neighborhood
of town guests, at the Calloway
'All leftovers should be
of Murray, performed the double designed of the purple chiffon
County Country Club from nine will meet at the Girl Scout Cabin *
ring ceremony.
defined by a purple velvet heated thoroughly
p.m, to one a.m. Mr. and Mrs. at ten a.m.
Preceding the ceremony, organ waistline accent, featuring long
•Meat
and
Rudy Allbritten are
poultry
James
selections were played by Mrs. sleeves with deep cuffs. The
should be cooked at low to
The
Calloway
County *
chairmen.
Phillip Hayden of Paducah. Mrs. culotte skirt was designed moderate
temperatures so
Senior Girl Scouts will take Genealogical Society will meet at *
The Calloway County High Hayden accompanied Gus gracefully with a floral pattern in as to have less
shrinkage
orders for homemade cakes, the home of Mrs. John Livesay *
School Chapter of the Future Robertson Jr., who sang "We've shades of purple, hot pink, and and keep the meat tender
cookies,
Teachers of America held its Only Just Begun", "More", turquoise. The headdress was a and Juicy.
pies,
etc.,' for at 1:30 p.m.
homecoming and will deliver
regular meeting on Thursday, "One Hand One Heart", and at matching bias scarf in the same
The Suburban Homemakers *
1301 Main Street
Huel Jones, Mrs. Eugene Peal, them. Phone 753-4635 to place
October 28, with Sherry Mitchell, the close of the ceremony, "The print as her gown.
Club
will meet at the home of *
and
Mrs.
0.
T.
Stalls.
Lord's Prayer". The traditional Identically attired were the
orders.
president, presiding.
(Next Door to Dairy Queen)
Vickie Gamble gave the wedding marches were played other attendants who were Mrs.
Sigma Mrs. Robert Hendon at seven *
The Sigma Sigma
Wedding Trip
p.m.
devotion and the roll was called for the processional and Ray Newsome, Miss Debbie
********4c******************1
Alumni will have a breakfast at
Following the reception the
by Rhonda Black. Sherry Bucy recessional
Peal, and Miss Natalie Newsome, bridal
couple let tot- a wedding
give the treasurer's report.
The vows were exchansad ui brneesmarcis.. and Miss Paula trip to Ken Bar Inn, Atlanta, Ga.,
Service projects for this year front of the large stone fireplace Stalls, flower girl.
Greenville, S. C., and the Great
were discussed along with in the main auditorium of the
The bridesmaids carried
Smoky Mountains.
various selling projects to be held club house in the presence of a unique bouquets of hot pink,
The bride chose for traveling a
during the year. The club voted large assembly of relatives and carnations and purple spiral
beautiful orange, yellow, and
to sponsor a car wash at John- friends. The mantel was beads with lavender and purple
green pant ensemble with gold
son's Service Station at Five decorated with an arrangement streamers.
The flower girl
at her
accessories. Pinned
tinted
Points on October 30.
lavender
plumes,
carried
a
smaller
bouquet
of
the
of purple
shoulder was a purple cattleya
A brief program consisted of carnations, hot pink happy same flowers.
orchid, gift of her mother.
three talks. Coleen Cavanaugh flowers, and purple poppy pods
Andrew Jessen of Florence,
Lt. and Mrs. Jessen will make
told the club about one of the with a pyramid of six white South Carolina, brother of the
their home in Enid, Oklahoma,
service projects planned for this cathedral candles and two love groom,served as best man for Lt.
where he will begin unyear. Patty Greer discussed the birds in the center. On each side Jessen. The groomsmen and
dergraduate pilot training at
origin of FTA. Randy Lee ex- of the fireplace was placed a ushers were Michael Stepanczyk,
Vance Air Force Base.
plained some of the goals and large white Grecian pedestal South Holland, Ill., Buele E.
Rehearsal Dinner
objectives of ETA.
holding a white Grecian urn filled Stalls, Jr.,., of Murray, and
Refreshments were served at with hot pink, lavender, and Donald Hillyer of Hazel Crest, Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jessen,
the close of the-meeting.
purple carnations, and a tall The men in the wedding party parents of the groom, were hosts
spiral candelabrum holding wore black double breasted for the rehearsal dinner held on
fifteen burning candles. The tuxedoes except for U. Jessen Friday, October 15, at six-thirty
center aisle was marked by eight who wore his formal -dress tierotrin the evening at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
white pedestals holding white uniform.
cathedral candles with white
Mrs. Stalls chose to wear for The delicious four course
Candies a n d meringues
satin streamers.
her daughter's wedding a formal dinner was served to twentySPECIAL RACK GIRLS DRESSES
made with honey may abgown of aquamarine silk chiffon eight guests. The tables were
sorb excess moisture, makReduced
by 1 3 Values to 114.00
Preceding the ceremony the designed with a fitted bodice, placed in a u-shape and were,
ing them soft and sticky.
bride's brother, Buel E. Stalls, long full sleeves, accented with overlaid with white cloths. They
Perma
Boy's
Prest Casual leans
Freezing intensifies the
gricith
Jr., and Donald Hillyer, friend of crystal, pearls, and rhinestones. were
centered
prodbaked
flavor
in
honey
STRIPED
the groom, lit the candles which Her corsage was a purple cat- arrangements of purple pompus
FLARED
ucts
illuminated the impressive tleya orchid.
plumes, lavender tinted carWas
18.00
Cut
to 15.00
service.
The groom's mother was at- nations, hot pink happy flowers,
1
Was
6.00
Cut
to
14.00
As the guests arrived, they tired in a lovely apricot formal and purple poppy pods.
Was 15.00 Cut to 13.00
were invited to sign the register gown of crepe with blending The bride presented her atin the entrance foyer by Miss accessories. A purple cattleya tendants with gifts after the
Kathleen McDaniel, cousin of the orchid pinned at her shoulder dinner and the groom presented
bride. The register table was completed her ensemble.
his attendants gifts at the
The bride's grandmother wore bachelor party given for him by
covered with a white satin floor
length cloth with deep purple a pink knit dress with black ac- fraternity brothers and friends
bows centered with a lavender cessories and a purple carnation following the rehearsal dinner.
and pink carnation at each corsage. Mrs. Nelson, grand- Out of town guests for the
corner.
An arrangement of mother, of the groom, was attired wedding were Rev. and Mrs.
in a purple knit dress. Her Troy J. Ford, Longview, Texas;
purple and pink carnations in
and Knit Hat
silver container adorned the corsage was of pink carnations. Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. McDaniel,
Reception
table which held the bride's
Reg. 125.00
Kathleen McDaniel, Karen
Immediately following the McDaniel, Kevin McDaniel, East
register book and a purple
Sizes 2-14
Cut to '17.99
ceremony the bride's parents St. Louis, Ill.; Mrs. Kenneth
plumed pen.
with Zip-Off Hoods
ro.ica Y • • •
were hosts for the reception held Martin and daughters, Terry and
Bride's Dress
Reg. 120.00
Sizes 6-12 Was 115.00
Escorted to the altar by her at the club house.
Debby, Bill Bandendistel,
The bride's table was covered Cahokia,111.; Mrs. Marion Burge
father and given in marriage by
110.99
Cut to 115.00
both parents, Miss Stalls was a with a white satin floor length and Miss Marcia Johnston,
i t heat
PiAlf
vision of radiant beauty in a cloth. Pink and lavender car- Centralia, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs.
042/
lovely formal gown of white silk nations with purple streamers Richard Wise, Christine Wise,
ALSO FEA Top._
filkit1R1TAG • •
organza accented with Venice were placed at each corner and at Michael Wise, West Allis,
N1.S0
/6 •
lace and miniature seed pearls. the center front.
Wisconsin; Mrs. Mary Jane
The slightly hi-rise bodice
Wise, New Berlin, Wisconsin;
V
tO
S.
featured long grossorner Bishop A large silver punch bowl was Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jessen,
sleeves with deep cuffs etched placed at one end of the table and Florence, S. C.; Mrs. Emily
r°177 Jerry
Sc\g‘ Peaches and Cream
Sleep
also in lace and seed pearls. A the beautiful three tiered wed- Nelson, Greenville,S.C.; Mr. and
princess A-line silhouette was ding cake decorated the other Mrs. Donald Hillyer, Hazel Crest,
enhanced with Venice lace motifs end. The cake was topped with M.; Michael Stepanc7yk, South
ijalm(a V`II‘ks
reaching from the bodice to the cupid dolls and bells. I,ove birds Holland, Ill.; Mr and Mrs.
IMP
originals
hemline in a laurel wreath pat- were placed between the bottom Phillip Hayden, Paducah; SP4
Educationev ciothes
tern with traces of miniature and middle layers and sugar Edward J. Mikolajczyk, Denver,
the
middle
between
swans
were
seed pearls.
oesti
Colo.; Miss Grace James, MiSS
The chapel length train flowed and top layers. In the center of Florence James, Chicago, Ill.;
tNOtt
gracefully from a Dior bow at- the table was a five branch silver Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Stalls,
holding burning
Joplin, Mo.; Mrs. Jerry Jones,
i terindsee, tached at the back waistline and candelabrum
was enhanced with the repeated tapers and an arrangement of the Muskogee, Oklahoma; Mr. and
lace pattern and minature seed bride's colorful flowers.
Mrs. John Hargiss, Hopkinsville;
pearls. Her elbow length veil of
Mr. and Mrs. George Conley
Be! Air Sho..in. Center
silk illusion was designed in The punch and cake were Evansville,Ind.; Mr.-and Mrs A
bouffant tiers and caught to a served by the bride's atuits, Mrs E. Freschkorn, Chicago, TII.
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Two Top Defensive Clubs In
NFC Meet Sunday In Minnesota

McClendon Preps Tigers For
Showdown
howdown With Crimson Tide
Miss 40-6, Florida 38-0 and Van- Casanova has been sidelined
derbilt 42-0.
since the Tigers' second game
-Alabama has fine personnel this season with a pulled hamand great execution of the wish- string.
bone, but one of its strongest Alabama
running
back
points is that they make very Johnny Musso, a contender for
few mistakes," said McClendon, the Heisman Trophy, leads the
who played under Bryant at Crimson Tide in rushing with an
89.9 yards per game career avKentucky.
"That's why we've got to keep erage.
Alabama, with an 8-0 season, our errors at a minimum and Bryant announced earlier this
is a seven point favorite, over take advantage of any that Ala- week that Musso had been inISU. The Tigers go into the barna commits. They have a lured and may be forced to stay
game with a 5-2 season, which fine offense, but I feel we have out of Saturday's game.
"You can be sure old McClenincludes a humiliating 24-22 loss a better one.
"After all, we've averaged ain't been caught in a lot of
to Ole Miss last week.
more total offense per game traps, but he's not going to be
•'We've had real tough prac- than they have.
That shmuld tell caught in a bear's trap," Mctices this week. I think this is you something."
Clendon said, responding to Brythe type of game we need to
LSU leads the Southeastern ant's announcement.
the
strike a hard blow. This is
Conference in total offense hit- "There's no question about it
type of game this is going to ting 419 yards per game, corn- —he's (Musso) going to play. If
be — tough and hard," McClen- pared to Alabama's 403 yards.
he weren't going to play, it
don said.
The Tigers' quarterbacks — would be larger headlines."
McClendon said he is giving Paul Lyons and Bert Jones Musso leads the SEC in rushspecial attention to breaking - continue to spearhead the ing and has shattered a number
Alabama's wishbone formation, LSU team with a combined of Alabama records. This
which has proven deadly to op- total of 1,143 yards in the air season he has piled up 860 yards
ponents this season. Alabama and 1,792 on the ground,
and scored 14 touchdowns. His
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant ef- ISU tailback Arthur Cantrelle 86 points this season place him
fectively used the wishbone to leads the Tiger rushing with 418 among the top five scorers in
defeat Tennessee 32 - 15, Ole yards All - American Tommy the nation

By RAFAEL BF.:IIMUDEZ
BATON ROUGE, La. f UPI
Louisiana State's Charles McClendon is drilling his 18th
ranked Tigers long and hard
this week in hopes of upsetting
4th ranked Alabama Saturday
night before a national television audience.

'Super Mex' Sets New Course
Record In Mexican National

NBA Standings
By

United

Press International

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Conference

Boston
Philadelphia
hil
a

W. L. Pct. GB
6 2 750 ...
7 3 700 ...

ew York
Buffalo

6
3

tianta
Baltimore
incinnati
leveland

33

77:
33

2
2

6
8

5
8

545

11
/
2

364 4,•2
Central Division
W. L. Pct. GB
250 ...
200 1

Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct.
ilwaukee
8 1 889
hicago
7 2 778
Detroit
6 4 600
Phoenix
4 5 444
Pacific Division
W. L. Pct.
Golden State
8 3 .727
Seattle
7 3 .700
Los Angeles
Portland
2 5 .286
Houston
2 10 .143
Thursday's Results
Portland 112 Houston 110
Golden State 98 Seattle 96
(Only games scheduled)
Friday's Games
Milwaukee at Chicago
Baltimore at Los Angeles
Detroit at Boston,
New York at sea-me
Phoenix at Cleveland
Buffalo at Atlanta
(Only games scheduled)

GB
..
1
242
4
Gli
.••

1
4
6/
1
2

ABA Standings

By FRED MeMANE
This week's National Football
Pittsburgh
5 6 .455 3,1 League press release says that
2
8 200 6
Cam c Loa
the two top defensive clubs in
West
W L Pct. GB the NFC meet this Sunday at
7
3 700
Incrana
Minnesota when the Vikings
6
6 500 2
Utar
host
the San Francisco Forty4
6
400
Dallas
3
Niners. The first reaction is
4
6 400 3
Oeci,er
4
7
364 3' 2 that it must be a misprint.
Merr ph ,s
Thursday's Results
The key word is "defensive"
Memphis 105 Indiana 94
Pittsburgh 135 Utah 129
and Minnesota certainly qualigames
scheduled,
(Only
fies. But San
Francisco?
Friday's Games
Surely, that's a mistake. Why,
Pittsburgh at Dallas
Floridians at Carolina
the Forty-Niners have been
Indiana at Kentuay
strictly an offensive club for
Memphis at New York
(Only games scheduled)
years. Even last year when
they won the NFC's Western
Division title they yielded 267
NHL Standings
By United Press International points.
East
Ah, but it turns out the
W. L. T. Pts. release is absolutely true.
7 1 4 18
New York
7 2 2 16 Times have changed in San
Montreal
7 3 1 15 Francisco. The Forty-Niners
Boston
3 4 5 11 still are as potent
Toronto
as ever
4
Vancouver
7 2 10
7 3 9 offensively, but they have
Buffalo
3
9 1 7 added defense to their skills
Detroit
3
West
W. L. T. Pts. and have become a force to be
10 3 0 20 reckoned with in the NFC.
Chicago
8 2 2 18 The latest
Minnesota
statistics released
Pittsburgh
5 6 2 12
Philadelphia
5 5 1 11 by the NFL show that the
California
5 3 11 Forty-Niners trial on1•• tts.?
St.• Louis
3 8 1 7
Vikings in number of points
Los Angeles
2 9 -1
Thursday's Roughs
allowed this season. Minnesota
Boston 6 St. LouiS 1 ,
has surrendered just 59 points
Buffalo 4 Detroit 4 (tie)
in winning six of its first seven
(Only games scheduled)
Friday's Games
games while San Francisco has
New York at California
given up only 87 in winning five
Philadelphia at Buffalo
Pittsburgh at Vancouver
(Only games scheduled)

of seven contests. It follows defense and will need another
that both teams lead their top effort to turn back John
respective divisions.
Broltie and his cohorts. MinneSan Francisco's development sota has been tabbed a threeinto one of the top defensive Joint choice by the oddsmakers.
teams in the league has come In other Sunday action,
through the maturity of the Kansas City visits the New
younger players and their York Jets, Oakland is at New
adjusting to coach Dick Nolan's Xleans, Philadelphia at Washcomplex theories. It is Nolan's ngton, Detroit at Denver,
belief that the development of a lleveland at Pittsburgh, Dallas
it St. Louis, Green Bay at
pro takes three years.
"The first year they play on .17hicago, Buffalo at Miami,
their natural ability. No matter Atlanta at Cincinnati, San
what you tell them to do, they Diego at the New York Giants
react as they did in college and and Houston at New England.
rely on things they did best in Los Angeles is at Baltimore
college. In their second year, in a Monday night game.
they begin to listen to you and Kansas City is a 14-point pick
become convinced that what over the injury-plagued Jets,
you have been telling them has Oakland is a 13-point choice
merit and is the best way. over New Orleans, Washington
Then, in the third year, they rates a 14-point choice over
begin to put it all together—the Philadelphia, Detroit is a sixnatural abilities, the teaching point favorite over Denver,
and the experience. Then, you Pittsburgh is a one-point choice
have a ballplayer who should over Cleveland, Dallas is a sixcontinue to improve each year point choice over St. Louis,
thereafter," says Nolan.
Chicago is a four-point pick
Aside from being the No. 2 over Green Bay and Miami is a
tk,sm in seining de.tense, the 17-point choice over winless
For& MEnesa *re the No. 2 Buffalo .
team in the NFG. in total
Also, Atlanta is seven over
offense and they pose a Cincinnati, San Diego three
formidable threat to the Vik- over the Giants, Houston five
ings. Minnesota
has been over New England and Baltiwinning almost strictly on its more five over Los Angeles.

By United Press International
East
W. L. Pct. GB
9 3 .7.50
Virginia
6
4
600 2
Kentucky
5
4
556 2/
1
2
MEXICO CITY ( UPI)—Seek- first round was a trio of Billy extra trees, Trevino's 65 was New York
6
5
.545
2/
1
2
Floridians
ing only fame and no money, Maxwell, a Jacksonville, Fla., the best ever.
AHL Standings
Lee "Super Mex" Trevino pro, Rocky
Thompson
of "I guess if I have another
By United Press International
today continues his assault on Wichita Falls, Tex., and Ernes- round like that, my prediction
East ,
Baylor will remain with the
W. L. T. Pts. INGLEWOOD, Calif. (UPIi— "I had hoped to end my
the Club De Golf Mexico course to Perez Acosta, who had four- will ,come true," said Trevino,
Boston
1 1 17 The 13-year-career of Elgin career after one last successful Lakers as a scout and public
in the Mexican National Open under-par 68s on the opening referring to his pre-tournament
Springfield
6 2 2 14 Baylor as a star of the National season," Baylor said Thursday relations consultant_ He had
Championship.
Nova Scotia
5 5 2 12
prediction of a total 72-hole
day
Rochester
4 6 2 10 Basketball Association with the in his retirement statement. been mentioned even before his
After breaking the course
Back in 1952, Tommy Bolt score fluctuating between 10
Providence
.
3
6 4 10 Los Angeles Lakers had drawn "Out of fairness to the fans, to retirement as a possible NBA
record on the opening day of shot a 64 on the Club De Golf and 16 under par.
west •
to a close today by the the Lakers and to myself, I coach when his playing days
.
..Nest
Kentucky's
Class
AA
the 72-hole tournament with a Mexico court, but since then But, according to Trevino, be
W. L. T. Pts.
e over.
-/-1 -• T7 vokostary retirement of the have always wanted to perform
seven-under-par 65, Trevino led some trees were planted to isn't playing just to make his --ant- A football races in the.- Hershey
Cincinnati
2
16 brilliant forward.
on the court up to the level and
Lakers
owner Jack Kent
the field by three strokes as he make it more difficult. With the prediction come true. "I'll be .First Region's District One
Cleveland
4 5 3 11
Baylor could have played out standards that I have esta- Cooke said no one ever again
are heAding for whirlwind
Baltimore
3 7 3 9
teed off for the second round
happy
just
to
win
this finishes this weekend with
Richmond
3 5 1 7 the 1971-72 season, which he blished throughout my career would wear Baylor's No. 22 for
The 32-year-old
MexicanTidewater
1 11
3 said would be his last, but the "I do not wish to prolong my
CANADIENS GET DEJORDY tournament by one stroke," he five teams still contending
the club. —That is as it should
American from El Paso, Tex.,
Thursday's
Results
MONTREAL (UPI) — The sighed in the locker room after for the two crowns.
37-year-old veteran decided it career to the time when I be," Cooke said. "One of the
Cincinnati 4 Nova Scotia 3
doesn't care about the money
Thursday's
round.
(Only
game
Trigg County can wrap up
scheduled)
Montreal Canadiens Thursday
was time to quit.
cannot maintain those stan- privileges I have enjoyed as
for first place—only $5,600. He
Friday's Games
traded reserve goalie Rogatien No money, no course records, the Class A title with a victoBaylor made a comeback this dards."
(No games scheduled)
owner of the Lakers has been
has already said he'll donate it
Vachon to the Los Angeles just the title—that's what ry over winless Fulton FriSaturday's Games
season after having sat out last Although coming off a year of my association with the mar
to a Mexican orphanage if he
day
night.
However,
if
the
Nova
"Super
Scotia
at
Mex"
wants
in
Cleveland
the
Kings in exchange for goalie
year, except for a few games inactivity, Baylor had per- who deserved the description of
gets it, as everyone expects he
Wildcats should falter, Mur- Providence at Hershey
Denis Dejordy, defensemen country of his forebears.
at the start of the season, with formed creditably even though superstar as much as any
Baltimore at Springfield
will.
ray mild pick up the crown
Only games scheduled)
Dale Hoganson and Noel Ps-ice
a leg injury.
he apparently was not satisfied. athlete that has ever lived."
by beating Fort Campbell
What Trevino is after is his
and forward Doug Robinson.
Saturday
afternoon.
If
both
fourth National Open title in
Dejordy and Hoganson will be
Trigg and Murray should
one year. The leading PGA tour
in the Canadiens' lineup Saturlose, the title would go to
money winner this year already
day night against Chicago while
Trigg.
has bagged the U.S., British
Price and Robinson
were
The Class AA picture is
and Canadian opens and the assigned to Montreal's farm By U sited Presa lasernatissuni
iittteltreire cloutlett—ftrid
Mexican Open would be his
The
Indiana
Pacers
found
out
complicated.
team, Nova Scotia, in the
fourth.
Just how valuable Mel Daniels
Mayfield 's defending
American Hockey League.
Closest to Trevino after the
is Thursday night.
champs can win their third
straight AA crown by beat****************************
With Daniels, the American
Basketball Association's Most ing Paducah Tilghman, proOn Hwy. 121
Phone *'Valuable Player last season, viding Lone Oak beats Chris1 1175 3,578
:
7 otit
i sick, the nPa
Pacers
to
dropped a tian County. If the Carcbs
(Mayfield Hwy.)
lose and Hoplcinsville beats
decision
the Memphis
Franklin-Simpson, then the
* I Pros. Larry Cannon scored 34 crown would go to Hoptown.
*points for Memphis as the Pros
Tilghman's only chance
handed Indiana only their third for the title is for the Tornaloss in 13 games.
do to beat Mayfield, while
▪ Bobby Warren added 22 for Hoptown is losing to Frank*,444emphis while rookie George lin-Simpson and Lone Oak is
We like to think of ourselves as Me Chateau torte-Rothschild
in cold, hot or whatever weather you hove inmind.
*litcGinnis led the Pacers with losing to Christian County.
of the automotive world
So it goes on
tilt
The
Mayfield-Tilghman
*In.
We
keep
getting
better every year
Since '49, we've mode over a thousand body and chassis
Paducah Friday night a-ill
*, In the only other ABA game, at
Since 1949, we've improved our little car over 2,200 times
improvements
be the top area game. MayCondors,
who
the Pittsburgh
lost year we gave it a snore powerful engine and nearly
Company
Since .49, we've mode over o thousand engine ond
field has an 8-0-2 mark and
saw Coach Jack McMahon fired Tilghman is 7-2-0. The Cards
twice theluggoge-space it hod before
transmission if_nprovernents.
*learner in the day, used a 37- won 54-13
hts Year we added 29 more improvements
-Tait year.
•
And the reason for all this progress?
We found away to keep engine noise down
•point effort by John Briker to
Since '49, we've spent absolutely no lime making silly styling
We found a way to make d run better in cold weather
X*,upset the Utah Stars 135-129.
chC;rtges
Friday night's schedule:
Large Hardy
And we found a way to make it run even smoother
8 to 5 *1 Pittsburgh led 102-90 after Bowling Green at RussellWhat you see, once again, is what you get
▪ three quarters and held off a vjle, Henderson County at
Mon
▪ late drive by the Stars to Caldwell County, Lone Oak
thru Sat * record the victory. George at Christian County, Fulton
•
(Dwarf & Regular)
*!Thompson added 33 points and County at Crittenden County,
1 to 5 *1 George Carter had 28 for the Trigg County at Fulton, Hop•
* Pink, White, Bright Rec
:Condors while Zelrno Beaty led kinsville at Franklin-SimpSunday 4c' Utah with 35 and Glen Combs son. Heath at N. Marshall,
•
* Dark Red
and Cairo, Ill., at Reidland.
* hit 26.

Elgin Baylor Retires

West Kentucky
Has A Crowd
Near The Top

Pacers Drop
tame To Pros

We
•mprove with
age•

,

t

Murray
Nursery

•

AZALEAS

I

&

.)),E Wranglers Plan
r, Show Sunday

ea

* ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••41.

Southern

t MAGNOLIA TREES

CLASS AA STANDINGS
CONF. GVER-ALL
W. L. T.
W. L
4 0 1
$
,
ItAarfleIg
4
1
II 1
Nook instil ll•
pooubee Tilghman
2 1
7 1
v
44
Lora Oak
3 3
55
Colderell Co
2 3
4 5
Bowling Gram
FroneJtn-SenosenI 3
3 6
0 1
4 6
North Marshall
0 5
0 10
Christian Courthe
CLASS STANDINGS
* 1
Trigg Comer
S 0 0
4 I 0
5 3
Heath
3 1 0
36
Murray
4 1 1
6?
betellond
Pussettu ill
5 4
320
31
t•ereleo Co
3'
For' Campbell
1
0
510
1 35
3
Fulton Co.
I 5
Todd Co. Central
1 5 0
Fuston City
0 6 0
0 1

2

\4 • ,'Iglers Riding Club will
have a horse show Sunday afS 95
A
2' to 4'
ternoon at 2 p.m. at the riding
pen.
The show will include the
Dwarf
* following classes: pony pleasure,
*snail driving contest, egg and
* spoon class, three legged sack
t
race, fox trot, pony express race,
* in Containers, Ready to Bloom
ea *
* racking class, potato race,
* western pleasure. follow the BLUES RECALL PLAGER
ST. LOUIS (UPI i—Bill PlaComplete Selection of
*
s, leader, doughnut race and rop
ger
was recalled by the St
7r race.
* This show is open to the public Louis Blues of the National
Dwarf & Regular
* and two place trophies will be Hockey League Thursday from
*given to the winners. A 50 cent their Denver farm club. The,
* Burford, Chinese, Compacta, Stokes, Hellers
Blues were two defensemen
entry fee will be charged.
* 4,44•••••••••••414444
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• *
A trophy will be given to the short, including Bob Plager,
Large Selection of
person with the highest number Billy's older brother.
of entries for the day. Refresht
ments will be available. Spectators are welcome and gate WRITERS' DINNER
NEW YORK (UPI i—The 49th
admission will be free.
annual dinner of the New York
WESTERN OPEN'S §ITE
Chapter of the Baseball Writers
Clean Baled
CHICAGO UPI i—The WesAssociation of America will be
tern Golf Association announced
held next June 30 at the
b a le * Friday that the $150,000 Wes- Americana Hotel.
tern Open Golf Championship
will be held next year at Sunset Maury Allen of the Post was
Ridge Country Club in suburban reelected chairman; Joseph
Northfield. June 72-25.
Durso of the Times was elected
The Western Open was first vice chairman and Jack
Lang
played in 1899 and was won last of the Long Island Press
was
year by Bruce Crampton on the reelected secretary-treasurer
Olympia Fields course
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If Congress Repeals The Federal Excise Tax We Will Refund It In Full

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
$!,
800 Chestnut Street. Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon thru Sat_ 1.30 A..M. 'til 5 P.M.
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Mannar() and Pruitt Continue
Duel for Rushing Lead Saturday

BOWLING
STANDINGS
KEhiloCKY LAKE
Bowling League

By GARY KALE
The Sooners hope to use this gan State, No. 9 Notre Dame Team
W.. L
UPI Sports Writer
and next Saturday's game with plays Pitt and No. 10 Arizona
Mutual of Omaha
23 9
Teams competing for con- Kansas as preperation for the State tangles with Brigfi'isin Lindsey's
20 12
Fenton 8. Hodge
19'12 12'.,2
ference football championships conference showdown with Ne- Young.
19 11
Corvette Lanes
will have to share the spotlight braska on Thanksgiving Day, a
In other top games, Dart19
no.
2
Lodge
Saturday with a
personal game that is likely to settle the mouth, tied with Cornell for the Moose
18 14
All Jersey
14
18
rushing duel
between Ed national championship.
Ivy League lead, meets Colum- Jerry's
17 15
Printing
Winchester
Marinaro of Cornell and Greg
Nebraska, the nation's top- bia, Stanford puts its Pacific Caesar's
1
2 15'
16/
Pruitt of Oklahoma.
16 16
rated team, faces Iowa State in Eight Conference lead on the Murray Auto Parts
13 19
Colonial
Bread
The two Heisman Trophy a game that has the Cornhus- line against UCLA, Arkansas
91/2 221 2
Farm insurance
candidates are one-two in kers tabbed as 32-point favo- faces Rice in a key Southwest State
8/
1
2 23'i
Moose Lodge no. 1
7 25
rushing, one-three in scoring rites.
Palace
Drive
Inn
Conference game, Air Force
percentage and among the
Michigan Favored
tackles Oregon, Georgia Tech is
High Team Game (SC)
924
leaders in total offense.
Third-ranked Michigan is a pitted against Navy, Texas Jerry's
893
Marinaro owns a 216.3. yards good bet to move a step closer against
Baylor, Colorado Caesar's
872
per game average, is the all- to the Rose Bowl in a Big 10 against Kansas, Washington Mutual of Omaha
High Team Game (1.1C)
time ground-gaining leader and clash against Iowa; No. 4 against California and Prince1032
Caesar's
may reach the 5,000-yard Alabama, averaging 35.8 points ton against Harvard.
1028
Jerry's
career plateau before the a game, tackles Louisiana State
1020
Colonial Bread
season closes. The long-haired in a Southeastern Conference
High Team Series (SC)
backfield star rushed for 1,298 game; fifth ranked Auburn,
2577
Caiesr's
2569
Mutual of Omaha
yards in the Big Red's first six &Igo gunning for the SEC
Jerry's
games and gets a chance to crown, takes on Mississippi
High Team Series INC)
increase that figure against State; the sixth-rated Georgia
094
Caesar's
Brown on Saturday.
Bulldogs, a third power in the
2932
Mutual of Omaha
2931
Colonial Bread
Randed Second
SEC, plays Florida; No. 7 Penn
High Ind. Game (SC1
Pruitt is the No. 2 rusher in State meets Maryland, No. 8
Billy Hodge
233
major college circles with a Ohio State tussles with MichiFred Paul Stalls
217
Dennis Goodwin
212
181.7 average. He is only 26 L
Den Jones
212
yards
yar behind Marinaro's season _
By United Press International
total, but the Oklahoma stai
The New York Rangers am..
turned in his 1,272 yards in
Montreal Canadiens are off to Billy High Ind Game (HC)
Hodge
261
seven games.
•
sizzling starts in the National Bittly Hutchens
253
Owen
Norssvorthy
Marinaro has scored 15 times
247
Hockey League East but they
this season for 90 points and, a.
haven't shaken off the "team to
High Ind. Series (SC)
15.0 points per game average.
Dave Bradford
beat"—the Boston Bruins.
590
Fred Paul Stalls
560
Pruitt is third, behind Penn
The Bruins, who won the Steve
Seltzer
558
State's Lydell Mitchell, with 14 U
Eastern title only to be
High Ind. Series (HC)
touchdowns and 84 points for a
eliminated in the Stanley Cup
Dave Bradford
674
12.0 average.
playoffs last season, beat the Billy Hodge
By ROB WISHART
636
The two rate sixth and 14th
BALTIMORE (UPI1—Balti- St. Louis Blues, 6-1, Thursday Eddie Clees
634
among total offense leaders and more Bullet superstar Earl night and are only three points
High Averages
every one of their gains have Monroe, who refuses to play behind the Rangers and one Dan Jones
183
been on the ground.
180
and demands to be traded, is behind the Canadiens. The James Washer
Lyman Dixon
179
Oklahoma, the No. 2 team in ungrateful and disloyal, club Bruins have a game in hand on T.C. Hargrove
177
the nation and tops in total owner Abe Pollin says.
the Rangers and have played Hub Dunn
175
Buchanan
173
offense, goes after its eighth
Pollin Thursday night re- the same number of games as Paul
Butch Foster
173
straight victory against Big sponded to several attacks by the Canadiens,
Eight Conference foe Missouri. Monroe and his attorney, Larry John Bucyk and Reg Leach
scored two goals each and Phil
Fleisher.
Get A Carrier Pigeon.
He said Monroe and Fleisher Esposito and . Garnet Bailey
ignored repeated attempts to tallied one each for the Bruins, CARSON CITY, Nev. (UPI)-negotiate a new contract for who have a 7-3-1 record for 15 The president of the Clark
Monroe during the off-season. points. Gerry Cheevers had a County Teachers Association
"Contrary to numerous public shutout until Frank St. Mar- fired off an angry telegram to
statements attributed to Fleish- seille scored with 20 seconds Gov. Mike O'Callaghan telling
him to furnish direction to the
er, not until the 22nd day of left in the game.
September, 1971 did he ever tell The goal was the eighth of state schools head and the
me that Earl did not want to the season for Esposito, the attorney general in the matter
play in Baltimore and would NHL's defending scoring cham- of teacher pay raises.
only play basketball if he were pion.
One week later, the governor
By United Press International
The Buffalo Sabres overcame Is still waiting for the telegram.
Cazzie Russell's magic has traded to another team," Pollin
said.
a four-goal deficit to tie the The telegram from John
lifted the Golden State Warriors
"After the exhibition season Detroit Red Wings, 4-4, in Arrington arrived in R
into first place.
Detroit in the only other game. during the holidays and
Russell, acquired from the had already begun, Fleisher
Dalny 'Lawson scored with 7:19 finally relayed to the Carson
New York Knicks in an off- and Earl came to my office and
time stated that remaining to tie the score after City office of Western Union. It
for
the
first
Lucas,
season trade for Jerry
not
play in Dick Duff brought the Sabres to was then given to a cab driver
Earl
would
hit a 12-foot jump shot with five
Baltimore, would not sign a Within one goal at 6:44 of the to deliver.
seconds left to play Thursday
new contract and wanted to be third session.
A spokesman for the governight and lifted the Warriors to
Bill Collins scored two goals
traded
to the Philadelphia
nor's office said he is still trying
a 98-96 triumph over the Seattle
and Alex Delvecchio and Nick
to track down the telegram.
SuperSonics. The victory boost. 76ers, the Chicago Bulls or the
Libett one each as the Red
ed Golden State a half game Los Angeles Lakers," Pollin
Wings took a 4-0 lead in the
ahead of Seattle in the National said.
period.
His Wish Granted
second
particularPollin
said
he
was
Basketball Association's Pacific
LONDON (UPI)—All Frank
ly upset by a published report
Division.
DEMONDOZA WHIPS TIRLAC Asher, 68, wanted for ChristRussell, a notorious streak quoting Monroe, who has not ABERAVON, Wales (UPI)—
mas was to spend it in prison.
played
for
two
weeks,
saying,
shooter, was held to only two
John Demendoza of Great
A court Thursday sentenced
points in the first half but he "they expect loyalty to the Britain defeated Ion Tiriac of
Asher to eight months in jail
organization,
but
the
organizasecond
17
in
the
erupted for
Romania, 6-2, 6-3, Thursday and for smashing the glass door of
half, including six of the tion has no loyalty to you."
advanced to the semi-finals of an office.
"Was
I
disloyal
when
Earl
Warriors' last eight points.
Indoor Tennis
Police Sgt. Malcolm Thornton
a
very the Dewar Cup
Spencer Haywood led the was involved in
Championships.
he thought Asher had been
said
damaging
personal
law
suit
and
Sonics with 31 points while Jeff
Demendoza will meet top- motivated "by a desire to
jrnmorhatoly
Mullins was -high- mazyfor the
see.
-derald I3attrick of
Christmas in prison." He
Warriors with 22. Nate Thur- bringing in my attorney, paying Wales in one semi-final while spend
previous convictions.
for
all
the
30
legal
fees
and
has
mond, who had 18 rebounds and
Jaime Fillol of Chile and Bob
blocked eight shots, added 19 lending Earl the money he Hewitt of South Africa play in
needed to resolve the probfor Golden State.
the other match.
lem?" Pollin asked.

Bruins Top
St. Louis
Thursday

t.,i.Dnroe
Disloyal
D
ollin Says

Warriors
Take Top
NBA Spot
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Someone's in (Ise Kitchen
By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
"REMODELING" is a word
to strike fear in the hearts of
homemakers, especially when
remodeling involves the kitchen. Will it take forever? Will
there be days on end without
utilities? Will workmen be
underfoot continuously?
We investigated the situation and such fears can be
needless. Employ a competent
and responsible professional to
do the work and kitchen remodeling is about an eightweek job—four of those weeks
involving nothing more exhausting than waiting time
from the ordering of your new
cabinets and appliances until
installation begins.
To eliminate family arguments as well as friction between you and your remodeier.
heed these hints:
•Let the remodeler proceed
Without interference once a
contract is signed based on
blueprints that incorporate all
your major decisions.
• Contract the complete
job. As many as 12 different
trades may be involved in constructing or remodeling a
kitchen, from electricians and
carpenters to painters and
plumbers. Someone has to
schedule them, check their
work, be responsible for each
job being completed satisfactorily and in sequence.
•If you don't know anyone
who has lived through a remodeling and can suggest the
name of a "wonderful" company, check the Kitchen Cabinets & Equipment listing in
your classified telephone directory. A firm listed under
the trademark of the American Institute of Kitchen Dealers is a member of a national
association of professionals
whose sole business is the design, supply and installation of
residential kitchens. An individual after whose- name the
initials CKD appear is a Certified Kitchen Designer, qualified by examination and experience to identify with the

•

41010ABBE`:' ":7!"'"riethe kitchen can include a desk center, reading chair, hi - fi,
several' types of storage units and a bar,sink combination with a plastic counter.
kitchen industry's "inner circle." Visit showrooms and
check references—call banks,
the Better Business Bureau
and previous "satisfied" clients.
• List what you want in
your kitchen. What facilities
will you replace? What, if anything will you retain? What
decorating style do you prefer? Do you want laundry
equipment, a breakfast bar,
barbecue or desk in the
kitchen?
• Don't base your "guesstimate" of cost on what your
best friend spent thwe years
ago. No two jobs are ever
alike; labor and material costs
have gone up. The average remodeling job today is a $3,500

ticket—though it can cost as
little as $1,500 or as much as
$10,000, depending on the cost
of the components you select,
the amount of construction involved, the number of "extras"
you deem essential.
• Know what you are getting. Everything should be
spelled out in sketches and
blueprints and in job specification sheets for equipment,
labor and materials. This will
avoid later on-the-job changes
that are as expensive as they
are unnecessary if initial planning is properly done. Does the
price include custom or stock
cabinets! -Does it Include tearing out old equipment? Cleaning up and carting away old
plaster, etc.?

• Put everything in writing. Changes in the initial
agreement that are settled
verbally with the comment,"It
won't cost that much more'!
about it"
or "Don't worry aut
conceivably lead to grief.

s4

•Be flexible about unavoidable delays. Faced with snow„,1
sleet or strike, deliveries can't,'
be expected on the dot
• Keep children, pets andi/
visitors away from the con-/
struction site. Don't delay the )
work — and don't time-clock
workmen: it won't save you a
penny. On the other hand, you
can win .all kinds of cooperation with a pot of coffee and a
piece of cake, smiles instead.
of scowls.

4a
1
"*.

A
AP**
IBMS CABINET is installed under watt cabinet. Base cabinet has cutlery drawer, pull - out shelves for pots, pans.

BREAM-PA-ST- BAR incorporates a glass -ceramic cooktop in its solid plank top. Cabinets are dark oak finish.

In the only other NBA game,
the Portland Trail Blazers
downed the Houston Rockets
112-110.
Rookie Sidney Wicks scored
31 points, including a crucial
three-point play with 15 seconds
highlight the
to play, to

He said he gave Monroe
110,000, no strings attached, to
help buy his mother a house in
Philadelphia, lent him money
when a bank refused to do it
and bailed him out of tax
trouble one year.
"If all these involvements are
Blazers' victory. Wicks scored
an indication of my disloyalty
half
and
second
the
points
in
20
to Earl Monroe, then indeed I
gave Portland a 111-106 lead
must be considered guilty,"
when he scored from the corner
Pollin said.
15 seconds left an

GIMENO BEATS ROSEWALL
STOCKHOLM (UPI)—Andres
Girneno of Spain defeated Ken
Rosewall of Australia, 7-6, 7-6,
Thursday and advanced into the
quarter finals of the $50,000
Stockholm Open Tennis Tournament.
In
other
quarter-final
matches, Tom Okker of the
Netherlands beat Charles Pawith
sarell of San Juan, P.R., 6-1, 6shot.
converted the foul
2; Arthur Ashe of Gum Spring,
Elvin Hayes, playing full-time
Va., defeated Marty Riessen of
Squeaks from a bat operatagain after a brief hassle with
Evanston,
HI., 6-3, 6-1, and John
natural radar system conCoach Tex Winter, led the ing its
Alexander of Australia topped
above
frequencies
tain
Rockets with 28 points. It was
Brian Fairlie of New Zealand,
vibrations a second.
Houston's 10th loss in 12 games.
74, 6-4.

PEOPLES ,BANK
mURRAIrjjKY,

sofflo

THE

LEATHER SHOP
Under New Ownership
by Dan and Diana Taylor
Craftsmen In Leather

WILL BE REOPENING
Nov. 20, 1971
at 915 N. 16th Street
UPSTAIRS LOCATION—

Murray, Ky.

( A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

BLUE CHIP
SAVINGS
ACCOUNT
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The
Wage Price
Freeze

Sunday
School
Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
GOD SUSTAINS HIS CREATION
Psalms 161:14, 27-36

r

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

and Try Our
—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6a.m.to 10p.m ,7daysa week
— J.C. GALLIMOHE —

51.

--.041111111

SERVING THIS AREA SINCE 1886

The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Murray, Ky. Phone 753-2411
v,

25 million
oldsters in 2000
Estimates say there will
be about 25 million Lnited
States citizens over 65 by
the year 2000. The Pepsi
generation will have to
move over and make room
for the nation of the retired as lower birth rates,
tenger life . expectancy and
early retirement conibuie
to produce an ever-growing
population of elder citizens.
This situation justifies a
iiiiiajo.it
commitment
to
meeting the needs, solving
the problems and improvlag the oitalily ul lir.e fur
our-older ..r izens. (..iys psyE Hirren,
chologist
director of the University
of Southern California Gerontology Center in I.os Angele-, "Training needs in
thy, field are substantial,"
he said

Internet
Revenue
Set vice

base period he chooses to use.
( 4) The seller or employer
must have adequate records
available to demonstrate the
existence of the traditional
practice in the three preceding
years and the basis for
calculating his ceiling price from
the 1970 period.

Of the Creator it has been said,"God is a Spirit, infinite, eternal
Q—Will the rulings of the Cost
and unchangeable in His being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice,
of Living Council that were
goodness and truth." He is unchangeable in His essence and atissued during the freeze still be in
tributes. He is infinite in wisdom to conceive His purposes and in
effect after November 13?
ability to execute them. This eternal God, Who created the entire
A—The rulings of the Cost of
universe, is present with His creatures at all times. His
, Living Council on wages and
sustaining, supervising, and strengthening power is made
prices will remain in effect until
available to His children each day of their Christian lives. Each
they are changed or altered by
day they should draw upon the reservoirs of blessing from His
the Pay Board or Price Corngrace. The tremendous storehouse of His marvelous grace, with
Int&SlOn.
all its vastness and fullness of supply, is open for their use, and
from it they can receive and enjoy a sufficiency of divine
Q—I want to sell my motorstrength.
cycle. 1 base no idea what its
Having been the recipients of so many blessings, it is certainly
price was during the month prior
appropriate for us to thank and praise the Giver of them for what
to August 15. What should I do?
has been and is being received from Him. All of the good things
A—Inquire locally as to what
that come to us in this life - physical , intellectual, material, and
comparable motorcycles sold for
spiritual - have their source in God. As we think of His dealings
during the period of July 15with us, there arises within us the sense of wondering awe that
August 15. Note down and retain
God has been and is so merciful and gracious to us. Of His grace
these facts for your own records
which is promised for our future needs, th source is infinite, the
before selling.
supply is proportionate to the need, and the sustenance is
majesty,
magnificent
adequate. His incomprehensible greatness,
Q-1 know that, if certain
and surpassing grandeur are sufficient grounds for our praising
criteria are met, an increase in
Him. We should thank and praise Him for pouring the light of
rent can be charged for property
morning over the horizon of every day and feeding every living
which undergoes a substantial
thing. One of our noblest songs expresses it well.
capital improvement. But what
is meant by a "capital im"To Him I owe my life and breath
provement"?
And all the joys I have."
A—Capital
improvements
It is both our privilege and duty to thank and to praise God for
increase the value of the
the expressions of His goodness and grace In providing for us such
property, prolong its life, or
blessings as wholesome food, adequate clothing, comfortable
make it adaptable to a different
homes, congenial companions, and faithful friends. What a pity
use. Some examples are new
that so many eat and drink, enjoy good health, boast of their
electric wiring, a new roof, new
posessions, revel in their liberty, and glory in their opportunities,
floors, new plumbing, lighting.
but never render any thanks or ascribe any praise to the Giver of
improvements, eemeni
all these wonderful blessings! Praise to Him is always apsidewalks,
fire
escapes,
propriate. Let us praise Him for the matchless light and power of
elevators, etc. On the other
His wonderful Word, and for the unspeakable gift of His Son Who
hand, ordinary maintainance and
died to redeem us from our sins. As we contemplate God's
repairs, such as patching and
faithfulness
mercy,
and
we
love,
justice,
righteousness,
holiness,
repairing floors, repainting the
rejoice in the privilege of honoring and praising Him. As we think
inside and outside of a building,
of God, the Creator and Controller of the universe, we rejoice in
repairing roofs and gutters,
His omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence, and immutability.
mending leaks, etc., are not
To Him we owe our adoration and our allegiance. With the
considered
capital
imcomplete awareness that He is in control of the universe in which
provements. Thus a higher rent
we live, as well as our lives, let us lift our hearts to Him in
cannot be charged for property
gratitude and our voices to Him in joyful praise. Since He is our
God. His personal wishes should command our highest respect, undergoing mere repairs.
His least commands should merit our immediate obedience.
Q—This fall, the price of fuel
ratitude
d
for the fact that God has created, sustained, redeemed,
has increased in my area over the
saved us should characterize our daily lives. Thanksgiving,
summer rates. Is this consittea4
as a perpetual attitude of mind and beari, will makeiour lives
vg ith the ?Tense"
Well-pleasing tmtn God. Genuine praise to God is an indispensable
A—Prices, as well as wages
constituent of sppritual health. Praising God for His bountiful
and rents, which normally
blessings is always a comely thing for us to do.
fluctuate in distinct seasonal
: Inasmuch as God, Who created, sustained, and saved us, has
patterns may be adjusted during
provided for our physical, mental, and spiritual needs, let us live
the freeze, subject to the
*rah complete trust in Him and enjoy the glorious privilege of
following conditions:
t
'ving for Him. Let us truly appreciate His gracious actions in our
'yes and in our behalf. We can always depend on God. As life is
(1) Prices and wages must
Jived under His control and direction, there is the joyous
show a large and distinct flucfealization that it is good to live for, obey, and serve Him. Those
tuation at a specific, identifiable
j'ho respond to His goodness and vrace with implicit trust, joyous point in time, which must
be a
israise, cheerful obedience, and faithful stewarship are thereby
documented and established
kichly blessed. In so doing they honor and glorify God, and their
practice that has taken place in
lives are an abiding benediction to those with whom they
each of the past three years.
:associate living in accordance with God's will and in the ac( 2) Each change must be tied
complishment of His glorious purpose is the finest and best way
to a specific date, e.g., in the case
.that one can spend time which God has allotted to him on this
of fuel price increases, the
...., rth.
beginning of the fall. In addition,
the price change generally may
Burned
Forest
; Praying Mantis Strong
c
Oregon, the most heavily tim- not take place earlier this year
e WASHINGTON — A quartermered
state, suffered 3,797 than in 1970, unless the date is
:Dunce praying mantis can hold
fires in 1970. Despite tied to a specific event.
woods
&aloft a 6-ounce object, or 24
•
hot, dry weeks, govern(3) If the price or wage change
its
i
ts own weight — equiva- many
and industry crews held qualifies as seasonal by the above
lent to a I75-pound man lifting ment
losses to only 11,524 acres. Man criteria, the seller is permitted a
4,200 pounds.
caused 1,804 blazes, lightning choice of base periods to use in
Children Fire Victims 1,993.
determining his ceiling price or
BOSTON — Children are vicwage for the period following the
ims about a fourth of the time
There are 116 towns in the specific event. He may use the
n fires that claim some 12,200
U.S. with population of 25 or statutory base period 30 days
ives in the United States each
less.
In 1969 there were 79 of ending August 14 or the most
ear, according to the National
recent 30 days when sales were
thesetowns.
!
-Fite Protection Association.
made) or he may use the
seasonal period of 1970 (from the
date of the specific event through
November 13.) His ceiling price
is based, therefore, on the prices
COME TO
realized on a substantial number
of transactions during whichever

HAZEL CAFE

Consumers' Quality Tests Apply To Life Insurance

Questions
and
Answer

This column of questions and
answers on the Wage and Price
Freeze is provided by the local
office of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service and is published
as a public service. The column
answers
questions
most
frequenAy_esked about the Wage
and Price Freeze announced
August 15 by President Nixon.
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Consumerism can be defined as
Jemand for quality products, quality service and reas:mable cost
Surveys of public attitudeiriind
of the press show that by and large,
life insurance has been relatively
free of criticism, indicating that
the typical life insurance policy
does the job it was meant to do,
and that there-is a, high degree of
keinsamer acceptance, says the Institute of life insurance.
I he modern life insurance policy
makes available many different
benefits to the policyholders in return for the promise to pay pre-

Stott
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Morning
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Evening Worsh
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Morning
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Morning Worst'
Evening Worst'

NO
Morning Worst
Worst
Evening

Sinai'
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Should one notice
friend's face lift?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What does a person do when she comes
face to face for the first time with a friend [or acquaintance] who has had cosmetic surgery—like a nose job or a
face-lift?
I recently ran into a woman who had just had a facelift, and with absolute sincerity, I said, "Your recent surgery has improved your appearance 100 per cent!"
She gave me an icy stare and walked away without
even saying thank you. I felt like 2 cents.
Another time, I pretended I didn't notice that a friend's
daughter had recently had a nose job. It was obvious, but I
said nothing.
Finally, she said, "Don't you notice anything different
about me?" I felt foolish. Of course, I'd noticed, but after
having learred my lesson with the face-lift lady, I didn't
want to mention it.
So please tell me-, Dear Abby, what is a person sup-IN A QUANDARY
posed to do?

Morning Worsl
Evening Wors1

(-onsumers are demanding greater quality In products they buy
Naturally,
each outstanding policy loans, interest are prepared to tell a policyhaki
miums v.hen due.
company attempts to make its poli- due on policy loans, and various that his term insurance is expiring,
cies more appealing to the public other items may all appear on the or that accidental death or disthan those of its competitors—with individual premium notice. Every ability benefits are terminating.
From time to time, many compadue regard to the law and regula- effort is made to keep the policyholder fully informed of the status nies advise their policyholders tg retions which apply.
The agent's job is to relate life of his policy and the benefits avail- view beneficiary and settlement
insurance benefits to the needs of able to him. The agency usually arrangements. In such instances
his client. Once the new policy has receives a copy of the premium the agent is supplied with copies
been delivered, it becomes the task notice, this places the agent in a of the notices so that he will be
of the office organization to share position to help a policyholder in prepared to follow, through with
the company's responsibilities un- upielativeg his family's protection.
Permute! service:
The computer has also made
der the contract.
economically feasible the preparaPenosal Service
Another aspect of consumer action of special notices that can be ceptance is. reasonable cost. Every
Obviously, an agent can be of part of the service to policyholders. consumerdesires to get his money's
great assistance where personal To name just a few: the policy- worth Out of his life insurance. In
contact with the policyholder is holder can be notified that a con- this area, earnings on investments
concerned, but services are also ‘ersion period is about to expire, made by life insurance companies
provided by specialists from the or that the time has come to ex- in the American economy helps
company's home base. It is here ercise other policy options—such keep down the,cost of insurance to
that another test of consumer ac- as the purchase of additional cov- policyholders. Premiums on a typiceptance occuis—the quality of erage without a medical examina- cal straight life policy might run
tion—valuable rights that could 60 per cent higher if there were
service.
The advent of electronics and easily be overlooked by the policy- no investment earnings, reports the
computers—which life insurance holder. Similarly, special notices Institute
companies helped to pioneer—has
materially helped the situation. Today many companies incorporate
much more information in their
premium notices. Such items as
Phone 753-1272
cash value, annual increases in
cash value, current dividend, ac- f
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
comulatud dividonds,interest taredWe Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Had
lied on accumulated dividends,

Nazi

Morning Worst
Evening worst

PoP4.

Morning Worsi
Evening Worsi

Grai

Morning Wors

Evening Woesi

B's
Morning

Wons
Evening Wors

Kirk'
Morning Worsi
Evening Worst

Memo

Morning Worst
Evening worst

New Mt. Ca
Morning worst

Evening

Flir
Morning Woes
Evening Worsi

Cher
Morning Wons
Evening Wons

WALLIS DRUG

DEAR IN: Since vanity prompts most people to have
cosmetic surgery, to ignore it is unkind. But to rave too
enthusiastically, over the "improvement" may give the impression that her lot his I former appearance was dreadful,
which is worse.
If the change is conspicuously for the best, say. "My,
you look great!" They'll get the message without having to
decode it.

Eli
Morning

DEAR UNHAPPY: After this hits print, you may not
have to II'. S. She must own her own shop. I can't imagine
the bass putting up with this. I
CONFIDENTIAL TO EDITH IN LONG BEACH. What's
done is done. When you pick a lemon, make a lemonade!
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it oft
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box MOO, Los Aageles, Cal
MOO. For a personal reply endow stamped, addressed

Morning Wont
Evening Weirs
Su
Morning we
Evening woi

Capri

Chr

Firsi
Worship Servi

Murra

Boon

THE CLEM

Edwin
commERci
621

Cain

Can

Road Test Magazine's
Import Car Of The Year
See The Entire Line of
Mercury Products
* MARQUIS

A Choic,

Hwy 641

* COUGAR

* CAPRI
* MONTEGO

So ath

VI MAo

The Sexy European Import
On Display Now!

N

Cor

* COMET

BOWL

at

ISIS Main

HATCHER AUTO SALES

Freed

515 So. 12th Street

rill,elope.

.
WOr8.14

tg

DEAR ABBY: I have had the same hairdresser for years.
She does nice work and I had always looked forward to my
weekly appointment.
Unfortunately, someone gave her a small portable
television for a gift. She then started bringing it to work
so she could watch a program on her lunch time. Fine.
Soon she started to watch the program which followed it.
Then the next. And the next Until now she's got it on all
afternoon.
I am not only speaking for myself because other
customers have told me that since she's had the TV set
in her booth her work is slipping. Also, she is very unpleasant and cranky If someone speaks to her, she goes,
"Shhhhh, I want to hear this "
She is a faithful reader of your column. How can I let
her know I miss her formerly friendly chit chat?
UNHAPPY

Won

Evening
.

DEAR ABBY I am 16 years old, and am in love with
an 18-year-old boy We've been going steady for seven
months and were planning on getting married in about a
year from now
We have gone all the way to express our love several
atillikTaunther found out aliallOtt and carried on Boma, and now she is millErlg US get married at soon
n
as my -boy friend gets his next paycheck.
Abby, we don't have any furniture, and we don't even
have a place to live. My mother won't let me see my boy
friend, and says I am to stay strictly in the house until I cm
married.
I love my mother and don't want to hurt her, but she is
hurting me more by making me get married with nothing
except the love I have for my boy friend.
Do you think she is right in forcing us to marry right
LOUISIANA GIRL
now with nothing?
DEAR GIRL: To force two ill-prepared soung people into
marriage in order to punish them, is, I think. very shortsighted. Worse yet, your 18-year-old boy friend is bound to
feel trapped and resentful, and an unwilling bridegroom
makes a very poor husband.

Wo

Phone 753-4961

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,ated St to Abby. Box WM. Los Amples, Cal. 10019.

Wayne I

you F

MR. AND MRS, JOHN DOE
1234 -MAIN STREET
MURRAY. KY,
PAY TO THE
Merchants of Murray
ORDER OP

No.

Sales,

Par

94 E at Mur

October

Dunr

1 8,:41 2 71
61 73-669
832

ADMI

116 South 121

Twelve dollars and 6100 cents
I

roe Services rendered
PEOPLE?
,jBANK
MURRAY I KV

In 1963, 10,000 snowmobiles
were sold in the U.S. Last year
500,000 were sold, at an average
81,000 apiece

1:08 I 28••0 6691: 000 000 Ole

SALE EVEF

I
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Baptist

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening Worship
730rm

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
5:00 p.m.
•
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
e

id settlement
uch instances
d with copies
at he will be
through with

consumer acle cost. Every
Ft his money's
insurance. In
in investments
ice companies
:onomy helps
If insurance to
Ints on a typicy might run
if there were
gs, reports the

' *
It is Had
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Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10:65a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

* v"

South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10:e5a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Shepherd united
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10•30a.m
Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9:30 a.m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p m 4th Sunday

First Assembly 01 God
Church School
10:ao
Worshio Service *.

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

iS

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10.50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship 6.30 p
Flint Baptist
11 a m.
Morning Worship
7.30pm
Evening Worship

Be Faithful,

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:1Sp.m.
Sugar Creek
Morning worship
Evening worship

Be Loyal,

11 &AL,
7:15 p.m.

Christian

•

;31•
.
,
•

ER*:

5,16•••••

Y. Al - ,_.•_, rm.

* Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
lit & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6 30 p.m.
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday

,,... 7. ..4....c....4....4.....4....47.47.c.71.;:.:
._ ,. . ,.•:i1„:1,4_,,:i.,4::4,. .:*:...a..r,,4.:......;:,..7.4....i.e..ici.c..4:::4.
;:::*•
.
:::ciAiii-z.vi.s
•iikii;,....iirg 1

.A...,
;
•••••1 • eat-,P, 1
ma.,

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
CO

Phone 753-1675

621 So. 4th

Ward-Elkins

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak • Tue., Ribeye Steak
Wed„ Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 441 - Call In Orders to 753-4419 .

Buildings

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9•15a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
Worship Servic,
930 a.m.

FRIGIDARIRE -

RCA VICTOR

MAYTAG

Motor Sales

Top Quality Used Cars

Phone 753.6448

Five Points

Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

1

Put first things first,
Attend Church

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Pogue - 1.2 Block E. of S. 12th .Phone 753.1949

Beat's
Tune-Up & Carburetor Service

6

Ph. 7534119

North 4th St.

M

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

,

A A %

Wells Electric

is

, .. • , •
.

His

Srl.Jp; ,,, ' ,

MINOR REPAIR S. WELDING

753-3892

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

cent: a

A

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities foe
Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings

Ambassador moinet-Matador•Gremlin-Jeep

CHILI

Phone 753-1713

403 Mapie

Southside Restaurant

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

HAMBORGE kr,
OpAr, ;•1

of the Following Businesses:

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

Stadium Chili

ell.,m4

Through The Courtesy

7S3 5709

Ph

Hwr

UST MA A tflt ATI

I

ort

0

This Page Sponsored

Grecian Steak House

RESIDENTIAL

American
Motors
Cain & Treat

10:00a.en.
11.00a.m.

Shady Oaks
Mobile Home Courts

..
,

,

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

V

6p.m.

,

ii- Boone's Incorporated —

S

SO a.m.
7 p.m.

Other
Denominations

Murray Christian

COMMERCIAL

40 a.m.
6p.m.

Presbyterian

Temple Hill United

7p.m.

Ix
f

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worshio

50 a m.
30 p.m.

10 am.
Church of
Christ
Morning Worship
Of Latter Day Saints
11 a.m
Sunday School
Sunday School
10a.m
First Methodist
Worship
IS 45510 50a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Russells Chapel United
Sunday Mass I a.m., 11 a.m.,4:30
p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m
'Saturday Mass
6:311 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 cm
Christian Science
Worship
Service
II a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a mi.-.311411--—
JahOvalt'4 Witnesses-3rd Sundays, 7 pm 2nd &
Watchtower
10:30a.m.
Bible Lecture
Sundays
9:30a.m.
Lynn Grove
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
Worship Services 11 a m,7p m
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
St. John's Episcopal
Coles's Camp Ground
Sunday School
10 30 a.m.
Worship Service at 11 a MI 2nd
Morning Worship
9:30a.m.
Sunday, 10:45 a.m. 4th Sunday

Reclaim Christ

First Christian
Worship Services
10.30a.m., 7
pm
t,

EXUit

. . looks like an apple from a good tree.
God Used this parable to teach an authoritative
lesson of truth to some who were calling,
"Lord, Lord." He answered, saying,"Not everyone
that calls me Lord, shall get to heaven."
He spoke plainly and used small words,
and said,"Only those who bear good fruit will
make it" See this tree loaded with fine fruit!
Few of us stop to ponder its history. But
every orchard expert knows well every
sound tree. The good fruit is detectable from
way off The lesson is clear. Goodness all the
way to the core is the kind of fruit God wants.
Soundness of heart, purity of mind and
integrity of character are essential if one's
fruit is to "please God. No one gathers grapes
,from thorns, or figs from .thistles. Read the
Sermon on the Mount Meditate on I
Corinthians; Hear what He says in Romans
8 and 12. Here one will find soil where
good trees may grow and from which
good fruit may be gathered.

Union Grove
Morning Worship
10
Evening Worship
6
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
40
Evening Service
New Concord
Morning Service
10
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Plesant
Grove
North
10a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Bethel United
Oak Greve
Worship Serkices at 11 a.m. lit
rida
y
ii.
Ida
School
and 4th Sundays, 6 30 P.m Zhig
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p m
Sunday, & 9. 30 a m 3rd Sunday
Mount Pittard
ndependence United
11 a m
Morning Worship
Worship services at 7 p m 1st &
7p m
Evening Worship
3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd Sunday,
Presbyterian
First
9 30 a m ith Sunday
9:30a rn
Church School
Kirksey United
Worship Service
10:45 a
Morning Worship
11 00a m.
Evening Worship
7 00p.m.
Coldwater United
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11700

0
413

•

mix

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:301:ixn

Dam.
7 p.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 am
1st
Sunday, 10 a m 3rd Sunday
Unit...
Martins Chapel
Sunday School
10a in
Worship Service
llam

t"s,

United, 310 I rvan Ave.
Sunda y School
10 a m
Evening Worship
7p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
11 a.m., 7:30
p

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

11Ir

IY308.m;.

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10: 45 a M.'.
Evening Worship
7p.rrt4
2
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 SOa.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.

For where yaw treasure IS, fibre inn your heart he also"

Pentecostal

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
7 30p m

11 a m
7p m

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

%Its

Murray Church
Sunday School
105,m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

11 a m
7p.m

Cherry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

II

Nazarene

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
llam
Worship
Evening
7 30 p m

policyholdei
cc is expiring,
Jeath or dis;rminating.
many compayholdersao re-

New Providence
II.
Morning Worship
Evening vvorship
6:30.m3

l'AL:

LL.

E

A'

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worshio

Church Of Christ

An investment in Your Future

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
1100 am
Evening worship
7.30p m
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Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Allied Radio Shack

411110 RIOIOSHAICA

"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

A complete line of Electronic Component parts & Accessories

Residential • Commercial • Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying . Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
518 W. Main

N. 12th Extended

On Hwy. 64 at Aurora
Phone 474.2202

Ph. 753-7100

mm••=1,

A Choice Selection of Relishes- Salads . Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Call in Orders 753-7101

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

IIi

BOWLING AT ITS BEST -- FINE FOOD
Phone 753.2202

Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co.
Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries & Accessories
South 2nd St.-Murray, Ky .753.3571

I

ES
4961

JAS. D. CLOPTON

9th at Chestnut

Phone 753 4832

_

E. W. Outland, Supt
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
Phone 753-8220

Palace Drive-In
Five

Phone 753-7992

Points

Hendon's Service Station

' BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
.1111116-1642111."COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Ph. 753-7150
Hwy 6415. (Hazel Hwy.)

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut

.:-.,,,N
,...44;:: •

Phone 753-2997

Long John
Silvcrs
Fltill

x CHIPS
Chicken Peglegs Fish & Chips
Treasure Chest
Eat in or carry out
South 12th - Murray Ph 753.5267

14"
.
l ,11
.

ii/Illr,
- t'...".*

PIIILLIPS

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

66

PHILL I PS 64 PRODUCTS
No

4th Street

Phone 753 1921

1

.-,
.:.
,

- PIZZA - SPAGHETTI
OR MORE
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 5200.
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

Ph 753-9999

North 4th St

1

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

AMP

Randy Thornton Service Co.

12th • Chestnut

Phone 753-3734

The Ledger & Times

11.

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICF
TAPPAN WHIRLPOOL

ADMIRAL
1 HA

I

Trenholm's Drive-In

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Supplies
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating
94 E. at Murray Bait Co

Air Shopping Center

Ilfr

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

RECAPPING

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

Highest cash prices for corn and soybeans

CONDITIONING
HEATING -SHEET METAL . AIR

Murray Muffler Service

Hwy 121 W (Coldwater Rd.) Ph. 753.3164

GRAIN DIVISION

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Master Tire Service, Inc.

union

I

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

DIV.

Hwy. 94. 1 Mi, E. Murray- Ph. 753-6485

GIFTS — UNIQUE NOVELTIES
14 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Aurora Road Rt. I Hardin, Ky. 474-2266

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

. SERVICE

.PARTS 8. RENTAL

Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th

SALES

• VII

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"

r

1415 Main Street

The Hitching Post
See the Old Country Store

Homes
Kentthlo riled Ckiektig Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. John D. Grogan Mobile

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Phone 753 3037

South 12th

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR & MRS WM A JONES, OWNERS
Custom made drapes, latest in fabric!,
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
804 5 4th

Murray Auto Parts

Claude Vaughn
.
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Saws A Service
Repairs & Installation — Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6161
501 N. 4th

Roberts Realty

REBUILT ENGINES . RADIATORS REPAIRED

114;

A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
HOYT ROBERTS. REALTORS. RAY ROBERTS
Ph. 753-4424

405 Maple St.

Phone 753-1651 - 505W Main

Nile 753-3924

1.11.."

Imini,

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

CAPP I

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE — MEMBER FDIC

IPlirle

soh main - Phone 753-3231

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Branch Office So. 12th &Story - 753,6455

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT I P M

PH 753 5334

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
MEMBER F.T.O.
'
N ---------")
N..

502 N. 4th St.

753-3251

T
'ci:
r
.
V.i. --"*.--;-\N',,, c
\i r

l 15 So 4119

Phonr 753-5017

Sholar's Auto Repair

01140

_

_ .

-FRONT END ALIGNMENT
MOTOR TUNE UPS
-AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

wirtouTER PRINTING SLRVICI

The Susioosrogio's Choice For Fine Printing

443 *pi* St.

- "- Moray, Kentucky

753-1763

Phone 153.9002

205 No. 4th Street

1

...
733 S37
nu 1$31

Shirley Florist

Hogs bought daily
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

.

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
II
SALES. SERVICE & RENTALS
Sales and Service
irss . Adding Machines and
i rtitoe
ylpZ

,

209 So 7th

e

753.1751

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE
East Main Street

PhOnie 753-154f6
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Artificial Hips May Be Used
By JOHN PAYNE
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI)—A
surgical research team at the
University of Utah Medical
Center believes that artificial
hips may be the • answer for
persons suffering from rheumatoid arthrities.
"If you have rheumatoid
arthritis so badly that you can't

Cook Announces
Agreement On
Fast Time Bill
Senator Marlow Cook announced last week he had
reached an agreement on October 28 with opponents of his bill
to shorten the period of daylight
giving time.
; Senators Norris Cotton (N.H.)
Ind Jacob K. Javits N.Y.) and
John 0. Pastore (RI.) -had
through a parliamentary tactic,
blocked the bill being consid6red
in the Senate even though it had
been reported favorably by the
Commerce Committee and had
been placed on the Senate
calendar of buillAik.
•'I have
'senator
made agreements with all those
that had any reservation about
the bill. We are going to debate
the time bill some time in
January."
The Senator again expressed
Itis concern for school children
affected by daylight saving time
by having to go to school in the
dark hours. He said he thought he
would be successful in getting the
bill through the Senate for this
reason.
The Cook bill, S. 664, would
shorten the perid of daylight
saving time to the-four months
between Memorial Day and
September 30. DST presently
runs the six months between the
last Sundays in April and October

walk and are in constant pain, I loped in England, and transwould advise an artificial hip," mits stresses more evenly than
said Dr. Harold Dunn, assistant metal, the surgeons said.
most dramatic
professor of orthopedic surgery. But the
The team expects to perform feature is the shortened recovhip surgery—mainly on victims ery time for the patient. In the
of arthritis in their 40s and 50s past, he was oftel, bedridden
—using a liquid plastic adhe- six weeks and on crutches as
sive soon to be released by the months to one year. With the
methacryclate, the arthritic
FDA.
It is now in use experimental- patient starts walking in 5-7
immediately
is
ly at the medical center and at ys and
other major medical facilities weaned off crutches.
across the nation.
SNIPER DEAD
The Artfficial Hip
SAN JOSE, Calif. 1UPI)—A
The artificial hip consists of a
of
39-year-old sniper died
stainless steel ball and shaft
wounds Wednesday following an
which fits into a polyethylene
early morning gunbattle with a
socket.
lawmen that forced the closing
But the news is the adhesive
of California's major north"doughy" liquid which is mixed
south freeway.
on the operating table, hardenThe suspect, identified as
physician's
the
under
ing
Hollis Noble, was shot in the
watchful eyes, and fastening
head, chest and back before
the parts to the pelvic and
being captured and taken to
femurs] bones.
Valley Medical Center where he
The dough 'becomes harder
died.
than bone within four minutes
San Jose Police Sgt. Lloyd
and works in the same way
Meister suffered a minor wound
dentists use to hold fillings in
during the one-hour shootout on
place, according to Dr. SherU.S. 101.
man Coleman, chairman of the
Police said Noble was spotted
Orthopedics Department.
with a rifle about 11 p.m.
"People don't realize the
Tuesday night by two youths. A
forces generated when you
sheriff's< car was summoned
walk—or try to walk," adds
and the suspect jumped into
Dunn. "Nor do they know that
some bushes and opened fire as
the hip must bear four times it
approached.
the body weight with each step.
Sheriff's deputies, police and
"The hip acts like a lever
California Highway Patrolmen
which must counteract the
exchanged
shots
with the
weight of a 165 pound man, for
gunman until after midnight,
example, forward, backward, to
when he was wounded and
the left and then to the right."
captured.
Life Can Be Miserable
Donovan sied
Coleman said that Iiie• can
iLLYi rot) (MY —
become miserable for the Donovan, the
young Scottish
arthritic patient whose hip singing sensation among the.
socket has become roughened teeny-boppers, has been signed
and studded with painful cysts. by Warner Bros. to star in
"I've had people tell me that an untitled picture.
they would- rather die than go
The modern Olympic Games
on living tile that," he said.
The dough, named methyl were first held in Athens,
methacryclate, was first deve- Greece, in 1896.
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New!
•
Fun -due Paks

Si

By EDW.
Copley]

-(The Fun Way For People To Eat Together)

WASHING
asked Envir
tion Agency ,
ham D. RI
would use a
the EPA's fi

"Yeah. It makes it possible to eat any combination of Dip-A-Ones the fondue way. The
fun way for people to eat together.

'Fun-due Pak' Somethin' New?".

"It hasn't I
said the be
getic Bucket
with the atte
With his a4
versary du
Ruckelsha us
much to jok
Last year.
He has to
mandate giv
dent Nixon I
polluters. B
somewhat su
sentments ci
ernment and
manner in gl
job.
Theme ids

The Fun-due Pak looks like this —

t
i
-T
4
4
0049
sarc--.:).37,7-;.1.;16

...UN.
,

Cutting board; with knife.
hot
Foil
wrapped
homemade bread."

Dip-A-One cups secured to
a tray; EatIn' picks;
Storage area for bread
bites.

may batha
USS
e WICI
during its si
Just happens
dential elect
s 4
Demorati
Edmund
praised the 8,
current situa
The Envi;
nun Agency
it will get h
cooler."
Several iss
the limelight
cnths that

Unwrap hot bread as needed. Cut in bite sizes.
Place on tray.
'How do you go about eating?'
Spear bread with your eatin' pick. Dunk in hot
dip of your choice.
Eat—

Or a large group could be served
with several Fun-due Paks.

A small group could eat from a
Larger tray.

- And to (like us) could eat. From a
small tray.

General Electric

Among the
Tbe- DIX
_.!1,1ater than No
.rtirder, Rucke
't another o
institute a
sales of the
ounds that
—

MUI
Mtlf

IfitY

SEI
Phone

DLYS

APPLIANCES
TV STEREO

Eat at Dip-A-One on Chestnut Street. Or anywhere. They delver,"

SAVE SPACE!
The Portable Compact
Dr‘er with Permanent
Pre

FUN-DUE PAK SIZES

DIP-A-ONES

Mini-Basket'
with Mini-Quick
This is one of our finest washers — it's
tough. dependable, and
washes up tote lb.. of
mixed, heavy fabrics.
Features three speed
combinations, and all
the other features you
need for perfect fabric
care ... variable water
levels, four fully automatic cycles, lint-free
Filter-Flo wash action
and. to top it off.
with
Mini-Basket
Mini-Quick" — a complete wash cycle in
just one-third the time

23995

"Pretty flexible. You can get Fun-due Paks in 2
3-4-5 or 6 Dip-A-One sizes. Select number and
kinds to fit any particular eatin' situation. Then
total up the individual Dip-A-One prices for the
total Pak cost.

"What about selections? Prices?"

cost

3

4

S

6

cups

cups

ceps

cups

.
1/.11)
..jci
sr

.39

2
awl

No.

each
Pizza
( 39

Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni

49

Ground Beet

49
i

Ham Fondue

Sloppy
&Mow

,4,IA

,

.40

•
1

,

59

,

,

S9

.to
.49
.59

PAR
753-5:

The chart here gives a couple of examples. A 3
cup Cheese Pizza Pak costs $1.17; or with 1 of the
3 sticks buttered; P.M. A 4 cup combination
Pizza Pak $1.86. A combination Pak of 5 different
Dip-A-Ones $2.55.

.ft?

I

..

YOU

LAR

"S

IT I

1

•59

What will we have? Everything is good."
BREAD FILLING EX -rit A
Filled

( os

Cheese Filled

15

Burger Filled

is

Butter

x i

=01)

,
I

TOTAL

129

Matching Dryer - 149.95

3

49
09

Joe

Roast Beef & Gravy
Sausage & Cream Gravy

Us. It almost anywhere!
• Three dry cycles include
Permanent Press with
cool-down
• No outside exhausting
required
• Plugs Into any IS ampere
household outlet
• Accessory well hanging kit
or casters available

1

49

A stick of hot homemade bread, you know,
comes with each dip. For a little extra, these can
be filled with butter, cheese, or burger.

i

,

,

/.15

* A 3 cup Pizza Pak equals a 12" pizza
4‘ A 4 cup Pizza Pak equals a 14" pizza

, 1449DEL J 333L
fit 4,4441"vo
RED
TAG
PRICE!

CLEANS TT

lisELF T

$26995

Special! 1/2 Price this weekend!
Reg

3 cup

Deluxe GE 30" RANGE
with P 7' Automatic Self-Cleaning
Door
Oven System, Picture Window

5 cup combination Pak 15 different Dip-A -Ones'

Special

.63
.93
1 .28

Fun-due Paks
Dip -A -One

BILBREY'S

From

CAR & HOME SUPPLY

4

5 L25
1.86
255

4 cup combination Pizza Pak

oven — plus
Automatically electrically, cleans entire
Oven Timer.
surface unit reflector pans. Automatic
PorceOutlet
Convenience
Clock and Minute Timer
Oven Temperalain Enamel Broiler Pan. Solid State
ture Control Storage Drawer.

;et '

Cheese

Pizza Pak with buttered stick

Phone 753-5617

Chestnut at Capri Theatre

Phone 753-681i

3(

),
all
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Non-Phosphages
OK—But Always
Read The Label
T IMES

CAPITAL TOUCH

Environment battles
seen hotter next year

Don't be misled by those
arnings about non-phosphate
etergents, says the National
imminent hazard to human is bound to be another area of
By EDWARD NE!LAN
udubon Society; good enhealth. Ruckelshaus thus far controversy.
Copley News Service
• onmentalists should go right
— Economic reverberations. on shopping for and using
has ordered cancellation proWith the administration con- etergents that contain little or
WASHINGTON — A reporter ceedings against the pesticide
asked Environmental Protec- rather than calling for suspen- centrating on the fight against
• phosphates.
inflation Ruckelshaus' agitation Agency Administrator Wil- sion.
"If the U.S. Food & Drug Ad— Auto emissions flap. Be- tion for more spending on polliam D. Ruckelshaus if he
istration is doing its job
would use a recycled candle on ginning Jan. 1 auto manufac- lution control could anger •roperly— and we have no reason
the EPA's first birthday cake. turers will be empowered to executives of giant corporadoubt that it is—any detergent
tions.
"It hasn't come to that yet," petition EPA for a one-year deyou can buy at the super-market
Ruckelshaus'
main
accomlay in the scheduled 1975 deadsaid the bespectacled, enerwashing
plishment in the last year has is safe to use in your
line for control of carbon
getic Ruckelshaus, going along
probably been in organizing a machine," a Society spokesman
monoxide
and
hydrocarbon
with the attempt at humor.
crazy-quilt array of bu- declared.
emissions. A decision either
With his agency's first anni- way by Ruckelshaus on such an
What the recent federal warreaucracies into an agency adversary due in December, application is certain to ignite
dressing itself to a single mis- ning referred to was the acRuckelshaus hasn't found too controversy.
cidental misuse of detergents;
sion.
much to joke about over the
The EPA's budget for fiscal the harm the product might do,
— Air pollution. By spring of 1972 is $2.4 billion and Ruckel- for example, if eaten by a child.
Last year.
He has taken seriously the 1972 EPA will be required to shaus has been praised from When the FDA find that some
mandate given him by Presi- accept or reject plans from all several quarters for his firm possibility of harm exists, but
dent Nixon to get tough with 50 states on how they plan to hand on the fiscal and adminis- that the risk falls within
polluters. But he has been meet new national air quality trative controls.
reasonable limits for the type of
somewhat surprised at the re- standards. Ruckelshaus has
His own image of the peren- product involved, then the FDA
sentments caused in both gov- hinted that some areas may nial and energetic optimist has allows
sale of the product but
ernment and industry over his have to institute traffic restric- been altered only slightly by
requires that there be apmanner in getting on with the tions in order to achieve the reports that the White House
necessary reductions. In other has exerted some pressures on propriate cautionary or warning
labels on the package. The FDA
4
.
,.ieldane.o
worrks. Eiveitaishaus might be tam to slow down a bit.
.,..36,0
:
Zg:
• libel his ageikCy • ill c..e pAlcat of having to tell
"How can we get people to has been testing the new
7-1
may be under even more fire some Americans they have to stop viewing this issue of some detergents, and its findings.
during its second year which leave the family car at home disagreement as a gigantic which were the basis of the recent
just happens to fall in presi- and take a bus.
cave-in? That's not to say warnings, were simply this: a
dential election 1972;- —
there's no dispute over direc- higher percentage of the new.
— Water pollution. Increased
Democratic candidate Sen.
tion," Ruckelshaus said. "But non-phosphate brans require
federal enforcement, directed
Edmund S. Muskie, who has
there seems to be a tendency to such labels than has been the
praised the agency, sized up its by Ruckelshaus, is expected to interpret what we do in terms case with phosphate types.
current situation recently:
The FDA said there are
be an outcome of congressional of a struggle with the White
The Environmental Protec- passage of omnibus water pol- House rather than in terms of irritants in "many" nonphosphate products, but not all of
tion Agency is in a hot spot, and lution control legislation. This struggle against pollution."
them some of the non-phosphates
it will get hotter rather than
were rated in- the safe,
'
cooler."
categories, and, conversek
Several issues will poke into
some of the old triedand-tru:
the limelight within the coming
phosphate brands are among the
months that will test the EPA's
most irritating when swallowed
abilities.
kmong them:
or rubbed in the eyes.
— The-DDT controversy.- No
Environmentalists have found:
pater than Nov. 1, under a court
that excess phosphates pouring
ebrder, Ruckelshaus must subdown the nation's drains are,
BY
:imit another opinion on whether
contributing significantly to the
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
institute an immediate ban
premature aging and death of '
sales of the pesticide DDT on
lakes, and to other water
ounds that it represents an
FRANKFORT, Ky. —By Number(RSN) 234. The correct problems.
So the enfrequent use, such terms as RSN for a person born Aug. 17, vironmentally minded National
Random Selection Number, 1948 was 154.
Audubon Society has campaigned
Extended Priority Selection
against use of high-phosphate
Willard was classified III-A in
Group, First Priority Selection
detergents. It now adds this
Group, Second Priority Selection 1968 and this classification was advice:
continued
because
he
was
Group and "reached in his local
"Some of the new nonboard," become key words or maintaining a bona-fide family phosphate brands are as safe as
phrases when discussing the relationship. In November 1970, anything on the market; othersi
local boards notified registrants
"draft."
need to be kept out of the hands of
with unreached FISN's that they small children. so look caret
these
key
frankly,
not,
all
Quite
Phon• 753-9999
drop
their
vonnaealtlr
terms are understodd by "draft" should
at the label. When in doubt, keep,
registrants. We would like to deferment for Class I-A so they the package on a shelf, out of
be moved to the second
FOR CORRECT share with you how Willard was could
amreach, along with the
involved through the application priority selection group at the monia and bleach which, by the
TIME
of some of the Selective Service end of 1970. The highest RSN way, are potentially far more
• .0 reached in Willard's local board dangercius than any household
TEMPERATURE System's key words.
DAY OR NRHT Willard was born Aug. 17, 1948. was 165, so he heeded the advice detergeht, but which American
He registered on Oct. 7, 1966. You and dropped his deferment.
housewives are capable of using
will recall that young men born In January 1971, Willard was safely in their washers. MeanCOUR,VI•
was
his
ex-wife
divorced
and
between January 1944 and Dec.
while, under FDA guidelines, it's
31, 1950, received their "lottery" awarded the custody of the child. the job of industry research to
number from the drawing in
continue the search for products
the
divorce
Following
December 1969. Because of a
that are as safe as possible in
clerical error Willard was proceedings, an inspection of the every way; safe in the home,safe
assigned Random Selection local board records detected the in the environment."
assignment of the wrong RSN.
Willard was then advised of his
YOU
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN
co..ett RSN(154). Although the
TRADE WITH
error was not intentional, the
local board had no alternative but
to place Willard in the 1971 prime
selection group. This meant his
Murray, K.
753-5273
VolthLP1 —The
prime vulnerability to military NEW
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
service would continue through wave of pessimism floating
1971.
over Wall Street can't last, says
"Service Built Our Business"
E. F. Hutton. It will dissipate
ON
A
US
Willard
PAY
YOU
TO
SEE
was
processed for
IT WILL
in the face of rising earnings,
physical examination and found
NEW OR USED CAR
declining interest rates and
acceptable in June 1971.
slackening inflation, the firm
However, the highest RSN to be
adds.
inducted at that time was 125.
The authority to induct expired
The market is going to
June 30 and Congress did not
experience a short-term rally
restore the draft until late Sepsince the list has recently
tember.
dropped so sharply that it
It has now been officially "seems impossible tb continue
determined that the highest without reaction," says Harris,
"lottery" number to be reached Upham & Co. In addition, a
many of the Dow
in any local board during good
Calendar Year 1971 will be 125. It component stocks appear overis evident that Willard with a sold, indicating they should
RSN of 154 will not be reached for experience a :technical rebound
induction during his current year over the near. term.
of maximum vulnerability.
It is not surprising that the
Assuming that' he will remain in
Class I-A until the etal of the "steam finally ran out of the
calendar year, he will then be corporate bond market's adeligible to be moved into the vance," says Drexel Firestone.
second (lower) selection group at While both corporate and
municipal bonds have benefited
The people we lend money to
the beginning of 1972.
in recent weeks from a
tell us what to do.
Hopefully all young men born diversion of funds from the
in 1951, when they receive their stock market, bond investors
We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
letter from the draft board ad- are beginning to hatch the
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
vising them that it would be to same doubts concerning inflabuy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do:glut/ decide who is really going
their best interest to withdraw tion control and economic
to run our operation.
their deferment and be in Class I- growth that is currently plaIt's a great arrangement. We end up
A, will carefully check the RSN guing stock investors.
being owned and operated by the people
as shown on this letter to be sure
who need—and use—our service. So we
there has not been any clerical
know all about their special money needs.
error.
SOME CRITIC
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
SAN FRANCISCO I UPI I If there appears to be an error, Robert shields, whose favorite
And we know how to tailor repayment proincome.
production
and
clerk
their
the
and
board
grams to
go to the local
pastime is mimicking pedeTalk over your money needs — any seawill check the record and if an strians at Union Square, has
money
seasoned
with
a
yen,—
son of tbe
error has been made, the ap- some second thoughts today.
um: the man at PCA.
propriate corrective action will Shields was duplicating the
Jackson Purchase Production
be taken. We cannot overem- movements of an unidentified
phasize this point since no one man who took exception and
Credit Association
can predict whether an individual belted the street entertainer on
Keys Keel, Office M•nagor
Phone 753 5602
in the same situation as Willard the nose.
305 North 4th Street
will be saved by the 1972 cutqff.

YOU AND
THE DRAFT

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE

and

1AL

753-6363

PARKER FORD, Inc.

Wall Street
Chatter
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ROSES

,

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Open 9 am-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 pm Sun.

ROSE'S Big Anniversary Sale is now in progress

Shop these and hundreds of other great buys!
* SALE ENDS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10 *

RIB CORD BEDSPREAD
Twin & Full Size
•Machine Washable
•Lint Free '
•No Ironing
•Fast Color
•8 Beautiful
Colors & White

9x12 CARPETS
Beautiful colors
to blend with
any decor
Regular
and shag.
Reg.

tkr.

'47.94

Reg.

$3988

55.97

RECLINER CHAIR

IRONING
BOARD
Standard Size
All Steel Construction
Reg. 13.99

Comfort

$292

Pius

FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS

Beauty!

IRONING Be •D

PAD & COVER
SET
Re, 88

Large selection in

Reg.
13988

GIRL'S

.22 RIFLE CARTRIDGES

SWEATER &
TOBOGGAN SETS

Long Hollow
Point
50 to Box

3 Styles - 100% Acrylic
Sizes 2 to 14.

Reg.
4.84

68

Reg. 84'

$396

Coin Collector

GARBAGE
BAGS

ALL RECORDS
and TAPES

Heavy duty vinyl with ties.
25-17"x18" Bags

20% OFF

Reg. 57'

2P1

REGULAR PRICE

MEN'S SOCKS
Asstd. Colors

3/s1
BOY'S SOCKS
4 to Pkg.

88c
TIMEY
TELL
Set her magic
watch, hear her
say the hour and
what to play.
by MATTEL

ROCK 'EM SOCK 'EM
ROBOTS
Reg."9.92

$

44

Reg.
5 12.91

,SY/W
:

$938

464•10
.
OF
4,

FLASHBACK

RACEby Aurora
SET
Reg. 55.44
$3
47

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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After a coast period of about
7
an hour, the Burner II stage
would be ignited to provide
By ELDON BARRETT
second spacecraft placed in the two spacecraft off on their additional acceleration for the
flyby spacecraft to reach Pluto
SEATTLE, Wash. (UPI)-- orbit around Jupiter were far-flung missions.
When using only the Centaur or Neptune within 10 years.
Two spacecraft assigned to suvested by the team as
different missions among the possible missions for a two- upper stage for orbital and
trajectory insertion, the space- YEN FOR THEM
outer planets could be sent on headed launch.
craft bound for orbit around
TOKYO (UPI) — It was
their separate ways from a
Braking Power Provided
single launch vehicle, according Each orbiter craft would Jupiter or Saturn would be dubbed the 100 million yen
to a team of Seattle space have a propulsion system of ejected at the relatively low wedding because that's what it
scientists.
about 2,500 pounds to provide velocity required to obtain cost--$277,778.
The Shinto rite wedding
J. Walter, J. Archer, j, braking power when slowing orbit.
Would Be Refired
Tuesday was between profesCrouch and L. McWhorter, all down for planetary orbit.
After dropping off the first sional wrestler Antonio Inoki,
members of the Boeing Co. Two launch vehicle combinastaff, say one 2,500-pound tions would have an additional spacecraft, the Centaur would 28, and actress Mitsuko Baisho,
spacecraft could be placed in upper stage: the Boeing-built be refired to accelerate the 24. It purportedly was the most
second spacecraft to a higher expensive wedding ever held
orbit around either Jupiter or Burner II,
Saturn and another of equal The advantages of using the speed for its flight to Pluto or for a commoner in Japan.
weight could be sent on a Burner II, the study showed, Neptune, which would take Some of the items that added
"grand tour" flyby of the five include a longer period of time about 91
/
2 years.
to the 100 million yen bill:
outer planets. Both projects are available to launch the spaceThe Burner II vehicle com- —A traditional Japanese wedon the National Aeronautics and craft and the possibility of bination would involve a single ding dress of gold and silver for
Space Administration timetable. putting the orbiting spacecraft burn of the Centaur stage the bride that reportedly cost
A 1976-77 flyby mission to in a position nearer the target engine. At the end of the burn, about $28,000.
Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto with planets.
for —A banquet that included
the
spacecraft
bound
a separate Saturn orbiter or a However, the authors said, planetary
would
be 2,000 fried chickens, 12 pigs and
orbit
1979 launch
past
Jupiter, both launch vehicle combina- inserted into its trajectory and two steers, plus champagne,
Uranus and Neptune with a tions were capable of sending the Centaur discarded..
choice wines and other drinks.

Single Launch Vehicle Could Send 2 Slims

•

•

A COURT OF QUEENS—The five finalists for Murray State University Homecoming Queen are,
left to right, Neal Gray, Bardstown freshman; Ann Wyman, Vincennes sophomore; Donna Biegert,
Bricktown, N. J. senior; Nancy Coplen, Mayfield sophomore; and JoAnn Bilderback, St. Louis, Mo.
graduate student. The Queen and her court will be announced during half-time festivities of the
Murray-Austin Peay State University game Nov. 6. The finalists were selected from a field of
thirty-four contestants nominated by the various organizations and dormitories on campus. The
Murray State football team voted on the girls, narrowing the competition to ten and then these five
finalists, and finally selecting the wiener. The other four girls will serve as the Queen's Court during
_S'-.?:•rirsaining Homecoming events.
0
444 '
•
(nab by Wilson Woolleyi

Mother Nature's Bug Killer
Known As The 'Death Daisy'

i2'tI

MONO
4.00 MI
BORHO
4:30 Tr
PA NY
5:00 SE
6:00 W 11
ROOM
6:30 EC
Laura
guitar c
7:00 El
Putting
(C)
7:30 CC
SCH001
guage.
6:00 SPE
Introduc
A docun
life of E
et roc
world.
9:30 801
10:00 M
IRE: ".
Christmi
turn of 5.
death.
11:00 LA'
informat
the p ut
TUESD
4.00 MIS
BORHOO
4.30 TH
PAN Y
500 SE S
6:00 WiN
ROOM • '
i( •
6:30 CO/
SCHOOL
7:00 CIV
and Cur
traces II
pact of
municati
centurie
11:00 MA

Six klansmen were later
arrested on charges of conspirbuses,
ing to bomb the
conspiring to violate civil rights
laws and conspiring to impede
the court order.
U.S. Magistrate Paul J.
Komives continued personal
bonds of $1,000 each. They were
released on condition they
remain out of Pontiac unless
they are employed there or
have other business matters to
take care of.

Sat.-Sun.-Mon. Only, Nov. 13N

Tastemaker
fyy-OVIofiawk

visattona
crally for

0:30 ADV
9:30 BU1
10:00 TL

NO-IRON SUPER STRIPE
MUSLIN SHEETS
•X \
\

‘2
0
,000
7

LONDIE

IIPim

A basic design with a new dimension.
The alternating widths of the lines combined with the color look for today makes

81 x 104 FULL FLAT
OR
54 x 75 FULL FITTED

UMBRELLA

42 x 30 MATCHING
PILLOW CASES

MENS

Aluminum

CPO
JACKETS
$866

SPECIAL!

Folding

STADIUM
SEATS

Fo• the in loci/ MOO. pais lined CP 0
eitS
Shirts In sod, Hine. ts.
2 flap pockets writ% co•cfse. buttons,
and lined ceSlor and col+. Rounded
lad so sae <on wear it In co. our,
In assorted Dort onoll ISpint p•olds.
5, Id, and 1

SUPER FIT!

$288

Boys Unlined '3.33
Boys Pile Lined 11 33

FOR

00

Reg. to 3.99 Each

Murray
Ohio

Req. 5.99

266

Be Sure

Kicky Kasual or "T' For You
LADIES SHOES

and Enjoy

Easy-care manmadf,
with
low chunk,
heels. Imported. Ir
brown. Sizes to 1r-!

BEATLE B

r

ANYONE
Gar:

St..10A

Zipper and button
front, belt loops,
patch pockets,
Junior sizes 5 to
1 3. Navy only.

Big Ks
Kicky Kasual

A
UH
WHO ARE
YOU 7

JEANS

ONLY

BOYS SIZES TOO!

E PHAI

FLARE LEG
RIDGED DENIM

Men's Unlined - $4.33

Newest look with
low chunky heels.
Easy-care manmades
Black crinkle -in
sizes to 10.

533

Ne 4 :Jeep domed styling. Foii wrap
around protection. with crystal clear
vinyl trimmed with black, white, navy
or red.

197
PAIR

.117
EACH

'T' For You

GM YOU
•
BUYIN
log DRESE

DOME SHAPE-ALL CLEAR

this sheet a must. Red, brown or Avocado.
66 x 104 TWIN FLAT
244
OR
EACH
39 x 76 TWIN FITTED

YOUR CHOICE
41111
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Odds Against
Snow Before
December

slay insects. It was mentioned in
the government record of China's
first century dynasty 1,900 years
KY.
— ago. About 400 years ago, in what LEXINGTON, KY.—Snow on
LEXINGTON,
Ecologists, - scientists, con- is now Iran, the flowers were the ground before December?
servationists, and many others being grown, dried, and crushed Don't bet on it! Snow totalling 1have long been vitally concerned to produce "Persian powders," inch or more over a 24-hour
about man-made insecticides and which was a famous and Period, doesn't often come before
the way some of them enter the treasured insecticide of the late early December in most Kentucky communities, says A.B.
food chain, build up dangerous Middle Ages.
Balkan-farmers-began growing Elam,climatologistfor Kentucky
concentrations, Emd-pose-a•threat
to all forms of wildlife and even pyrethrum flowers in the early I at the U.S. Weather Service
man himself. Because of this 1800's, and the production of Office, University of Kentucky
concern, there has been a never- "Dalmatian flowers" accounted College of Agriculture.
ending search for safer methods for most of this insecticide until After checking snowfall
60 years ago. Pyrethrum usually
of combatting insect pests.
records,-'over the past 51 years,
Currently, much hope is pinned must be hand-picked, and it has Elam reports that the average
on the "Death Daisy" for a much been raised with varying success time of the first 1-inch, Wig
safer and more powerful in- in California, Kenya, South snowfall is mid-December
secticide. The real name of this America, and recently in New eastern half of Kentucky and late
flower, already renowned as an Guinea.
December for the rest of the
Infrequent but much apl state.
insect destroyer, is pyrethrum.
The pyrethrum, a cousin of the Predated supplies of PYrethrins
chrysanthemum, strongly made life in the trenches more The exception to this is
resemble the daisy. According to bearable for World War I dough- southeast Kentucky, where 1-inch'
botanists, they are apparently boys, and, in World War II, it snows come earlier at higher
harmless in the fields and some Packed the main punch in the bug elevations. In the Cumberlandinsects feed on them with relish.
bombs GIs carried with them Benham area elevation about
But picked and dried, the flowers into the jungles of the South 1,500 feet), the average date is
are lethal.
Pacific and other insectridden Nov. 24, based on records kept
Pyrethrum, probably a native places. But it has gradually there since 1949
of Asia, is believed to be Mother surrendered much of its world Of course, you may see some
Nature's oldest bug killer—after market to more easily produced snow before then—these dates
For
are aist the average.
the fly swatter. As far as many man-made insecticides.
kinds of harmful insects are
Long ago when science was example, here in Lexington,
concerned, its toxic power is much less sophisticated, an there's a 5 percent chance of a 1tremendous. -It appears to kill astute medical practitioner inch snow before Nov. 3, a 50
them instantly and, except observed that it was not likely an percent chance before Dec. 15,
possibly in high concentrations all-wise creator would give man and a 90 percent chance before
such as can be found only in wants and needs for which there Jan 19 In other words, central
laboratories, is harmless to man was no supply in nature. The new Kentucky usually has had at least
experiments with pyrethrtun, an inch soowtall before January,
and warm-blooded animals,
Once it is sprayed, the killing one of nature's products, may with Dec. IS the average date of
power of pyrethrins last from result in one more justification of the first snow---ood there's only
about 24 to 48 hours. This leaves this statement and supply the one chance in le of an early
little chance for animals to ab- need for a less dangerous, but November osow.
sorb the poison in increasing highly effective, bug killer. "
But that 114•4
quantities until a dangerous level
NI way way awe
ago01.vi
is reached. Because of this rapid BREWERS TAB TWO
23,jigs , when the stsfilfsiZle
loss of toxicity, it has so far not MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UPI)— early snow of the realm,
orp
been too effective as an Harry Postove and Tony Stiel to 17 inches deep in am,NOM
agricultural insecticide.
Ex- were appointed scouts Tuesday of central Kentucky. Mari; toys
riments now, however, are by the Milwaukee Brewers. the earliest snow in Kentwicy
incierw-ay to make it longer- Postove will cover Delaware, since Weather Bureau records
lasting .
Maryland, Virginia and West began was on Oct 10, 1906, where
No one knows when man Virginia. Stiel will hunt talent there were "heavy flurries north
tiscovered pyrethrum's power to in the Michigan and Ohio areas. and east.By Nsvyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture

KLANSMEN ARRAIGNED
DETROIT (UPI(—Five Ku
Klux Klansmen were arraigned
Wednesday on conspiracy charges stemming from the Aug. 30
bombing of 10 empty school
buses scheduled for use in a
court-ordered school busing
program in Pontiac.
The buses were destroyed by
firebombs one week before the
Pontiac schools opened under a
desegregation plan ordered by U.
S. District Judge Damon J. Keith

New

Snack
Bar
NANCY

CHOPPEROO

sr- _27-ae

•

RIDEM TOY by MARX

MAY I (
TO THE

MO Vi ES
*as

way

TRICYCLES
10 Inch
12 Inch
16 Inch
Kentucis,
of the I duerge
B. Nunn,
.
Imperial Easter eggs' on permanent display .at White •Hall State Shrine, near
Richmond. The six eggs were designed and donated to White Hall by Mrs. C.
Robert Yeager of Attleboro, Mass. The eggs, of Limoges china, are a,galaxy of
simulated stone and gold, enarnel and velvet, and stand .in twin curio cabinets in
the 19th century home OV Kentucky's famed abolitionist Cassius Marcelfus Clay.

Mrs. Louie

(Karen Tam Photo)

40"
Wood dGroiO

Features: Mounted hard rubber tiru
front wheel, full turn 'Easy Rider'
type handlebars, sleek one piece
chassis, fully adjustable contour
seat and oversized rear wheels set in
wide stance for stability. And above
all that geared chain drive to the rear.

$988

510"
1188

88

19

POOL
TABLE

# 4fre&
W>i
ffratt
l
i

OUR REG. 22.88

14"

40" pool table. Two 29". cues.
1" colored balls. Modern styling
with .wood grain trim. Molded
plastic liners. Warp-proof hardboard plmnc hod.
•

9-9 Weekddys
1-6 Sunddy

Bel Air Shopping Center
HANKANIERICARD
Acres of Free Parking *

Phone 153-8111
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BORHOOD. (C)
4,30 THE ELECTRIC COMPANY (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: At the Center. (C)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:
Laura teaches banjo and
guitar chords.
1:00 EFFICIENT READING:
Putting Word Power to Work.
(C)
7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL: Figurative
Language.
1:011 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK:
Introducing Roy Buchanan.
A documentary following the
life of Buchanan, the greatest rock guitarist in the

world.

1:30 BOOK BEAT. (C)
10:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE: "Jude the Obscure:
Christminster Again." The return of Sue and Jude, and his
death.
11:00 LAW OF THE LAND: An
informative series on law for
the public. (C)

TUESDAY, NOV. 9
4:00 MISTEROBERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
4.30 THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. (C)
500 SESAME STREET. (C)
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Nobody But Yourself.
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL. (R)
7:00 CWILISATION: -Protest
and Communication": Clark
traces the upsurge and impact of protest and communication on society five
centuries ago.
COO MASQUERADE: Improvisational drama series especially for children (En
8.30 ADVOCATES
930 BLACK JOURNAL
1090 TURNED ON CRISIS:

NOW LISTEN
CAREFUL& LIOU 51UPI
BEA6LE TH15 15
INAT I U.ANT YOLl
TO DO FOR ME

Next Week's TV

eoucationAL TeLevlsioN

MONDAY, NOV.8
4.00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH-

major national or irlernabonal- news story, hosted by
Bill Moyers (C)
0100 GREAT AMERICAN
DREAM MACHINE.
10:0] FIRING LINE:
11:00 PANMED: For health
professionals only.

THURSDAY, NOV. 11

5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
6:(31 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM: Images and Things.
(C)
6:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMERS: Employment (C)
6:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH
SCHOOL. (C) (R)
7:00 LAURA WEBER AND
FRIENDS: Laura leads a sing
along and teaches guitar
during her visit to the KET
Open House in September.
(C)
7:30 WKU PRESENTS:
5:00 THIRTY MINUTES WITH:
Elizabeth Drew interviews a
The
oncept
personality in the news. (C)
11:00 LAW OF THE LAND: An
I:30 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
information series on law for REVIEW:
Four Washington
the public. (C)
newsmen discuss the week's
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 10
newsmaking events. (C)
1,00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGH. 1:00 HOLLYWOOD TV THEABORHOOD. (C:
TRE: Neighbors: Encounter
4,30 THE ELECTRIC CON- between a white couple In an
PANY. (C)
affluent neighborhood who
5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
are selling their home to a
6:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- black couple.
ROOM: Kentucky is My Land. UM WORLD PRESS: The
(C)
week ,rows„..as . reported in
a.

ERS: Students. (C)
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.
(R) (C)
7:00 EFFICIENT READING.
(C) (R)

Crossword Puzzle

wrrIcl

°MIMI

is discussed by a group of
foreign affairs experts. (C)
10:45 DAVID LITTLEJOHN:
CRITIC AT LARGE: Dirty
Movies. (C)

7:30 COMMUNITY TV HIGH FRIDAY, NOV. 12
SCHOOL STYLE: Mood, Tone, 4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHTheme.

(R) (C)
BORHOOD. (C)
II:00 FRENCH CHEF: Tartes 4:30 THE ELECTRIC COMFruits,
aux
(C)
PANY. (C
8:30 THIS WEEK: A cover- 5:00 SESAME STREET. (C)
story treatment of the week's

614 60016 To TRY TO KICK 11415
BLANKET HABIT ONCE AND FOR
AU_, BUT I NEED YOUR HELP

Iti11111101

""

APE YOU
SURE?

I WANT‘S TO KEEP Mil BLANKET
FOR ME,AND DON'T 61YE IT BACK
NO MATTER HU/AUG.1 I PLEAD...
NO MATTER HOW MUCH I BEG.:'
ttiATIEL ROW DESPBUCIE I Br-(IMF

Nur- "Ipu
YES, I'M
SU RE!

and Minneapolis areas which Lucie Arnaz are guests on -The Claudia Cardinale.
dents at a computer center get
will see the Detroit-Denver con- Glen Campbell Show" for CBS "NBC
Premiere involved in a credit-card hoax
World
test. The late football telecasts at 7:30 p.m.
Movie" at 8:30 p.m. screen: that leads to murder.
"Exit the Closer" is the fare "The Harness," starring Lorne
cancel the weekly 6-7 "60
SATURDAY
on ABC's "The Mod Squad" at Greene as a middle-aged farm
minutes" program).
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens
NBC's American Football 7:30. The squad goes undercov- er whose life becomes compli "Duel," with Dennis Weaver
Conference scheduled: Buffalo- er at a car agency to crack a cated when a free - spiritec starring as a highway motorist
Miami, Cleveland - Pttsburgh, narcotics smuggling operation. young woman stops at his ranch marked for death by a truck
Houston - New England, Kans- NBC's "Ironside" at 7:30 has where the dominant personality driver.
as City-N.Y. Jets, San Diego- "Dear Fran." Officer Fran is his ailing wife. Julie SomNBC's movie at 9 rescreens
N.Y. Giants at 1; Oakland-New Belding's cousin leaves a suicide mars and Murray Hamilton are 1967's "The War Wagon." starnote, but there are indications in the cast.
Orleans at 2.
ring John Wayne and Kirk
NBC at 5 presents a one-hour he may not be dead.
In the CBS "O'Hara, United Douglas in the tale of a rancher
ABC's movie at 8:30 screens States Treasury" episode on who plots revenge after he is
original television play by Robert Crean, veteran video dram- "Do Not Fold, Spindle or Muti- CRS at 8:30 agent O'Hara poses robbed of his land and framed
atist, as part of "The Eternal late," starring Helen Hayes, as an itinerant truck driver to into a prison term.
Light" series. "The Dream," Myrna Loy, Mildred Natwick track down thieves.
"The Perusaders" on ABC at
described by the author as an and Sylvia Sidney.
The CBS movie at 9:30 10 offers "Greensleeves." SinThe "Cannon" episode on CBS screens "The Paper Man," with clair must impersonate himself
hallucinatory play, deals with
the moral and social confusions at 9:30 involves the detective Dean Stockwell, Stephanie Pow- to solve the mustery of his old
of an urban man nearing mid- trying to clear a policeman ers and James Stacy. Two stu- family mansion.
dle age who seems to find an- friend who has been framed on
Answe to Yesterday's Puzzle
swers in a dream to problems a murder charge.
MO000
00000
he can't solve in daily life.
CHIMP OFF OLD BLOCK
WEDNESDAY
ACROSS
000000 OUGOMO
end
JERUSALEM 1UPI)—Jackie, The CBS movie at 7:30 reWith the help of guests Cass
00 0000000 MO
lreofp
e ound
measure
a 10-year-old chimpanzee, has screens 1965's "Marriage on the Elliott and Bernadette Peters, 1 sP
OMM MOM 1300
7 Note of
scale
given birth to twins—an occur- Rocks," starring Frank Sinatra, star Casol Burnett spoofs day- 6 Coiled
MOMO MOO 00013
river
Swiss
8
MOO 000000
rence even rarer than quintu- Dean Martin and Deborah Kerr. time video serials on her CBS 11
9 GNU
12 Lilaitssos
UM00 0000
in
34
10 Tavern
plets among humans, according In "The Game of Terror" on hour at 8.
MMM000 0000
11 Malice
to officials at the Biblical Zoo. ABC's "The FBI" at 8, two "NBC Mystery Movie" at 8:30 15 Italy
Harsh and
0000
000 COMO
13 Fling
pre& school students lock a has one of the McMillan epiOMB 00000 MOO
Small
16
d
ing
The twins, a male and a sclaoohnate
17 fRoorb
stiedr
MR 00000MM MM
amoraos.
sodes, starring Rock Hudson
female weighing
19 Go al
:=Z.
Mine-Shartifkr thittian
a
'.
worn n sh
2
18
6 An
Oldg'
and
Saint
Susan
James.
In
Pair
Hawaiian
each, were doing fine.
21 Volcanic
NBC preempts "Bonanza" at "Husbands, Wives and Killers,' 23 rootstock
emanation
for a Bob Hope special that panic strikes a masquerade ball 24 Temporary
9
22 Choose
The birth apparently was a
36 English
49 God of Ime
Benny, the Osmond when murder tollows a jewel
25 Singing
navigator
traumatic experience for the has Jack
52 Resort
tem
ite'
26 Stem
voice
Brothers, Debbie Reynolds and robbery attempt.
54 Metal
poles
37
Positive
Preposition
28
27 Parts of legs
father, Charley. Offered an ice
57 Teutonic
John Wayne as guests.
38 Fall in drops
hemical
Star Anthony Quinn's young- 29 cCo,pGu,d
30 Parts in
cream bar to celebrate by a
deity
40 Traces
play
movie at 9 screens est daughter. 18-year-old Valen58 Latin
zookeeper, Charley hit him The ABC
Tissir
31
39 After
41 Spirited horse
forth
Send
32
conjunction
1969's "Once Upon a Time in tine, appears with him in "The
clock
34 Fur-beanng
twice.
44 Part of pay
60 Compass
the West," starring Henry Fon- Deadly Fountain" on ABC's 33 aM
name
mammal
point
47 Vegetable
The keeper also was reported da, Claudia Cardinale, Jason "The Man and the City" at 10 35 High cards „ :;,9 I 2 3 a 5 ap:6 7 ill 9 lir
OW'
4,
doing well.
Robards and Charles Bronson as a member of a student corn- 36 Sang
11
12
in a typical western at a time Inittee that gets involved with 42 alnde
rt,ctlme ite
1111
14
when the only law was the
;
le t.,.--;•:stre 17
an aging congressman seeking
.49
43
Raises
;SR
:
4
1W
MONDAY
the youth vote.
Man'sic
45
4,6 Garment
19 igil
10
Lisa Minelli is the guest star
THURSDAY
Milliggill
on "Rowan and Martin's Laugh- Dom Deluise, the Muppets
24
25.26
48
Sliver
In" for NBC at 8 p.m.
and Diahann Carroll appear an 50 Compass point 29
31 II
32
Los Angeles and Baltimore Fhjp _WiLlon't_ NBC hour at
,e.m..x...;
';•:•2:•:.•2'
tattle - on "
- NBC p.m. .
eliSh53 Saucy
'.!:!:•:!:.t:
A•:
Mir.33
Monday Night Football" on ABC "'The Reformation of Harry 55 Earth
1141
goddess
at 9.
Briscoe" is the fare on ABC's 56 Indian tent
s,..:11..,:s,
....
111N.
:Wil
ill
a 379-•
4.4
43
NBC's movie at 9 rescreens "Alias Smith and Jones" at 8. 59 Rumored
1
:
9;Ct
1968's "Coogan's Bluff," star- Heyes and Curry help two nuns 61 Begin
11147 i::::f
49 ••••.5i
am
ring Clint Eastwood in a mod- and get involved with an 62 Slaves
,
...94.1
:::RMIEll
51
54 Me.PRE
32 ii..;i9;:1 :„53
ern tale of an Arizona deputy unlikely bank thief and a shady
sheriff who has problems extra- figure from their past.
eo
1 Retail
diting a convicted murderer.
establishments all
The CBS mbvie at 9 screens
ainffill
tiX.t.:
is62
TUESDAY
*X01
1967's "Don't Make Waves," 2 Conjunction
:•;•:.
3 Hog
:!:•:*
Andy Griffith, Paul Lynde and Starring Tony Curtis and
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate,
4
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI) — Standard programming is the general rule on the television networks for the new week.
The only exceptions involve a
new Robert Crean drama and
Bob Hope special on NBC Sunday. Jack Benny appears with
Hope.
Highlights I all times EST unless noted):
SUNDAY
The CBS regional National
Conference schedule: Atlanta
Cincinnati, Philadelphia - Washington at 1; Green Bay-Chicago,
Dallas-St. Louis at 2; DetroitDenver, San Francisco-Minneso
in at 4. The latter will be telecast nationally as the "doubleheader" game except in Detroit

4:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
4:30 THE ELECTRIC COM,.
PANY. (C)

6:20 CALLIMk
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kilMiii•

6

Inc

;umbo

33

L!

HE PHANTOM
WHO ARE
YOU!

IIM

56

EASY,
CHIEF. DON'T REACH FOR
THAT GUN. YOU DON'T
KNOW ME. NAT'S NOT
IMPORTANT.

A GANG IN YOUR TOWN -PROFESSIONAL LOOTERS-YOU'LL FIND A LIST OF
THEM IN HERE, THE ROSTER
Of 'THE vuLTuRES!

GONE WHO trl BLAZES
WAS THAT! OR DID I
DREAM IT?

THEIR ACTIVITIES-MAKES IT EASY TO
PICK THEM UP.
SORRY TO WAKE
YOU-GOOD Ni6HT•

BEATLE BAILEY
'YES/ IF -740L1
SEE HIM, TELL
HIM HE F-OR6OT AN
APPOINTMENT
HE HAP WiTH

I button
loops,
t5,
es 5 to
y only.

" cues.
Styling
Molded
)1 hard-

Also A LIST OF

REMARKABLE WHAT
A GUY CAN DO Wrr1-1
GTICK`i DOUGHNUT&
AND 5U6AR CUSE-G
i5N'T 177
h.

6

NANCY
I SAVED MY
BREATH --- NOW WHAT
DO I DO
WITH IT

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Saturday
_
_ CH. 12
_

,

CH. 3
CH.4
CH. 1
CH. 5
CH. 6
WSIL
WSM
WSIX
WLAC
WPSD
: 7:00 Jerry
Lewi :25 Ag. USA
7:00 RFD-TV
6:00 Sun. Sem
7:00 Stooges
7:30 Road Runne :55 Farm Digest 7:00 Bugs Bunny 7:30 Atop
Fence 1:00 Phantom
II:00 Phantom
7:30 Scooby
:00 Doolittle
Doo 755 News
II:30 Jackson 5
111:30 Jackson 5
7:30 Woodpecker
Dawg 9:00 Bewitched
8,00 Globetrotters COO Dep.
9:00 Bewitched
Panther 9:30 Lidsville
au* 8:30 Pk
0:00 Dep,
Dawg 830 Bear
9:30 Lidsville
4,00 Bar. Reef
'9: 00 Pebbles
1:30 Pink Pant
10:00 curiosity
10:00 Curiosity
9-30 Take Step
9:00 Barrier Reef '9 30 Archie
11,00 Quest
11:00 Quest
10:30 Bugaloos
11:30 Lancelot
11:30 Giant Step
10.00 Sabrina
11:30 Lancelot
11:00 Wizard
12:00 Set. Chal.
1030 Bugaloos
10:30 Josie
12,00 Bandstand
11:30 Jetsons
11:00 Auditions
12:30 Football
1100 Monkees
12:30 Pre
400 Sports
Game. 12:00 Football
11:30 Are
There 12:00 Doolittle
12:45 Nos& FHA, 1:00 Lost in Sluice 17:00 1st Sat. Coun. 12:30 Woodpecker 5.30 Welk Show
3:45 Post
1:00 Comm
Club 6.30 Lassie
Can 1:00 0-back
Gam* 2:00 movie
4:00 Sports
1:15 Insight
3:30 Jim E. Brown 1:30 Eddie Hill
7:00 Movie
Reeves 2:00 Death valley 1,45 Close-Up
5:30 Roller
Der. 4:00 Del
8:30 N.C.AA.
2:15 Ky. Afield
4:30 Wilburn Bro, 2:30 WLAC-TV
6:30 Welk
1200 News
500 Wagoner
3:00 Roller Derby 7:45 Movie
7:10 Movie
1230 Movie
5,00 Wilburn Bro
5:30 Nash. Music 4:00 Big Show
1:00 Persuaders
5,00 Sports
6:00 News
5:30 News
10:00 News
5:30 T or C
6:30 Rollin'
600 News
1030
:
Movie
7:00 Partners
600 Hee Haw
6:30 Wagoner
7,00 All In Farn. 7:00 Partners
7:30 Good Life
7:30 Funny
- 1:00 Movies
Face 7:30 Good Life
8'00 Van Dyke
10:00 Movie
COO Movie
10:30 Creat. Feat 8 30 Mary Moore 10,00 News
12:00 Avengers
900 Mission Imp. 10:30 Movie
10:00 News
1030 mason
11.30 Movie
_

z

KFVS
6 00 Sunrise
6 30 News
Bunny
7 . 00 Bugs
Don
7:30 Scooby
8,00 Globetrotters
8.30 Hair Bear
9 00 Pebbles
9.30 Archie
10 00 Sabrina
10 30 Joste
11.00 Monkees
11.30 You
There
12.00 Film
1'00 Cartoon
1 30 Forum
2 00 Report
2 IS Film
2 30 Lester Fam
3 00 Glory Rd
3 30 Movie
5'00 News
...
6:00 Hey Haw
7:00 All in Fam.
730 Fun. Face
8:00 Van Dyke
8:30 Mary Moore
9:00 Mission:Imp
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
1300 Faith

CH. 29
WDXR
10:30 Theater
1200 Death Valle*
12:30 Ultra
Man
11:57 News
1:00 Opry
2,30 Monroes
3:30 3 Lives
4,00 Theater
4.30 Wrestling
5:30 Music
6:00 Theater
7,00 Star Trek
7:57 News
8:00 Movie
9:40 News
10'00 Adults Only
10 30 Avengers
11.30 Playboy
After Dark
12 27 Sports
11 30 Creat Feat.

_

-

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Sunday
CH. 3
WS1L

LIC ABNER
THE SLoBBOVIAN
CULTURAL ATTACHE
\r•I ISi-IES I N FORMATION
ON A LOCAL

WARN'T
FO'
TWIN
WOULCCIT

7:30 Story
COO Phelps Bros.
8:15 Jerry Stoner
41:30 Oral Roberts
9:00 Reluc. Drag.
9:30 Dbl Deck.
1000 Sullwinkle
10 30 make Wish
11_00 Col. Ftbl.
1200 Directions
12:30 IsS.• & Ans.
1:00 Matinee
4:00 Wrestling
5:00 Col. Ftbl
6:00 Wild King.
6:30 Your Life
7:00 FBI
1:00 Movie
11:15 News
11:30 Movie

7

CH. 5
WLAC

CH. 4
WSM

CH, 6
WPSD

6 30 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Faith
7-00 Carl
Tipt041 .7:30 Jubilee
7:30 Jubilee
1:30 Devotion
8 , 00 Tom i Jermze
9115 Hamilton
8:30 Goolies
30 Truth
1:00 Lamp
Unt
:.
10:00 Close ins
My Fenet
9: 90 oral Roberta 10.• 30 Pro Ftbl.
10,00 Tn.-St. Ftbl. 11: 30 Meet Press
12:00 NFL Ftbl
10:30 Bill Pace
1130 NFC
Ftbl. 3:00 Phys. Mutual
3:15 File 6
3)00 NFC Ftbl.
4:00 "The Dream
6:00 News
3:00 File 6
6:30 Movie
5:30 News
8.30 Code's Co.
6:00 News
1:30 Big Valley
8:00 Bob Hope
10"News
1:00 Bold One
10 45 Movie
10:00 New s
10,30 Movies

7,05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tomorrow
8:30 Discovery
9:00 Truth
1:30 The Life
10:00 Worship
10:30 Jetsons
11:00 Mr. Wizard
11:30 Meet Press
12:00 Football
3:00 star Trek
4:00 "The Dream
5:00 Gidget
530 News
1:00 Bob Hope
900 Bold Ones
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

_

-

I-'

CH. 8
WSIX
6:30 Worship
700 Gospel
7.30 Tomorrow
8:00 Bible
Class
11,30 Stooges
9: 30 Notre Dame
10:30 Church
11 30 Pet Set
12-00 News Conf.
12:30 Soul City
1 00 Bronco
1 00 Wrestling ,
3 00 Anderson
3 30 Nanny & Prof.
4 00 Movie
6 00 Munson
6.30 Wild Kingdom
7 00 FBI
8 00 Movie
It 15 Bill
Battle
12 IS News
12 30 Football

CH. 12
1EFVS

CH. 29
WDXR

,

6:00 Close-up
7:30 Film
Music
6:30 News
8 00 Gos
7:00 Answer
8,30 Bible Bap.
7:/0 Truth
1.00 sap
Temp .
11:00 Tom & Jerry 10 00 Consultation
0:30 Goolies
10:30 Football
1:00 Revival
11:30 Movie
9:30 Look Up
100 Outer Limits
10:00 Camera 3
2:00 Rodeo
.
10:30 Nation
3:00 Sea Hunt
11 00 Lamp Unto 330 Victory At Sea
11.30 Life
4:00 High & Wild
Big Pic
1200.
4:30 World
12:30 NFL Game World
6:00 lassie
5:00 Saint
6:30 Movie
5:57 News
1:00 movie
6:00 W. C Ftelds
6:30 Cade's Co
7 27 News
1:30 Forum
7 30 Cinema
10:00 News
9:40 News
10:15 News
9 : se Sports
10:25 Weather
10:10 Showcase
11:$7 Sports
_10:30 Griffin

,wismssessinie•-••••••
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THE WANT ADS wAy

:
7.53-1916•
•
•

•
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NOTICE

HELP WANTED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FO

****

Strategists Are Unsure About Agnew

Predicted
As Failure

Darren Rid
Local Boy's
Column Is
Published

WANTED:*
C;,..7:444 E R

* GOURME

-T LOB
*
* SAT.
****
SHOW CASE,
About seven f
around the fro
Closed in ba
wooden doors
Ledger and T
four modern
made of metal
rritli adjustabl
la_MASSY F
flictor, 4 plo
Bushhog. See
miles west of M
8203.
COUCH, ST
Futorian, old
long. 2 mate
753-8941.
"

Hippies worry
Gold Rush town

New Book
Is out

INVisititi,
i4J!414,441411

)

BRAWNY-2 NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall
1 11111116manr AVON MAKES CHRISTMAS BIG
1.
.
.
imill11111=1
AND
4 to wall carpet with central heat
colonial,
brick
MERRIER. You'll have money story
We are pleased to
living and air. $110.130 per month. Phone
baths,
give;
to
want
you
gifts
the
2%
overtures
Nixon's
all
by
for
dismayed
bedrooms,
unwillingness to mingle. This
announce our new
By STEVE GERSTTEL
TFC
you'll sell guaranteed products'room, dining room, kitchen 753-7850.
trait of personality also sur- to Russia and Mainland China,
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Avon completely built in, large den
the
official
observed.
Avon. Be an
from
else,
foreign
his
of
SMORGASBORD
everybody
some
on
faced
with
Along
The question, he said, is
Representative. It's Fun, it's with fireplace on an acre lot. UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
high-level Republican strate- travels.
Agnew can hold that
convenient, it's profitable. Call Perfect home for large family - duplex, 1601 College Farm Road
In a brand new addition
Although an excellent fund whether
gists assume that President
constituency for Nixon.
$75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
now: after 7 pin. Collect 365-9424 perfect for you ACT NOW!
Nixon surely will seek a second raiser, according to this offiRestaurant,
Avalon
the
to
Kunick,
,.all
Janet
hush,.
on
a
In
possible
musing
of
Mrs.
kind
write
a
Phone 753-5792.
or
There's
N11C
go
to
House.
cial, Agnew refuses
term in the White
replacement, this GOP strateManager Rt. 2 Box 136A Prin- .over this neighborhood. Secluded
Parts, Tenn.
They are far from sure, through the dreary task of
N6C yet convenient to schools and
up with
HOURS II:38 a.m.-2:00 p.m. ceton,Ky.
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FOR SALE

SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
hoe work Phone Rex Camp, 753- Maintenance, Coldwater Phone
N3OP
5933.
N24C 489-2295.

1 302 Chestnut
* GOURMETS' DELIGHT! TWO - 4-OUNCE

1
TAILS$345
!LOBSTER
(with complete dinner)
Reg. s4.25*

fir1911RS
Are Poi3on

Eat Yogr Home

* WITH THIS COUPON **

SHOW CASE, a real antique. AKAI, 4 track, M4, stereo tape
About seven feet long, glass all recorder with microphones
around the front, sides and top. $125.-Baby bed with mattress
Closed in back with sliding and bumper pad (like new)
wooden doors. Best offer See at $22.50-Playpen ( also like new)
Ledger and Times. Also have $10.00. Two old barrels, antique
four modern display islands sewing machine, old rocker. Call
N6P
made of metal in green and white 436-2285
retli adjustable shelves. N3ONC
._
_
IF CARPETS look dull and &ear,
aMASSY FERGUSON Dal remove spots as they appear with
Ilktor, 4 plows, lir that. leer statue Lustre. Rent
Bushhog. See W. B. Kilcoyne, 6 shampooer $1. Western Auto,
miles west of Mayfield or call 623- Home of "The wishing Well".N6C
N5P
8203.
PHILCO 23" Color Television.
Reasonable price. Phone 753COUCH, STRATFORD by
N5C
7907
88"
new,
like
gold,
Futorian, old
long. 2 matching pillows. Phone
N5NC PIE SAFE, school desk,
753-8941.
Frigidaire clothes dryer. Phone
N5C
753-6392.

-- SATURDAY ONLY
ZIPPERS
20 Colors-All Sizes
1 per inch

heat and city water. Reduced to $9,500.00.

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

CAESAR'S

* SAT. & SUN.,

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house at 1702 College
Farm Road. This house is completely redecorated on the
inside with fenced in backyard. Must see this house to appreciate. Has been reduced to $20,000.00.

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . ...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

nelley's Termite'
and

Pest Control
100 S 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeas
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

1 1

25' each

Ledger & Times

thru
the

Classified
Ads
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THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE in Lynn
Grove on 120'x322' size lot. Also a large storage building in
back of lot. A lovely place,4 years old and priced to sell Now $20,500.
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE in vicinity of
I akeway Shores with a small frame house. Land ready to be
developed. $51,750.
THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 304 Woodlawn , Draperies,
storm windows and doors, carport and 80'1160' lot. Carpeted
living room. T.V. Tower, air conditioner. A good buy at
$19,000.

AT 1014 PAYNE IS A THREE BEDROOM BRICK Veneer
house priced to sell $15,750. This is a perfect location. Must
see.

BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
home with central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
carpet. $24,000.
at 1509 Sycamore. Newly decorated and new

50 ACRE FARM,THREE MILES WEST OF DEXTER with a
two bedroom frame house for only $15,000 is too good a
bargain to pass up. Hurry! Hurry! This farm will not be on
the market long.

GOOD INVESTMENT PROPERTY NEAR University. Has 5
furnished efficiency apartments. Lovely three bedroom and
two bath carpeted home with family room and carport. A
very fine place to live and have a good income or rent it all
for income. Call for details and to see.

A LOVELY TWO BEDROOM BRICK Veneer house on large
Located on 1399
lot, 112'x143', with plenty of built-ins.
Johnson Blvd. Priced at $25,500.

Akc REGISTERED Poodle
puppies, three blacks, two
WILL DO odd jobs; windows
AUTOS FOR SALE
whites, and one silver. All have
44
washed; floors waxed; leaves
been dewormed. Phone 753raked. Phone 753-7954 after 6:00 1967 JAGUAR XKE Roadster.
N6C
6379.
p.m.
N5P One owner car. Well cared for.
\ Fashion Costs Less
Excellent condition. If interested
FOUR YEAR old E Gleanor
When You Sew With fine
WORK, trucking, see at McClard's Shell Service
BULLDOZER
combine with three row bean
Fabrics from
also bank gravel, fW dirt and Station, corner 6th and Main. N5C
header and two row corn header.
Hardin 354-8569 or
FAB-N-TRIM
All in good condition. Price, topsoil. Phone
D7C 1964 MERCURY CALIENTE V8,
354-8161 after 6:00 p.m.
North Side Court Square
$4000.00. Phone Paris, 642,buckets, four speed, air3240.
N9P YOUNG
LADY
desires conditioned. $600.00 or best offer.
secretarial position. Can take Good shape. Phone 753-6834. N9C
BOY'S CLOTHES, size 12. Good MODEL 1400 Automatic Winshorthand well and am also
condition, priced reasonable. chester deluxe gun, new,
$125.00. excellent typist. Very accurate. 1967 FORD LTD two door hardtop
N5P Registered Bird dogs,
Phone 753-2565.
Pointers Permanent position desired. Can with factory air and power. Clean
and Setters. Two trained, two fit into any business office. and in good mechanical conEARLY AMERICAN sofa; coffee young dogs, broke to gun and References. Please call 753dition. Phone 753-7446 after 4:00
table-, two bar stools. Phone 753- pointing birds now. Two from 9425.
N6P p.m.
N5P
N5NC champions. Reasonable, trail
3186.
Greene 0. Wilson, 753-3536. N5C
1965 PONTIAC FOUR door
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,
4" Plasti( Wells
hardtop, power steering, power
remove spots as they appear with SELF PROPELLED combine,
AYLOR WELL
brakes, factory air. Excellent.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric model 45, 1968. Phone 435tires. Good condition. Phone 753DRILLING
shampooer $1.00, Big K.
N6C 53I1.
N8C
N8C
4445.
Phone Puryear. Tenn.
247-5556
AKC REGISTERED German
1961 CADILLAC HERSE, ideal
Complete Well
Shepherd puppies; male, black
for camping,fishing, fraternities,
Service
and silver, three months old.
rock groups. Air-conditioned
N8C
Phone 753-8351.
throughout. If interested can be
seen at McClard's Shell Station,
LADIE'S SIZE 12 coat, plaid with WILL STAY in home with elderly corner of 6th and Main.
N5C
23-1 16X35"
fur lining and fur collar. Good person. Phone 435-5651.
N8C
NC
condition. Phone 753-7694.
.009 Thick
1960 FORD PICKUP, V-8, Good
BABY-SITTING SERVICE; 8:00 mechanical condition $200., also
These plates are perfect 4-SPEED COMPLETE change a m -4-00 p.m.. Monday through 1964 Ford XL 500, motor less than
•
over for 1967 Camero. Phone 753- Friday.
N5P
$15.00 weekly. Phone 753- 5000 miles. Call 4924170.
for siding or roofing
N8C
1484.
N8C
7954.
1969 CHEVELLE SS 396, fire
barns, for placing around
engine red with black vinyl top,
bottom of mobile homes PENTA TREATED lumber.
black interior, automatic trar
Resistant to rot and termites.
smission, air conditioned, potA
to keep out the wind
INVITATION FOR BIDS
for boat docks and any
steering. Also has road wheels
and snow, and for many Ideal
weather exposed uses. Murray
with white lettered tires. Can be
other uses such as
Lumber Co., Maple Street,
seen at Coldwater. Contact Ken
N6C
ITC Notice is hereby given that the Miller, 489-2230.
Murray,Kentucky.
"building out"
Fiscal Court of Calloway County
mice or rats.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC will accept bids on the item 1969 VW CAMPER, full top, tent,
buffer with waxer and sham- mentioned below until 9:00 a.m., 6ply tires, radio. Phone 753pooer. Excellent condition. Wednesday, November 17, 1971, 6791.
N6C
Phone
753-1676.
N8C in the County Court Clerk's ofCall at
fice, Courthouse, Murray, 396 CHEVROLET, motor need5.
POLICE RECEIVER. Phone 753- Kentucky. Each bid must con- overhauling. $75.00. Phone 7539381.
N8C form to the specifications set 8428.
N6F
103 N. 4th St.
forth or be its equivalent.
1971 HONDA 750, gold, 2,000
Murray, Ky.
1964 OLDSMOBILE Dynamic 88,
One (1) mobile radio unit to be four door sedan, power steering
miles. Price, $1,150.00. Bogard
Motor Sales,Phone 753-1343. N8C installed in the Sheriff's and brakes. New tires. Excellent
LOST bright carpet colorDepartment automobile within condition. Phone 753-8743.
N6C
s.. restore them with Blue FOUR WHEEL drive In- the County of Calloway. KenLustre. Rent electric shampooer ternational Scout. Phone 753tucky, and to operate on 39.5 MB- 1960 FORD ki ton pick-up with
N6C 2997.
$1. Begley's Drug Store.
N8C C.
telephone bed. 6 cylinder, good
Radio shall be of fully solid tires. See at 5 Points Welding,
excellent
stereo,
no
state
no
with
and
design
tubes
GE PORTABLE
USED ELECTRIC cook stove,
NI1C
$250.00. Phone 753-6508.
condition. Priced reasonable. good eyes and oven. $20.00. Girl's power supply to operate directly
Phone 753-7152 days or 753-7763 coat, like new, $10.00. Phone 489- from vehicle battery and shall 1965 CHEVROLET,double power
N8C 2475.
after 5:00 p.m.
N8C have an R.F. output of no less and factory air. Real nice car.
than 100 watts.
1966 Datsun pick-up.
TWO BEDROOM 10'x50' mobile
Radio will have a low current 1967 Buick LaSabre, double
LOST es, FOUND
home, 1960 rfaxiel, Van Dyke.
2 AMP on power, factory air. Just like new.
1
drain of less than /
N6C LOST: SMALL coin purse conPhone 436-5557.
stand-by to save wear and tear on 1963 Oldsmobile 98.
taining about $100.00 on the west electrical system of vehicle.
Tires; Special buy on 100x20, both
MARLIN .22 semi-automatic side of the Court Square. Finder
Radio will have built-in lugs arid highway
tread.
rifle Phone 753-9044 after 3:00 please call 753-3936 for reward
, automatic protection against Cain
Gulf Service, corner of 6th
N6P N6P
p.m.
radio damage due to reverse and Main. Phone 753-5862.
N8C
polarity and shall operate in
6
puppies,
ENGLISH SETTER
either positive or negative
WANT TO BUY
weeks old. $20.00 and $25.00. each.
ground vehicles.
N6P WANT TO BUY;
Phone 753-7585.
logs ant( Receivor sensitivity shall be .35
standing timber. Also have for microvolts ( 20 DB quieting
KINGSTON BASS guitar and sale lumber and sawdust. method) or better, and the
amplifier. Good condition. Call Murray Saw Mill and I,umber Co. frequency determining channel
N6P Phone 753-4147.
437-4493.
TFC elements shall be of solid state
design to obtain .0005 per cent
357 MAGNUM PISTOL. Phone
FOR RENT OR SALE
stability.
N5C
753-9381 after 5:00 p.m.
Radio shall have minimum
1,2'x60' MOBILE HOME, 1969
audio output of 10 watts.
three
2
/
11
model,
bedrooms,
LIVING ROOM suite, brown
All equipment shall be comnylon, good condition, $30.00. baths, carpet Reasonable. Close pletely installed in the Calloway
N5C
489-2538.
Phone
Murray.
to
Coal stove, brick lined, $10.00.
County Sheriff's unit, including
Phone 753-7305.
N5C
removal in good condition of the
TRADE
OR
FOR SALE
old radio equipment.
TWO PONIES, one four years 1970 FORD GALAXIE 500 coupe, Calloway County reserves the
old, and one ten months old. Will air conditioned, power steering, right to reject any or all bids.
sell both for $30.00. Phone 753- 27,000 miles. Phone 474-2257 after
N6C coo".
8006.
NRC

Aluminum
Plates

WOULD YOU BELIEVE - A THREE BEDROOM BRICK
Veneer house in Meadow Green Acres for only $20,000.
Available in 30 days and has electric wall heaters, built-ins..
On a good size lot.

FRIDAY-NOVEMBER 5, B/71

84 ACRE FARM,70 ACRES TENDABLE WITH a 3 bedroom
frame house, several out buildings. Two and one half miles
Northwest of Kirksey. A real fine buy at $26,500.
806 NORTH 17TH STREET IS A NICE 3 bedroom brick, well
located near University. $21,000.

30 ACRE FARM AT HALF-WAY With 4 bedroom brick
veneer house, all built-ins, 2 baths. Must see to believe at
$48,500.
house,
ON GILBERT STREET IN HAZEL,2 bedroom frame
shop. A
lot 130'x150'. Bath and air conditioner. Has beauty
bargain at $6,000.00.

104 WILLIAMS AVENUE IS ONE OF MURRAY'S NICEST
duplexes. Has a 2bedroom and 2 bath home, central heat and
air, all carpeted a and with all built-ins. Also has a 3 bedroom
159 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 1346. One mile west of Higharid bath apartment with built-in range and washer-dryer
way 94. 80 acres tendable, 80 acres timber, 2 acres Dark
s,x,ele&t,ric heat and
aim hook up and all carpeted. Apartment ht
FUestilenzet:;•"„r" No..Purley, some corn t:t.eue..T%teee
home wttii- •
agte-A-lovely
get
-uotrore
conditioner.
air
built-in
't
cattle,
fencedfoi•
crib,
sheds,
barn,
stock
tobacco barns, good
added
$34,500.
an
income.
two
with
year round creek. Good 5 room frame house
bedrooms. $27,500.

HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completely
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, mi t see
this house to appreciate.
THE TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE. 3
2 Baths,
/
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
fire-place, garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
oven, city water. $28,000.00.
veneer
AT 1302 SOUTH 16TH STREET IS A 3 bedroom brick
house. A 10'x14' storage building in back yard. 100'x200' lot
2 bath for only $24,000.00.
/
and 11
BEAUTIFUL STONE VENEER HOME at 714 Olive. All
2
/
Bedrooms, 21
carpeted, draperies and all built-ins. Has 4
carport. A
baths, large family room and fireplace. Double
most desirable home. $35,000.
AT 1309 OVERBEY, EXTRA NICE BRICK HOME with
dining room, large den, utility room, large outside storage
area, carport. Two large bedrooms, carpets, dishwasher,
built in range and oven. Priced to sell at $20,000.
place on Lynn
WE HAVE THE GLENDEL REAVES HOME
size 200'x373'.
Lot
limits.
city
from
mile
2
1
Grove Highway,/
Stock barn and
House has eleven rooms and central heat.
beautiful home. Call
three car garage.White fence. This is a
over.
place
this
look
and
appointment
us for an

IN GROVE HEIGHTS IS A LOVELY three bedroom brick
with central heat and air, carpets, all built-ins, city water.
Five rooms of fine furniture and one extra lot Included.
831,500.00.
COTTAGE IN CENTER RIDGE ON 150 foot lot. Frame
with part-basement. Partially furnished. Fireplace, airconditioned. Boat, motor and trailer. $11,000.
PERFkCT LOCATION - 1711 College Farm Road, 3
bedroom brick veneer house on fine lot. All built-ins and
refrigerator with ice maker. Priced to sell. $22,500.
DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 242 baths, nice carpeting,
all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air -and two car
garage. Price only $34,000.00.
THE ROGER PIQUE HOME IN Lynn Grove. Two bedrooms
and bath. City water. Only $10,500.00.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE ON THE LAKE.. We have lots and
houses available all along the lake ranging in size, price, and
location to fit your needs.

BUSINESS LOT ON STORY AVE. just East of 12th Street,

FRAME HOUSE AND LOT NEAR MORGAN BOAT Dock. 3
bedrooms and bath. Paneled and electric heat, built-in range
and oven. Good well. $7,500.
A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE fully
furnished, except air conditioner and TV, at 405 Vine. Just
think for only $12,000.

NICE FOUR BEDROOM BRICK HOME AT 1013 Story Ave.
142 baths, garage, range, refrigerator, washer and dryer and
drapes included. Also 2 air conditioners. $24,500.

HERE IT COMES - A FINE 4 bedroom brick veneer house
with 2 baths, two apartments in rear for boys on 107 North
17th Street for only $23,500.

HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-$17,000.

ONE AND ONE HALF MILES FROM city limits on McCuistion Road is a lovely 3 bedroom brick veneer and block
house with 3 acres, barn and 2 outbuildings. Must see.
$17,500. A milk house and extra lot for $2,000 extra.

AT PENNY: 14 ACRES MOSTLY TENDABLE. Lots of
frontage on blacktop. Some woods with a beautiful building
site. Has a two bedroom frame house with bath, electric heat,
washer and dryer hook up, good well. Priced at 818,000.
NEW 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME ON RICHARDSON Drive.
Buyer can select colors, carpet. 142 ceramic tile baths, builtin range and oven,central gas heat and central air. You must
see this. Priced at $23,700.00.
2 MILE-S EAST OF Highway 94 we have
/
ON FAXON ROAD 11
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of land
Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
1303 OLIVE BLVD.- A PRIME location - 3 bedroom frame
full basement,80x200 lot and priced to sell quick. $21,000.
FINE FOR INCOME OR HOME AND INCOME. Duplex on
Monroe Street with three bedrooms each side. Central heat
and air,carpeted and built-in range and oven. Both sides now
rented. $30,500.00.
IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson insulated windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.
IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
garage and newly decorated, carpeted. $25,000.
FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
frame house with bath and electric heat.
1615 SUNSET DRIVE. THREE BEDROOM Brick home with
baseboard heat. 2 air conditioners. All built-ins. 2 baths,
fireplace,7 closets. You should see it to appreciate it. $27,300.
A THREE BEDROOM BRICK AT 1659 Ryan is a budget
priced home on 85'x150' lot. Robertson School district. Real
nice at $17,500.00.
ON HIGHWAY AT NORTH EDGE OF HAZEI, is a good
Brick Crete home with 2 bedrooms down and I upstairs. Gas
heat and city water. Only $10,500.

465 ACRES: ONE OF CALLOWAY COUNTIES FINEST
farms. Near Kirksey. Over 34 mile of black-top frontage. Two
good homes, many out-buildings, 35 acre lake Call us about
this outstanding farm.
30 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom frame home
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road. 122,000.00.
2
/
ON CATALINA, A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick with 11
baths, carpeted, large utility room and carport. Central heat
and air. Low price of $20,000.
ON MARTIN CHAPEL ROAD 1st house North of the Church.
Good aluminum siding, three bedroom home on 142 acres.
Priced to sell at $21,000.00.
PLENTY OF BUILDING SITES AVAILABLE in the city and
county from 50x150 to several acres. Stop by, or call for
your pick. Reasonable prices.
85 ACRES ON DR. DOUGLAS ROAD,6 miles from Murray.
Good frame house with bath. 3 ponds, well, creek, barn,
smokehouse,crib. Fenced and cross fenced for cattle. 4 acre
corn base, 1.02 tobacco base. Call for other details. Only
$17,000.
REDUCED IN PRICE. EXTRA NICE MODERN three
bedroom home on Cole's Camp Ground Road, just off of 641
2 acres. Has 2 baths, 2 car garage
/
North. City water and on 11
attached and seperate 2 car garage. Fire-place and 6 closets
$26,500.
IMAGINE!! FIVE MILES SOUTH ON 641, 3 bedroom brick
veneer on 110'x300' size lot. Well constructed and practically
new. Priced to sell at $20,000.
2 miles North of
/
BEAUTIFUL 2 ACRE BUILDING SITE, 21
Lynn Grove. $2,250.
FRAME HOUSE AND 5 ACRES ON OLD Paris Road, Route
4. Two bedrooms, electric heat.

Guy Spann Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - /53-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409
Prentice Dunn - 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919 Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glenn Wilcox - 753-2761
4
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!Dr. Bill Jackson
Now At Mayfield

Nix

•

• •

Creative
▪ Arts Department Plans Nuclear . . .
Bazaar, Raise Scholarship Funds

World News In Brief .

(Continued from Page 1)
By United Press International the Orissa cyclone and tidal
From The
VATICAN CITY-All except wave. Meantime, authorities
The Atoiruc Energy Co
Dr. Bill G. Jackson,formerly of
sion (AEC) has scheduled th one section of an important reported that a new cyclone
Murray, has joined the staff of
and fias given space in one of blast for 5 p.m. EST Saturday. document treating the contemwas swirling toward the area
Morgan-Haugh Clinic, West
their store windows for a display The powerful nuclear device is porary crises of war, hunger,
hit by last week's storm.
By united Press International Walnut Street, Mayfield. He is in
of bazaar items.
was
injustice
to be detonated 5,800 feet below torture and
AMCHITKA ISLAND, Alaska a practice of general medicine at
The people of Murray and the surface of the barren island turned down today by the third
-James R. Schlesinger, chair- the clinic.
Calloway County have given their 1,200 miles west of the Alaskan International Synod of Bishops. WASHINGTON-Opponent.) 01
the big American underground
man of the Atomic Eneigy The new Mayfield doctor has
cooperation every year, and mainland.
The delegates even voted nuclear test scheduled for
Cornmittion, arriving here ,kith been practicing medicine in
consequently every bazaar
Protests of the test continued against the preamble to the
his wife and two daughters to Princeton for the past ten years.
which has been held has been in Congress Thursday, and tw justice document-a general Saturday at Amchitka Island in
demonstrate his confidence in
successful, _a Canadians delivered to the study of man and the modern the Aleutians have asked the
financially
Supreme Court to ban the test.
the safety of Saturday's fivespokesman said.
White House a petition bearing world.
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
megaton nuclear test:
The Department is again this the names of 177,000 of their
can rule on the plea himself. Or
"I have no apprehensions. I
year holding a Bazaar at Lit- fellow countrymen who oppose SAIGONth Vietnamese he can ask his colleagues on the
believe the experiment is very
tleton's on Tuesday and Wed- the experiment.
Laos were court to aid him in reaching a
supply
important."
nesday, November 9 and 10 from
of hundreds of decision. The justices will meet
Sen. George S. McGovern, D- targets tod
9:00 twill 5:00 each day. The sale S.D., called on nine other American planes. The big new
conference today.
SAN FRANCISCO-Sally Eng,
is a 2-day event this year because possible candidates for the U.S. bombing drive started soon in regular
widow of John Eng, the fifth
with an increased membership in DemOaratic presidential nomin- after the arrival of Defense
House
Chinese grocer killed here this
the department, it is felt that ation to cooperate in a joint Secretary Melvin R. Laird. All WASHINGTON-The
year:
there will be sufficient items for protest to President Nixon told, 30 B52 bombers launched early today forbade the use of
They come like strangers
federal moneys to finance the
sale to warrant this.
seeking to delay or cancel the intensive raids against the HO
and they kill. They kill you just
Items of interest in this year's test. McGovern argued the test Chi Minh Trail. Also taking costs of court-ordered busing,
like you were a chicken."
sale will include pillows, candles was "potentially catastrophic." part in the offensive were and prohibited governmentdirected school busing to bring
and holders, decoupaged picMansfield Raps Test
hundreds of Thailand-based F4
WASHINGTON-Dr. Roe L.
about integration of the races.
tures, needlepoint items, ladies
"The
president's
environmenPhantoms and F105 ThunderchJohns, who headed a study
The action came with approval
Christmas
handbags,
tal adviser admitted in a report iefs.
which found that far more
of a $24 billion authorization
flowers,
decorations, dried
suppressed
by
the
Atomic
money is spent on education in
Dr. Bill G. Jackson
macrame items, card table Energy Commission that there NEW DELHI - Emergency measure that would prolong for
wealthy school districts than in
crocheted and knitted is some slight risk of devasta- supplies were en route today five years programs of aid to
covers,
he is the son of Mrs. Novella
poor areas:
color tion from tidal wave and aboard planes and boats to the education. The legislation was
and water
items,
oil
the
late
"We are segregating children Jackson Salmon and
flower pictures, earthquake, and I believe that four to five million victims of passed by a vote of 332-28.
painting,
dried
by race in some districts and Winfred Jackson of Murray.
and many others.
even a slight risk is too much
Dr. Jackson was graduated
by wealth. While we give lip
ItcGovern said.
risk
College
h-lear school freta..164rray
sennce .to-1,94-r..9-14,
of Mune-A.464 ititleM*rn referred to
systems itre not functioning as Schoof, Murray State Univeesffy,
Calloway County are cordially cuments written 11 months ago
they should to give every child and the University of Louisville
invited to come and do your early by ROssell E. Train, chairman
Medicine.
He
served
School
of
a share in the American
Christmas shopping with the of the White House Council on
his internship at St. Louis County
dream
Creative Arts Department at Environmental Quality, who
Hospital
their Annual Bazaar on said it was -not possible at this
approve retroactive wage inBy GENE CARLSON
November 9 and 10.
time to assess quantitatively"
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Un- creases that were delayed by
the probability of a tidal wave employment dropped to 5.8 per the current freeze.
following the explosion. The cent in October while the total The Pay Board had another
documents were made public number of Americans holding meeting today, amid uncertainPersons have been charged.
jobs reached a record high, the ty over how its actions might
by a court order.
entered pleas of guilty, and been Federal State Market News
be restricted by the House
government reported today.
Sen.
Edmund
S.
Muskie,
DCity
Court
of
City
fined in the
Service
US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 19.00-19.50
Committee's action,
Banking
It
Maine,
urged
Nixon
to
go
was
the
second
straight
Judge William Donald Overbey Wednesday,
November
3 US 1-3 200-230 lbs., 19.50-19.75
Appeals said that they also felt
By Robert P. Dalton
which the White House conbefore
the
American
people
and
monthly
decline
in
the
jobless
in the session held on Friday Mayfield, Kentucky
FRANKFORT, (UPI I-The that pari-mutuel betting on horse
US 2-4 290-240 lbs., 18.75-19.00
explain "why he overruled most rate, following imposition by demned as possibly seriously
October 29. Records show the Farmers Livestock Market: US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 18.25-18.75
State Court of Appeals ruled six- racing is unconstitutional.
of
his advisers" in approving President Nixon of the wage- jeopardizing the economic goals
following occurred:
Livestock weighed on arrival.
The ruling on bingo declared
to-one today that bingo games in
US 3-4260-280 lbs., 17.75-1&25
the test.
price freeze on Aug. 15. that follow the freeze.
Tapley 'C. Furches, driving
the state are unconstitutional_ unconstitutional a law passed by
Soma_
_
Senate Democratic Leader Joblessness has hovered be- In today's latest employment
while intoxicated, amended to Cattle this week 900
because they violate a section of the 1970 legislature which perUS 1-2 270-350 lbs., 15.50-16.50
Mike Mansfield called the test tween 5.6 per cent and 6.2 per report, the Labor Department
reckless driving, fined $100.013 Calves this week 74
the state constitutional for- mitted bingo for charity if local
US 1-3 300-550 lbs., 15.00-15.50
"dangerous, an outrage."
cent of the work force for the said the job situation in October
costs $10.00.
citizens
approved
in
a
local
opUS 2-3 450-650 lbs., 14.00-15.00, few bidding lotteries.
past year. It stood at 6.0 in for Vietnam veterans was the
AEC Chief's Gesture
Debbie Galloway, driving while COMPARED TO LAST WEEK: down to 13.50.
In an important sidelight of the tion election in cities of more than
AEC
Chairman
James
R.
September
and 6.1 per cent in best in a year.
But
intoxicated, amended to reckless All represented slaughter classes Boars mostly 12.00-14.00.
case, two judges of the Court of 75,000 persons.
Hourly earnings of rank and
Schlesinger took his wife and August.
driving, fined $100.00 costs $10.00. steady, feeders 1.00-2.00 higher.
Newport,
Ludlow
and
two young daughters with him
The Labor Department's file workers averaged $3.48 last
Theodore A. Debonis, driving SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
Covington, all in
northern
to
Amchitka Thursday to Bureau of Labor Statistics, month, roughly the same as in
while intoxicated, amended to 19.50-22.25, Cutter 17.50-19.50,
Kentucky, are the only cities that
with
demonstrate his confidence in which reported the figures, said September. Compared
reckless driving, fines $100.00 Canner 15.50-17.50.
(Continued from Page 1)
have approved charity bingo. The
the safety of the test.
the total number of jobholders October, 1970, however,1t
costs $10.00.
secret
of
the
fact
he
is
interested
Newport bingo was halted by
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
(Continued from Page 1)
"We expect this test to go rose 320,000 in October, after represented a 20-cent-an-hour
Eddie A. Cook, driving while to Good over 1,000 lbs. 25.00-26.00.
in running for Cooper's seat.
Campbell Circuit Judge Paul
gain.
pastorates
working
closely
with
intoxicated, fined $150.00 costs SLAHGTER CALVES AND
Interviewed by telephone at his Stapleton Sept. 17, 1970 when the safely," Schlesinger said. "We seasonal adjustment, to an allthe youth.
With the formal wage-pricehave no apprehension on that time high of 79.8 million.
$10.00.
home
in
Elizabethtown,
Hudcase challenging the conVEALERS: Choice 160-240 lbs.
Rev. Faires has a special inrent freeze due to end Nov. 13,
This
was
the
second
score."
favoraDavid
Owen,
public vealers 40.00-45.00, selected high
dleston said he probably will stitutionality was brought
ble report in as many days the Pay Board was reported
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs Choice up to 50.00, mixed Good terest in religious folk music as a have an announcement about his against the city of Newport by
collector,
composer
and
perfrom the administration's only a day or two away from
$10.00.
plans
after
assessing
the
Samuel
Kosfky
and
Robert
A.
and Choice 180-240 lbs. 36.00-40.00,
standpoint in its effort to slow reaching a decision on the
Pat 0. Walker, disregarding mixed Good and Choice 240-35C former. He published and situation during the next few
recorded two of his compositions weeks.
inflation and reduce unemploy- retroactive pay and other
The thought on horse racing
stop sign and no state inspection lbs. calves 32.00-36.00.
(Continued from Page 1
be deciding in
songs,
of
these
and
one
in
1968,
"Based on Tuesday's election pari-mutel betting came as a Opponents of the language ment. On Thursday, the Labor issues it will
sticker, fined $20.00 costs 610.00. FEEDER STEERS: Choice
There", results, I'd say it's an enticing concuring opinion
Terry K. Alexander, speeding 250-300 lbs. up to 50.00, Choice 300. "There's A World Out
and as a warned that it was unconstitu- Department reported a drop of President Nixon's Phase II
in prospect," Huddleston dissenting
0.1 per cent in wholesale prices Economic Plan.
and disregarding stop sign, fined 400 lbs. 41.00-44.00, few hie- has been used extensively
opinion from the tional and
Rep. Emanuel in October.
programs
across
conventions
and
Changes at the The five labor members on
$140.00 costs $10.00.
Choice up to 48.00, 400-500 lbs the country. Several more acknowledged. "The field for the judges.
Celler, D-N.Y., said it would wholesale
level usually perco- the pay panel, including AFLJudge Earl T. Osborne agreed negate antidiscrimination proviJohn Thomas Posey, public 38.00-41.00,500-600 lbs. 36.00-38.00
Senate race could become pretty
have
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs mixed Good and Choice 300-40( rocently composed songs
crowded if cooper goes ahead with the majority opinion but sions of the 1964 Civil Rights late downward to be reflected CIO President George Meany,
been published and recorded for
in later at the consumer level. have been demanding a flat
$10.00.
lbs. 38.50-41.50, 400-500 lbs. 35.50. use in some of the courses of the with his decision to retire. But I said, "I am of the opinion that Act. Celler offered to have his
Strikes Offset Gains
release of all pay increases
Glen Dolan Prince, public 38.50, 500-600 lbs. 33.00-36.00
think he's going to get a lot of pari-mutel pools also constitute House Judiciary Committee
Today's report
said
4.6 negotiated before the freeze
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs Good 300-400 lbs. 35.50-38.50, 400. Christian Life Curriculum. Just pressure from the White House a lottery in violation of the state hold hearings immediately on
recently some twenty of his folk
million Americans were out of began but held up when Nixon
$10.00.
to run again."
constitution."
500 lbs. 33.00-35.50, 500-600 lbs songs were published in a
the busing issue if the House
booklet
work in October, 270,000 fewer imposed his economic controls
fined
John E. Ellis, shoplifting,
In the only vote against the would reject the language.
Huddleston said he has heard
30.00-33.00.
edition.
$50.00 costs 610.00.
that Breathitt is making some majority, Judge Edward P. Hill Backers of the amendments than September. The decline Aug. 15.
The guest speaker is married to
contacts around the state to get said he agreed bingo violated the said the language was necessa- was greater than usual for this The five members of the
FEEDER HEIFERS: Choice
Martha Turner and they have
his ducks in a row" for a bid for constitution and "by the same ry to quell widespread unrest in time of year, the BLS said, and board representing the public
250-300 lbs. up to 39.50, Choice 300- three daughters and two
sons.
the senate.
token, I think pari-mutuel betting the nation between whites and resulted largely from a reduc- are opposed to the retroactive
400 lbs. 33.00-36.00, high Choice up They have appeared
as a family
As a prophet, Huddleston is on horse races also violates the blacks over busing, which they tion in the number of men who pay increases and have protp 38.50, 400-500 lbs. 32.00-34.00, unit in musical
programs in the
posed extending the freeze until
batting 1,000. He was just about same section of the constitution. said was harming the quality of lost their jobs.
500-600 lbs. 30.00-32.00, 600-700 lbs. St. Louis area.
Nonfarm payrolls remained Jan. 1, with pay increases after
Christopher Wayne Butler, 27.00-30.00, mixed Good and
on the nose with his prediction Both constitute lotteries."
education
children
received by
The public is invited to attend
virtually unchanged in October, that limited to 5 per cent.
stillborn infant son of Mr. and Choice 300-400lbs. 31.00-33.00,400that Ford would win Tuesday by The high court has once of both races.
any of these three services in
employment gains in The House Banking Conunit:Mrs. Carl Butler of Dexter Route 500 lbs. 28.00-32.00, 500-600 lbs.
*,000 votes.
Tirevioullj upheld the con- Earlier, House members and
which Rev. Faires will be apseveral industries were offset tee voted Tuesday to force the
One was born Thursday at eight 26.00-29.00.
"I think our victory reflects the stitutionality
of
pari-mutuel
killed
by
194-189
a
provision
of
pearing.
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
fact that the state Democratic horse race betting in a 1931 case. the bill that would have barred by more men on strike, approval of retroactive pay
particularly coal miners and increases, except for those
County Hospital.
organization is in better shape, For the case to be considered sex discrimination
in
the longshoremen.
grossly disproportionate to the
county by county, than it has again, a case would have to reach admission
policies
of
coGraveside rites were conThe jobless rate for blue general wage level. The direcbeen
irra
long
time,"
Ise
added.
court.
the
educational
undergraduate
ducted by Bro. John L. Hicks at
"However, it might be a little
The remarks by the judges schools. But they left intact in collar workers dropped in tive would be part of the
the Stewart Cemetery today at
ANN ARBOR, Mich. UP!)- premature to say that the state is have no effect on the con- the measure a ban on sex October to 7.2 per cent from an legislative machinery the admi1:30 p.m. The Max Churchill
The funeral for Claude
going to
revert to being the stitutionality of horse racing, but discrimination in hiring policies even 8 per cent in September. nistration is seeking to continue
Funeral Home had charge of the Rowland of Murray Route Eight A psychiatrist, his wife and
stronghold
for
Democrats that it do show the feeling of two judges. and
added
new
language The decrease was due largely its economic controls.
daughter were found shot to
arrangements.
will be held Saturday at one p.m.
bingo
un- specifically banning graduate to higher employment rates But President Nixon immedideclare
death in the kitchen of their once was. The voters seem to be To
at the chapel of the Blalockissued
a
statement
Survivors in addition to his
home today. Police said one much more independent in their constitutional and uphold pari- schools from maintaining male- among craftsmen and foremen, ately
Coleman funeral Horne with
the government said.
attacking the committee's deciman
was in custody
in thinking than they used to be." mutel betting amounts to female admission quotas.
parents are his grandparents,
of
Rev. Layne Shanklin
Asked about the possibility that "judicial dishonesty", Judge Hill
The historic program of The over-all jobless rate of sion, saying:
Mr.and Mrs. William D. Thorn of
connection with the case.
McLemorsville, Tenn., ofdirect aid to colleges, opposed 5.8 per cent of the work force "If the Congress enacts this
The victims were Dr. Alexan- he might be pitted against wrote.
Dexter Route One and Mrs. Ruby
Butler of Benton Route One, and ficiating.
der Dukay, 50, former director Huadleston in a senate race, The State Court of Appeals is by the administration, would in October compared to 5.5 per amendment to the Economic
his great grandparents, Mr. and
chlof e Ypsilanti State Hospital, Breathitt replied, "until the dust the final step in the judicial authorize slightly more than $1 cent in the same month last Stabilization Act, I believe it
Pallbearers will be Chester
Mrs. Elvis Overby of Dexter
his wife Madeline, 52, and their settles from Tuesday's election, process for the bingo case since billion a year over five years to year. The 5.8 figure was the would seriously jeopardize the
Thomas, Richard Schroader,
Marie, an I'd rather not comment on any only state questions are involved. all private and public colleges same as for July. Lowest rate ability of the Pay Board and
Route One and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
daughter
Lori
Robert Rowland, James Thomas
future races
It would be The U. S. Supreme Court would seeking the aid, regardless of this year was 5.6 per cent in Price Commission to reach the
Thorn of Almo Route One.
elementary school pupil.
Rose, Clyde Rowland, and Jerry
June after a high of 6.2 per goals we all expect of the post.
not likely hear the case because their financial need.
Dukay, clad in a robe and premature."
Maupin. Interment will be in the
freezeprogram."
pajamas, was shot in the "I will say this-It certainly no federal issues are involved. Opponents warned the pro- cent in May.
Temple Hill Cemetery with the
Good News
A constitutional amendment gram violated the constitutional
The President added that he
mouth. His wife had been shot helps the Democratic prospects
arrangements by the Blalockfour times in the back and in 1972 both in the presidential would now be needed to permit provision for separation of The job report was good news was not prejudging whether the
Coleman Funeral Home where
for the White House after bad pay increases were justified,
Church and State.
stomach, and the daughter had election and in the Kentucky bingo legally.
friends may call.
news came from Capitol Hill only that Congress should let
Senate
race,"
the
former
back
of
the
shot
in
the
been
Thursday in the form of a vote the Pay Board decide for itself.
Governor said. "1 think the
Rowland, age 88, died Wed- head.
by a key congressional commit- But he said the committee's
1971 XMAS STAMPS
Funeral services for John L. nesday at seven p.m. at the TB Police said the death weapon overriding issue in Tuesday's
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Th tee to force the Pay Board to decisions were "damaging and
Buxton of Hazel will be held Hospital at Madisonville. He was was found. Police declined to election was the lack of con1971 Christmas stamps will g
clearly inconsistent with the
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the a member of the First United reveal the name of the man in fidence of Kentuckians in the
on sale across the country
leadership of the Republican
NHCA MEETING
effort to achieve a reasonable
chapel of the Miller Funeral Methodist Church and a retired custody.
and
A Gospel Singing will be held Thursday, after a ceremony at A meeting of the NHCA will be price stability."
state
adHome, Hazel, with Rev. James carpenter.
The bodies were discovered national
at the Shady Grove Baptist the National Gallery of Art the held Monday at 7:30 at the
Banking Committee Chairabout 8 a.m. and police ministrations."
Baker officiating.
Survivors are three daughters,
Breathitt was in Miami, Fla., Church, located seven miles day before presided over by Southside Restaurant. All man Wright Patman, D-Tex., in
theorized they had been shot
Thursday to address the National southeast of Puryear, Tenn., on President Nixon's daughter, members are urged to attend. turn accused Nixon of turning
Pallbearers will be Billy Mrs. Rudy Holland, Monroe, La., around breakfast time.
Association of State Departments Saturday. November 6, at seven Julie Eisenhower.
Wilson, Terry Wilson, Jackie Mrs. Audell Covington and Mrs.
the issue into a partisan
One of the stamps features a FINCH TO TOUR S.A.
of Agriculture.
p.m
Wilson, Larry Wilson, and Eldon Evelyn Moody, Tuscon, Arizona;
political one.
At Miami,the former4Governor
The Gospel Aires, The painting by Jamie Wyeth of
WASHINGTON (UP!)
Ordway. Burial will be in the two step daughters, Mrs. Relmon
"The President has been
of
Murray
Route
Eight
Wilson
delivered a searing attack Galleans, and the Melody Makers Chadds Ford, Pa., depicting a White House Counsellor Robert hesitant and apparently highly
Hazel Cemetery with the
against
the
arrangements by the Miller and Mrs. Buena Rose of Murray; SUPER SAPPHIRE
Nixon
ad- are among the singing groups "Partridge in a Pear Tree" and H. Finch will leave Nov. 11 on a confused about economic stabischeduled to be at the singing. the second is a Nativity scene two-week visit to six Latin lization," Patman said. "He
Funeral Home where friends one son, James Rowland of TOKYO (UPI)-A blue star ministration's farm policy.
Albion, Mich.; one stepson, Rev.
He
blamed
the
Rev. Jerry Lee, church pastor, from "Adoration of the Shep- American nations in an attempt compounds the impression of
may call.
administration
priced at
Lloyd Wilson of Murray Route530 carat sapphire
for the "loWest farm prices in this invites the public to attend.
herds" by the Italian painter to improve U.S. relations in confusion by his misinterpreta$2.8
million
went
on
sale
country since the depression."
Girogione.
Buxton, age 83, died Wed- Two; one sister, Mrs. Kenton Thursday.
•
that part of the world.
tions of what the Banking and
nesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Woodall of Murray; one half A Matsuzakaya department Breathitt, who is chairrhan of
Finch said Thursday that Currency Committee did toKnow
You
Now
Almo
sister,
Mrs.
Ralph
Evans
of
Murray -Calloway County
American relations in the areas day."
store spokesman would not the Coalition for a Rural By United Press International
Surprise Greetings
he will visit have "been at a Patman said the committee's
Hospital. He is survived by one Rottte One; five brothers, Harry, disclose the owner of the stone America, said, "something is The adder, a poisonous snake
sister, Mrs Walter Mills of Ruben, and .Bernard of Almo, but said it was discovered in seriously wrong, and I suggest of Europe and northern Asia, FRESNO, Calif.(UP!(-Mu- pretty low ebb for some time. action would not give blanket
Court
Bailiff
Ben This is just one step to improve approval to all retroactive wage
Hazel, and three nieces, Mrs. Edgar of Murray, and Gatline of Ceylon 500 to 600 years ago and that it's simply a matter of fact occasionally appears in the nicipal
Marion Wilson and Mrs. Virginia Cash, Ark.; fifteen grand- later taken to Hong Kong, then that there aren't enough people in Arctic Circle, farther north Kasparian got a surprise chorus these relations." He will visit increases--just to those which
of "happy birthday" on tas 50th Peru, FAauidor, Argentina,
Washington who any longer give
Ordway, both of Hazel, and Mrs. children; thirty-one great to Tokyo.
Bra- are not grossly disproportionate
than any other snake.
grandchildren.
birthday.
a hoot about rural America "
zil, Honduras and Mexico.
Betty Guichellh of Detroit, Mich,
to other wage contracts.

News

(Costtaued from Page I)
Kentucky Civitan Governor Herb
Vescio, a member of the faculty For a number of years the
of Eastern State University.
Creative Arts Department of the
Five charter members of Murray Woman's Club has been
Murray Civitans blew out the 13 contributing to the art education
candles on an anniversary cake. of derserving students at Murray
They were John L. Williams, State University through the
Aubrey Willoughby, Hayden giving of scholarships to students
Rickman, Woodrow Rickman who are art majors, and who
and James Witherspoon.
show promise in the field of art.
Other awards presented were: In 1969 the Department elected
Fruitcake Selling, Ralph Bogard, to give a $200 scholarship for a
311 pounds; Coffield Vance, 472 college student. The members of
pounds; J. H. Nix, 475 pounds; the Department voted to name
Hoyt Roberts, 545 pounds; most this award the Annette Schmidt
pancake sales, Coffield Vance. Scholarship Award. Mrs. SchAttendance awards went to the midt was active in Creative Arts
following: One year, Reiman for a number of years, both as a
Wilson, Nick Horton; two years, participating member and as an
John Emerson, Wayne Williams: instructor in many art areas.
r Hresn,rEy, After her death in 1970, the
s, Sntnfnolueyy"
ea
icrkma
tHhry
a edeenyR
Ed scholarship was named in her
Hendon; five years, Ralph memory.
Bogard, Starkie Colson, Coffield And only this year it was
Vance; nine years, Hoyt Roberts, decided that a $50 scholarship
J.H. Nix; twelve years, Joe also be given to a high school
Motorn
artist to be used for expenses in
Gordon
Smith,
former the art workshop at Murray State
Governor of Kentucky Civitans, IThiversity during the summer
was also a guest as were the term.
wives of Murray Civitans,
In order to finance such an
educational
project,
the
Department has held a Bazaar in
November of antsf.!--":92 1969. The Department members
donate their time and talent by
Federal State Market News making art items of many kinds
to be sold. The J. E. Littleton
Service 11-5-71.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Company has provided space for
Market Report includes 10 buying the sale to be held in their store,
stations
Receipts: Act. 901 Est. 2000
Barrows and Gilts $.25 higher
Sows steady.
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